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ABSTRACT

Instmctional planning and decision-making serve as important links between the
educational organization and the public venue. The focus of the Texas district and
campus planning and decision-making teams is to improve the performance of all
students. The ultimate purpose of planning and decision-making in schools is to attain
the state's educational goals of equity and excellence in achievement for all students.
The purpose of this study was to analyze goals and objectives of cunent campus
plans to identify which cognitive frames these goals had been predontinantiy written in as
identified by the work of Bolman and Deal (1997). Teaching school leaders how to write
more symbolically framed goal statements would allow for administrators to focus on the
more inspiring, creative aspects of school goals. Based on a pilot study, it was
deteratined that many of the cunent district and campus plans were developed and
written in such a manner as to meet the requirements of the state mandates, a very
stmctured process. It was anticipated that from such a stmctured set of mles, stmctured
goals and plans would be produced.
This study was based on the work completed by Bolman and Deal (1984, 1992,
1997). They identified four frames of cognition in the framing and reframing process in
which leaders engage. Those frames are the structural, the human resource, the political,
and the symbolic frames. This study investigated campus goals, the predominance of the
frames in these goals, and the public preference of a particular frame choice related to
campus goals.

IX

This case study utilized three methods of data gathering and analysis. An archival
retrieval and analysis was completed on two elementary school campus plan goals using
an open-coded system of analysis. A survey that allowed the participants to select
between either stmcturally or symbolically framed goals was adntinistered to a target
population of administrators, teachers, and selected parents to determine the preference of
these three groups. Also, personal interviews were conducted to confirm the responses in
the survey and to triangulate the findings from the three methods utilized in this study.
The results of the study indicated that the stmctural frame was the predontinant
frame in the campus goals with only slight evidence of the symbolic frame. There was
no evidence of the human resource frame or the political frame. The study also revealed
that when administrators, teachers, and parents were given a choice between the
stmctural frame goals and symbolic frame goals, all three groups exhibited a strong
preference for the symbolical framed goals.
This study indicated that administrators and members of the instmctional planning
and decision-making teams may want to become more knowledgeable in the frames of
cognition with regard to the writing of campus goals. Administrators who utilize the
findings of this research will develop more symbolically framed goals.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Campus Plans
The focus of Texas district and campus planning and decision-making is to
improve the performance of all students. The ultimate purpose of planning and decisionmaking in schools is to attain the state's educational goals of equity and excellence in
achievement for all students (Texas Education Agency, 1996).
Senate Bill 1, passed by the Texas Legislature in May 1995, contained provisions
that specified the district and campus-level planning and decision-making process
expected of all school districts. The 76"^ Legislature amended several areas of the state
statute pertaining to these requirements (Texas Education Agency, 1996). Texas
Education Code, Section 11.254 required the Commissioner of Education to oversee the
provision of training and technical support to all districts and campuses with respect to
planning and site-based decision making (Texas Education Agency, 1996).
The Texas Education Code established minimum requirements for district and
campus planning and decision-making that all school districts must satisfy. The local
board of tmstees has the responsibility to adopt policy for establishing a district and
campus level planning and decision-making process (Texas Education Agency, 1996).
It is the responsibility of each school district to interpret and implement the
provisions of the state education code in a manner consistent with the statute that will
best serve the school district's characteristics. Neither the Texas Education agency nor

the State Board of Education has any mle-making authority in this area (Texas Education
Agency, 1996).
One of the important components of the planning and decision-making process is
the composition of the planning committees. The committees are to include business
representatives, without regard to whether a business representative resides in the district
or whether the business the person represents is located in the district (Texas Education
Agency, 1996). In addition to these business representatives, there are parents and
community members. Several elected professional staff members are also represented.
This campus planning and decision-making team is responsible for developing a campus
plan that includes specific performance goals based on individual student achievement
and performance objectives based on the Academic Excellence Indicator System known
as the AEIS (Texas Education Agency, 1996).
District and campus plans have emerged as a legislative and delegated attempt to
focus school entities on the primary concerns of education as defined by those charged
with this responsibility. As a result, a framework of outcome expectations as well as
other specifically identified topics has been included in a stmcture that may lend itself to
fulfilling the mandate. Senate Bill 1, passed by the Texas Legislature in May 1995,
contained provisions that specified the district and campus planning and decision-making
process expected of all schools and school districts (Texas Education Agency, 2001).
Related to the proposed research, the planning and decision-making process involves the
development of campus and district goals (Texas Education Agency, 2001). The
planning and decision-making process is the responsibility of local boards and these
boards are to annually approve district and campus performance objectives and ensure
2

that the district and campus plans are (1) mutually supportive to accomplish the identified
objectives; and (2) at a minimum, support the goals and objectives of the state (Texas
Education Agency, 2001, p. 7).
Even though the campus planning process is highly stmctured, symbolism has a
role in the planning stages of any organization. Cohen and March (1974) believed that
plans are symbols and that acadentic organizations provide few real pieces of objective
evidence to evaluate performance. Planning is a signal that all is well or that
improvement is an expectation. When plans are developed and written into symbolic
goals, they become what Cohen and March (1974) refened to as advertisements.

Frames of Cognition
Bolman and Deal have pioneered study of the four frames of cognition, one of
which is the symbotic frame (Bolman and Deal, 1984, 1992, 1997). To understand the
direction and importance of the proposed research related to the symbolic frame and
campus goals, it is necessary to have a basic understanding of the core assumptions of
Bolman and Deals* four frames of cognition (1984). These assumptions establish the
foundation of the study of this research.
For most individuals, cognitive frames are developed early in life. Gardner and
Las kin (1996) suggested that most people develop scripts or scenarios that capture
memories and events. They also indicated that over time these memories and events are
transformed into theories and scripts for accepted behavior. Gardner and Laskin (1996)
believed that as people grow, there is little inclination to change but rather, much
motivation to see evidence for the validity of the embedded theories and scripts. These
3

cognitive frames of reference provide leaders with personal identifiers. Bolman and
Deal's work in the four frames of cognition (1984) established the theoretical basis for
the proposed research.
The following four metaphors provide a brief overview of the four frames
(Bolman & Deal, 1997). The structural frame as it relates to the school organization can
be compared to a factory or machine with designated parts that perform a specific
function. The human resource frame can be likened to a family setting with various types
of social interactions taking place at the same time. The political frame can be compared
to a jungle, with power, conflict, and competition at every turn. And finally, the
symbolic frame can be perceived as a culture with meaning, metaphors, ceremonies and
stories impacting the atmosphere.
As further evidence of the four frames in action, Bolman and Deal (1997)
recounted a story of a WWII U.S. Army commando unit that was engaged in high-risk,
behind the scenes assignments with a one hundred percent success rate on its assignments
and very few casualties. A research team looked into why the unit had such a high
success rate and very few casualties. The study showed that success was due to the unit's
ability to reconfigure its frames depending on the situation. The unit's planning stage
was an open fomm where everyone was equal and all input was valued. Creative input
was encouraged from every member of the group and all suggestions were considered,
similar to the human resource frame. Then, the plans became more tightly stmctured and
the process to implement the plan was more carefully developed. Each person had an
assigned duty to be carried out from the top officer in the organization to the lowest
ranking member, similar to the stmctural frame. The implementation of the process
4

reflected on the political and the symbolic frames as the team dealt with the limited
resources at their disposal and the team was determined to achieve a successful mission
that they had envisioned.
Bolman and Deal (1997) described the symbolic frame when they stated that,
"The symbolic frame is more fluid than linear" (p. 217). There is recognition that all
organizations are characterized by an interwoven pattern of beliefs, values, practices, and
artifacts that define for members who they are and how they function (Bolman & Deal,
1997). These values and beliefs may go through periods of adjustments and changes as
external forces influence those core characteristics.
The proposed research will study the perception of reframed stmcturally written
goals into more symbolically written goals. Leaders who are able to reframe develop a
liberating sense of choice and power both for themselves and for their organizations.
Bolman and Deal (1997) also stated that, "The ability to reframe situations is one of the
most powerful capacities of great artists" (p. 34). It can be equally powerful for
administrative leaders who are able to redefine situations, meeting the organizational
challenge, based on the appropriate frame (Bolman &. Deal, 1997).

Stmctural Frame
The stmctural frame focuses on designing a pattern of roles and relationships that
will accomplish collective goals and accommodate individual differences (Bolman &
Deal, 1997). The core assumptions of the stmctural frame are:
1. Organizations exist to achieve established goals and objectives.
2. Organizations work best when rationality prevails over personal
preferences and external pressures.

3. Stmctures must be designed to fit an organization's circumstances
(including its goals, technology, and environment).
4. Organizations increase efficiency and enhance performance through
specialization and division of labor.
5. Appropriate forms of coordination and control are essential to ensuring
that individuals and units work together in the service of organizational
goals, and
6. Problems and performance gaps arise from stmctural deficiencies and can
be remedied through restmcturing. ( p. 40)

Human Resource Frame
The human resource frame (Bolman & Deal, 1997) relies on the organization's
recognizing the employee as an individual who has needs and the organization being
sensitive to understanding those needs. The core assumptions of the human resource
frame are:
1. Organizations exist to serve human needs rather than the reverse.
2. People and organizations need each other: organizations need ideas,
energy, and talent; people need careers, salaries, and opportunities.
3. When the fit between individual and system is poor, one or both suffer;
individuals will be exploited or will exploit the organization or both will
become victims.
4. A good fit benefits both: individuals find meaningful and satisfying work,
and organizations get the talent and energy they need to succeed, (pp. 102103)
Political Frame
The political frame (Bolman & Deal, 1997) views organizations as alive with
political arenas that have a web of individual and group interests. The core assumptions
of the political frame are:
1. Organizations are coalitions of various individuals and interest groups.
2. There are enduring differences among coalition members in values,
beliefs, information, interests, and perceptions of reality.

3. Most important decisions involve the allocation of scarce resources, who
gets what.
4. Scarce resources and enduring differences give conflict a central role in
organizational dynantics and make power the most important resource.
5. Goals and decisions emerge from bargaining, negotiation, and jockeying
for position among different stakeholders, (p. 163)

Symbolic Frame
The symbolic frame (Bolman & Deal, 1997) develops the conceptual umbrella
that fosters meaning, belief, and faith within the framework of the organization. The six
core area concepts that support the frame are:
1. What is most important about any event is not what happened but what it
means.
2. Activity and meaning are loosely coupled: events have multiple meanings
because people interpret experience differently.
3. Most of life is ambiguous or uncertain, what happened, why it happened,
or what will happen next are all puzzles.
4. High levels of ambiguity and uncertainty undercut rational analysis,
problem solving, and decision-making.
5. In the face of uncertainty and ambiguity, people create symbols to resolve
confusion, increase predictability, provide direction, and anchor hope and
faith.
6. Many events and processes are more important for what is expressed than
what is produced. They form a cultural tapestry of secular myths, rituals,
ceremonies, and stories that help people find meaning, purpose, and
passions, (pp. 216-217)
Bolman and Deal (1997) explained that the strength of the symbolic frame was
made very evident in the soft drink wars of the 1980s when Pepsi began to close the gap
with Coke for the most prefened drink. In an attempt to regain the edge. Coke
announced that it had developed a new formula that was even better than the old one
(Bolman & Deal, 1997). They began a huge advertising blitz for the new formula and the
new Coke, thinking that it would help regain the market. The reaction that the company

received from its customers was overwhelmingly negative. As Bolman and Deal (1997)
explained, "Coke's executives overlooked a central tenet of the symbolic frame. The
meaning of an object or event can be far more powerful than the reality" (p. 329). They
(1997) continued, "Symbols create meaning. When a symbol is destroyed or vanishes,
people experience emotions almost identical to those felt at the passing of a spouse, child,
old friend, or pet" (p. 329).

School Goals
Each school organization has at its foundation a core process for transforming raw
material, the student, into a finished product. The finished product may be at the end of a
class, a grade level or at graduation. That core process involves not only the raw
material, but it also includes actions that transform the student into the finished product
and more importantly, the process includes the underlying beliefs about the cause-and
effect relations that link the student, the actions and the outcome (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Bolman and Deal's research (1997) suggested that the symbolic frame influences those
underlying beliefs and that the more symbolically written the frames are in the goals, the
more prominent those underlying beliefs may be evident in the school organization,
possibly resulting in higher teacher and student commitment and achievement.
The idea of writing symbolic goals for educational organizations can be compared
to revealing the heart and soul of the instmctional institution. It reveals to the public
what the educational organization values as important to the success of the organization.
Bolman and Deal (1997) related the story of the Volvo sales in France during the 1980s.
There was a slump in sales and the president of the company, Goren Carstedt, brought all
8

of France's sales representatives to the manufacturing company in Sweden so that they
could see and experience the organization's culture of beliefs, values, practices, and
artifacts that represented the company and its product. The result of Carstedt's move to
show the values and culture of his company to his salesmen in France was the doubling
of Volvo's sales. In a similar manner, the wrifing of the school's goals in a more
symbolic frame may well result in higher community support and student achievement.
Goals, in a sen^e, are the written vision of the organization. Chfford and
Cavanagh (1985) stated that effective leaders are able to establish a vision and are able to
adequately communicate that vision through the use of symbols. Bolman and Deal
(1997) suggested that if one's vision is communicated through established written goals,
then the communication of those goals should be framed in a symbolic perspective so as
to empower those goals. As Bolman and Deal (1997) have stated, "Leaders make things
happen, but things also make leaders happen" (p. 296). Bolman and Deal (1997)
suggested that the symbolic perspective allows the leaders to make things happen. One
of the characteristics of good leadership is to be able to embody the vision of the
organization and to utilize symbols to communicate it with passion and gain the tmst of
organizational members (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Stated goals of schools are a worthy source of study because these goals help to
identify the emphasis of the schools. Goals in business organizations are somewhat
easier to measure (Bolman & Deal, 1997), whereas school goals are more diffuse and
complicated to identify because of the nature of the raw material, the student, and the
vagueness of communicating desired outcomes. To complicate the issue further,
Westerlund and Sjostrand (1979) believed that there are other goals that may or may not
9

be explicitly stated; yet they influence practice. They are: honorific goals-ficfitious goals
that credit the organization with desirable qualities; taboo goals-actual goals not talked
about; stereotypical goals-goals that any reputable organization should have; and existing
goals-goals quietly pursued even though inconsistent with the organization's stated
values and self-image.

Statement of the Problem
Given the high emphasis placed on campus planning and school goals by the
legislature and the Texas Education Agency, it would appear to be an appropriate time to
examine the cognitive frame evident in these school goals and how stating them more
symbolically will be perceived by the various patrons the schools serve. A closer review
and study of existing school goals must take place to identify a cognitive baseline. The
cunent campus plan goals will then be modified using the symbolic frame to provide
additional emphasis on the meaning of the goals and the vision of the school.
The proposed research will: (1) identify the cunent prevailing frame in campus
plan goals and (2) identify the prefened cognitive frame for campus plan goals.
The purpose of this study is to analyze goals and objectives of cunent campus
plans to identify which cognitive frames these goals had been predominantly written in as
identified by the work of Bolman and Deal (1997). Teaching school leaders how to write
more symbolically framed goal statements would allow for administrators to focus on the
more inspiring, creative aspects of school goals. Based on a pilot study, it was
determined that many of the cunent district and campus plans were developed and
written in such a manner as to meet the requirements of the state mandates. It was
10

anticipated that from such a stmctured set of mles, a stmctured process and goals would
be produced.
The proposed research will examine what the preferences would be of
administrators, teachers, and parents when they are given the opportunity to select
between a stmcturally written goal and a symbolically written goal that conveyed sintilar
meaning.

The Research Ouestion
The purposes of this study were to answer the questions: (1) what is the cunent
dominant cognitive frame used in existing campus plan goals, and (2) when presented
with a choice between structurally written goals and symbolically written goals, will
school patrons exhibit a clear preference?
The subsidiary questions that will guide this research are:
1. What cognitive frames do cunent campus plan goals reflect?
2. When stmctural frame goals have been rewritten in a symbolic frame format,
will symbolic frame goals be prefened over the cunent prevailing frames by
administrators, teachers, and parents?

Significance of the Study
There is much written about the importance of educational leadership in our
school systems today. Bums (1978) emphasized the importance of actions of leaders
when he stated, "Leadership over human beings is exercised when persons with certain
motives and purposes mobilize in competition or conflict with others, institutional,
11

political, psychological, and other resources so as to arouse, engage, and satisfy the
mofives of foUowers" (p. 18).
This study may provide evidence that educational leaders in the area of planning
and establishing goals do not cunently use the full resources of the cognitive frames,
especially the symbolic frame, to achieve the highest potential for success for the goals
their planning committees establish. The identification, therefore, of the prevalent frames
or lenses to be used effectively by administrators should provide valuable data which
could serve both as the foundation for developing improved campus plans and also
establish a means for the more effective presentation of campus plans to school patrons,
specifically the goals in those plans. Subsequent use of the data contained in this
research would be used to improve and enhance the planning and decision making
process by more formally introducing the frames of cognition to administrators and
assisting them in utilizing multiple frames.

Methodology

Literature Review
A review of the literature pertaining to the various aspects of administrative
leadership as they relate to Bolman and Deal's (1997) four frames of cognition was
conducted to glean the prevalent ideas, theories, and concepts associated with the topic.
Specific areas of emphasis included related theories of leadership such as Theory X and
Theory Y leadership, transactional and transformational leadership, managerial versus
leadership principles, the use of symbols and organizational culture to express and evoke
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the power of the organization, and the need for adntinistrators to be able to utilize the
proper frame or frames to identify the best solutions to the challenges of the organization.
The relevant research literature was compiled into an informative, useable body of
information for examination of the legal basis of campus plans, cognitive frames as
conceptualized by Bolman and Deal (1997), and leadership characteristics necessary to
reframe existing campus plans and goals into the symbolic frame. The review of the
literature provided a focus for the research that followed.
The literature review was useful in developing the general concept sunounding
the study and in defining pertinent terminology. Support for the literature review was
provided by a computer search using ERIC's search engine and the online catalogue of
Texas Tech University.

Data Collecfion
Data were gathered using two instmments developed in a pilot study and followup interviews using a standardized interview document developed from the responses
provided in the questionnaire. The first instmment developed was the Cognitive Frame
Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A). This instmment was based
on the initial research of Bolman and Deal's (1997) cognitive frames and then
conceptualized so that it could be used to identify the dominant frames associated with
district and campus plans. The instmment was confirmed through an eariier pilot study
of district and campus plans and proved to be an accurate assessment of frame identifiers
for district and campus goals and objectives, ft was also reviewed and modified by a
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panel of professors, experienced in the frames of cognition developed by Bolman and
Deal.
The second instmment was the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). In
the pilot study, the stmctural frame was found to be the prevailing frame in stating
campus goals. The Survey of Prefened Frames was developed by rewriting the stmctural
goals using symbolic wording that was identified in the Cognitive Frame Identifier for
District and Campus Goals. The same panel of professors also approved the Survey of
Prefened Frames for this proposed study. Each newly written symbolic frame goal was
paired with the original stmctural frame goal and the participants in the survey were
asked to select the prefened goal in each set of goals offered.
The survey was administered in the following ways. The researcher estabtished
an individual meeting with the participating principals of the two schools included in the
study. The purpose of this meeting was to inform the two campus principals about the
research study and to answer any questions related to the surveys and interviews
conducted. Principals were given assurances that any information used in the analysis
and findings would not be able to be identified as coming from a specific campus and
there would not be any results that could be constmed in a negative context.
A date was established during the initial meetings for each campus to be surveyed
using the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). The meeting with the
administrators and teachers took place after the school day and the campus principals
introduced the researcher to administer the survey. A brief description of the cunent
study was given to explain the need for the survey with a verbal request for volunteers for
the interview phase mentioned prior to handing out the surveys for the administrators and
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teachers to complete. The completion of the survey took approximately five minutes.
The respondents placed the surveys in an envelope after completing the survey and the
campus adntinistrator returned the envelope to the researcher at the end of the meeting.
The survey of the parents comprised the second approach to the data collection in
this phase. Permission was received from the superintendent of the district to mail out
surveys to the parents of the participating campuses, requesting participafion in the
survey. The parents were asked to return the surveys in the self-addressed stamped
envelope provided in the letter.
The final data collection process used in the proposed research was the use of
follow-up interviews based on the responses in the Survey of Prefened Frames. A
selected number of respondents to the initial survey were randomly selected and
interviewed using a cross section of administrators, teachers, and parents. This process
was used as a form of confirmation with the review of the literature and the survey
responses to further support the findings that a particular frame was prefened over
another. This third phase of the research involved the development of the Standardized
Personal Interview (see Appendix C) that was used with selected participants from the
survey. The panel of professors also approved the standardized interview.
The actual case study involved the evaluation of campus plans from two schools
using the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Plans, an instmment
developed for the conduct of this study that was based on the characterisfics of the four
cognitive frames (Bolman & Deal, 1997). This instmment was enhanced by modifying
the descriptors for each of the eight dimensions of each of the four cognitive frames.
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Goals from each of the campus plans that had been identified as being
predominantly stmctural were rewritten to exhibit a more symbolic characteristic. The
original goals and the newly written symbolic goals were paralleled and presented in a
survey with teachers, administrators, and parents being asked to select their prefened
goal. The results of this survey indicated the preference for goals/objecfives
characterized by either the stmctural or symbolic frame.

The Population
Two elementary campuses, one that achieved exemplary status and the other rated
as acceptable on the TAAS tests, were selected to be used in this case study research to
detemtine if there were any similarities or differences in the goals of the two campuses
based on the identification of the frames of cognifion from Bolman and Deal's work
(1984, 1992, 1997). These campuses were located in northwest Texas.
The proposed case study incorporated the use of administrators, teachers, and
parents of the two campuses for phase two of the research, which was the Survey of
Prefened Frames. All adntinistrators, teachers, and 200 parents (100 from each campus)
had the opportunity to participate in the survey.
The population for the third phase of the research was considerably smaller
because of the nature of the interview process. From each of the two participating
schools, two people from each of the three categories of participants (administrators,
teachers, and parents) were randomly selected for interviews. A total of 12 participants
were interviewed.
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Data Analysis
The actual case study involved the evaluafion of campus plans from two schools
using the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Plans, an instmment
developed for the conduct of this study that was based on the characteristics of the four
cognitive frames (Bolman & Deal, 1997). This instmment was enhanced by modifying
the descriptors for each of the eight dimensions of each of the four cognitive frames.
Goals from each of the campus plans that had been identified as being
predominantly stmctural were rewritten to exhibit a more symbolic characteristic. The
original goals and the newly written symbolic goals were paralleled and presented in a
survey with teachers, administrators, and parents being asked to select their prefened
goal. The results of this survey indicated the preference for goals/objectives
characterized by either the stmctural or symbolic frame.
The data collected from the submitted campus plans were analyzed using the
Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A). The district
and campus goals were evaluated based on the research question, what cognifive frames
do cunent district and campus plans reflect?
The surveys retumed by all three groups of participants were analyzed according
to the response of the choices given. Each survey had a place to indicate to which group
the respondent belonged. This information was compiled both by groups and as a total to
provide a more global response to the prefened frame.
Anonymity of respondents participating in the personal interview was assured to
those participants who responded and were selected to participate in this phase of the
research. Only the information that directly affected the research study was retained.
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Any other additional information provided by the respondents that did not have a bearing
in this research was not extracted from the tape.

Definition of Terms
Here is a list of terminology used in this research that will help the clarify the
meaning of these frequenUy used terms.
Cognition: The process of recalling experiences, connecting them to existing
situations, and making decisions in conjunction with those experiences.
Cognitive Perspectives: The process of learners, thinkers, and decision-makers,
reflecting on a problem, a challenge, or a situation from personally acquired declarative
and procedural knowledge and recognizing more than one solution.
Declarative Knowledge: The information acquired through a series of
experimental situations and through personal study.
Framing: The process of determining what the problem is or problem finding. To
identify what is going on in a situation.
Individual Reflection: The process of an individual reviewing all possible
alternatives before responding to a situation.
Leader: One who is proactive, searching out possible areas of concern and
developing solutions to address problems as they arise. One who helps their organization
to succeed while operating within the realities of the organization and its sunounding
environment. One who acts with boldness, vision, and energy to make difficult changes.
Leadership Frames: The assimilation of schema, schemata, cognifive maps,
paradigms, and social categorizations into identifiable operational stmctures.
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Manager: One who is typically reactionary and is production-oriented. One who
leads through a set of contractual agreements. One who is somewhat conservative,
methodically incremental, and short-term oriented in decision-making.
Organizational Cognitive Dissonance: A process of disequilibrium that affects
the cultural and philosophical foundation of every organization, forcing a test of the
organization's values and strengths.
Procedural Knowledge: The process of implementing declarative knowledge.
Systems Thinking: The cognitive inclination of an individual to see how the parts
of an organization constantly influence one another in ways that can support or hinder
improvement efforts. Systems thinking takes into consideration all the aspects of
causation, the identification of the causes of a certain event. Systems thinkers take into
consideration information from available documents, observations, and interviews with
knowledgeable participants about causal interactions among key variables.
Texas Education Code: Set of specific laws and regulations established by the
Texas Legislature and implemented by the Texas Education Agency.

Delimitations of the Study
The data for this study were collected from two elementary schools based on their
Academic Excellence Indicator Rating results as determined by the Education Agency.
These two schools were located in Region XVI Educafion Service Center in the West
Texas area. The participants in the proposed study represented principals, teachers, and
parents of various ages, genders, and years of experience. The proposed study identified
the prefened cognitive frame goal that principals, teachers, and parents selected when
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presented with a choice of the stmctural frame or the symbolic frame goal. This work
was largely based on the frames of cognition developed by Bolman and Deal (1984,
1992, 1997) and addressed the perception of the three groups listed above, when they
were presented with a choice of goals to select in a public venue.
This was not a study of all principals, teachers, and parents who had access to
receiving campus plan goals nor was it a study of the use of any particular cognitive
frame over another in all areas of campus planning and the principalship. Although
campus and district planning is a mandatory requirement of all campuses and districts in
the state of Texas, the state does not delineate how to project those goals in the most
positive and receptive manner. This study attempted to discover the prefened cognitive
frame for presenting the campus goals in a public venue to the target population of
customers that include principals, teachers, and parents.
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CHAPTER n
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
This literature review will contribute to an understanding of the various frames of
cognition and how those frames inform leaders as they develop solutions to impending
challenges and dilemmas, as they establish goals for their organizations. This review
emphasized the cognitive components of how leaders frame solutions to impending
challenges and dilemmas with the focus on frames of cognition, specifically the symbolic
frame as developed by Bolman and Deal (1997). There is a difference between
management and leadership. Kotter and Heskett (1992) stated:
Excellent management, by its very nature, is somewhat
conservative, methodically incremental, and short-term oriented. As a
result, the very best management simply cannot produce major change.
Only with leadership does one get the boldness, the vision, and the energy
needed to create large and difficult changes, and cultural change certainly
tends to be large and difficult, (p. 150)
The focus of this review was on the leadership aspect as it related to the
frames of cognition.
Bolman and Deal believed it was possible to develop cognitive decision-making
skills (1992). They described the process of developing the cognitive skill beginning
with the declarative, the associative, and the autonomous stages.
In the declarative stage, individuals learn facts and concepts and store that
memory (Anderson, 1996). These facts and concepts involve representations in the
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memory that are subject to conscious recollection, expression, and reflection
(Eichenbaum, 1997).
In the associative stage, two changes occur that distinguish it from the knowledge
stage. The first change is that the declarative knowledge undergoes refinement and the
second change is that the declarative knowledge base results in the ability to associate
facts and concepts with actions and operaUons (Anderson, 1996). Anderson (1996)
suggested that the associative stage was the smoothing out stage. This stage of cognition
seems to serve as the foundation for understanding complex forms of behavior
(Wasserman, 1997).
Anderson (1996) refened to the autonomous stage as the, "gradual continued
improvement in the skill" (p. 217). Yekovich (1991) stated that in this stage, "the
declarative knowledge base becomes enriched to the point that a person knows a lot about
the domain and knows how most things are related to each other" (p. 158). Mezirow
(1997) refened to this autonomous thinking as, "essential for full citizenship in
democracy and for moral decision-making in situafions of rapid change" (p. 7).
Bolman and Deal (1997) have completed research in which they have
incorporated the processes of cognition into four frames: the stmctural, the human
resource, the political, and the symbolic frame. These four frames and how they
influence leadership decisions related to the organizational goals, were the basis of this
review of the literature.
Heimovics, Herman, and Jurkiewicz (1993) have studied executive leadership in
nonprofit organizations. As part of their research, field workers observed actions
undertaken by executives in their respective organizations. These observable actions
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were coded into one of the four frames identified by Bolman and Deal (1997). One of the
results of their field research was the identification as a stmctural behavior, an emphasis
on objectives, goals, and mission statements. Further observation indicated that working
on a vision for the organization was seen as a symbolic action (Heimovics, Herman, &
Jurkiewicz, 1993).
This particular research by Heimovics, Herman, and Jurkiewicz (1993) also
suggested the difficulty and ambiguity in conectiy identifying the symbolic frame. The
researchers in this study of executive leaders believed that the lower Pearson r-value they
obtained from their study was as a result of the less frequent use of this frame
(Heimovics, Herman, & Jurkiewicz, 1993). The coders had difficulty recognizing this
frame, suggesting that symbolic behaviors could not easily be identified as specifically
and discretely symbolic.
In another qualitative research study by Heimovics, Herman, and Jurkiewicz
(1995), the authors again studied the leadership provided by effective chief execufive
officers of nonprofit organizations. This study found that effecfive chief executives
understand the centrality of their leadership role and accept responsibility as initiators of
acfion with their boards to find resources and revitalize the missions of their
organizations.
Heimovics, Herman, and Jurkiewicz (1995) refened again to Bolman and Deal's
cognitive frames of leadership and remarked in their research that the symbolic frame
calls for charismafic leaders to arouse visions of a prefened organizational future and
evoke emotional responses to enhance an organization's identity, transforming it to a
higher plane of performance and value.
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Leadership Aspects
Leaders understand and give attention to human relationships (Conzentius, 1999).
This process is key to building leadership capacity. Human relationships are one of those
intangible variables that greatly influence the leaders' success. Leaders must have the
cognitive knowledge to effectively influence the human blockers to progress. The leader
determines the course of action over, around, or through those human barriers to lead
others to the educational goals established for success (Conzentius, 1999).
Leaders are listeners (Conzentius, 1999). They attempt to understand and they
pay attention to the educational voice of the community. There is genuine concem for
individuals who are stmggling to make progress. The leader patientiy listens for signs of
professional need from the community of learners.
Effective leaders have ongoing conversations about teaching and leaming. This
pushes the leader to excellence. Many ideas are generated from these conversations that
are used to promote successful change. This continuous dialogue also stimulates focus
on leaming and improving.
The principal must be able to focus on and promote teaching and leaming as the
core activity of schools (Malone & Caddell, January/Febmary 2000). The principal must
keep everything that is done focused on promoting success for the students as the goal
and vision of the leaming institution. The principal cannot allow external forces or
influences to detour the teachers and the learners from accomplishing the stated goals.
An effective leader will lead teachers to act on their shared vision, another
attribute of the symbolic frame (Conzemius, 1999). When there is a shared vision and
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risk-taking is encouraged and supported, teachers move from a Clockworks I process into
a Clockworks II orientation (Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999). The Clockworks I process
exists when the leader specifies the behavior and monitors for compliance and applies
conective measures when necessary (Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999). A Clockworks II
process occurs when the leader looks at the system with the vision in mind and allows
more latitude for the organizational members to reach that goal (Reavis, Vinson, & Fox,
1999). The vision is the guiding focus of all decisions based on reliable data linked to the
vision.
The leader must demonstrate commitment to mutually identified educadonal
values (Malone & Caddell, January/Febmary 2000). He/She must be willing to lead by
example and to support others in the leaming community by his/her willingness to stand
firm in the face of adversity. Many people outside the system and some inside will test
the character of a leader and of his/her commitment to those educational values.
It is important for leaders to be effective in providing clarity to the roles of the
teachers and the leamers (Donaldson & Hausman, September 1999). Those
administrators and teachers who have more clarity in their roles are perceived by others
to achieve more success than those who tend to have less clarity in their posifion. A
leader who takes the time to elaborate on individual responsibilities and roles will do well
in reaching the success plateau with his/her staff and his/her students.
The Interstate School Leaders Licensure Consortium, a program of the Council of
Chief State School Officers, has created a set of standards for school principals that
present a common core of knowledge, dispositions and performances (Teny,
September/October 1999). These standards include an administrator who is a visionary
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leader, who can effectively implement policy and governance, communicate with the
community, organize and manage, coordinate the planning and development of
cuiriculum, be an instmctional leader, provide appropriate staff evaluation, and possess
the proper values and ethics required of a leader.
Another set of standards for school principals is recognized in the Texas
Adntinistrative Code. These standards are all connected to a learner-centered foundation
and include a leader who: (1) maintains the ethics of leadership, (2) shapes the campus
culture through a vision of leaming, (3) utilizes human resources to promote success for
students, (4) communicates effectively with families and community members, (5)
effectively manages organizational operations, and (6) provides instmctional leadership
for aU students (Chapter 241, Rule § 241.15, 2001).

Leadership Theories. Skills, and Styles
A number of writers have considered leadership theories, skills, and styles as part
the repertoire of successful leaders. Roe and Drake (1974) stated that, "The question
facing the principal is not whether he must behave as a leader; rather, it is a question of
how shall he behave to be an effective leader" (p. 67). Knowledge of leadership theories,
skills, and styles adds to that repertoire.
Roe and Drake (1974) discussed leadership from a three-category perspective.
They view leadership as either laissez faire, autocratic or democratic. The laissez faire
style or a more passive type of leadership according to Roe and Drake (1974) produces
the least desirable results. The autocratic style utilizes the assigning of tasks and
demonstrates some disorder but there is a completion of tasks. The democratic style,
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with more participation among the organizational members, produces more positive
results than the laissez faire style (Roe & Drake, 1974).
Goleman professed that any successful leader must be able to master several
leadership styles (March/April 2000) and be able to recognize when and how to use these
styles, depending on the situation. Although he lists six prevalent styles, he encourages
the leader to be able to implement at least four of those styles. The four styles that he
believes are necessary are the authoritative, democratic, affiliative, and coaching styles
(Goleman, March/April 2000).
The authoritative leader is a visionary; he motivates people by making clear to
them how their work fits into a larger vision for the organization (Goleman, March/April
2000). Those who work for such leaders understand that what they do matters and why.
Authoritative leadership also maximizes commitment to the organization's goals and
strategy.
The democratic style of leadership allows time for people to absorb the ideas of
change and to buy into the process. The leader is able to build tmst, respect, and
commitment (Goleman, March/April, 2000). This style allows the workers to have a say
in the decisions that affect their goals and how they do their work. This position
increases the flexibility and responsibility among the employees as to the goals and
successes of the organization.
The affiliative leader strives to keep employees happy and to create harmony
among them (Goleman, March/April 2000). He/She manages by building strong
emotional bonds and then reaping the benefits of such an approach, namely fierce loyalty.
This style has a positive effect on communication.
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The coaching style of leadership helps employees to identify their unique
strengths and weaknesses and ties them to their personal and career options (Goleman,
March/April 2000). This style of leadership encourages employees to establish long-term
development goals and helps them to conceptualize a plan for attaining them. The
coaching style of leadership nurtures an environment that fosters delegation. Employees
receiving challenging assignments, are not expected to accomplish the task quickly,
knowing that the leaders are willing to put up with short-term failure if it furthers longterm leaming.
There are various leadership theories which administrators can accept, adopt,
modify and implement to suit their own leadership style. Schwahn and Spady (1998)
described the total leader as an individual who embodies all of the performance abilities
and attributes needed to erect the pillars of productive change and cany out the essential
processes that make successful systemic change happen. The pillars that Schwahn and
Spady refened to are purpose, vision, ownership, capacity and support (1998).
While Schwahn and Spady (1998) outiined the characterisfics of leadership, the
task of leadership could be as Covey (1989) stated, "to increase the standard of living and
the quality of life for all stakeholders" (p. 218). The responsibility of the leader is to see
that the task is performed successfully.
One model for leadership style is McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y
(McGregor, 1960). Theory X leaders accept three assumptions:
1. people generally dislike work and try to avoid it;
2. because of a negative disposition toward work, employees must be pushed and
controlled if they are to attain organizational goals;
3. because they lack personal responsibility, employees seek managerial control, (p.
76)
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Theory Y leaders are more optimistic and expect employees to be contributors
(McGregor, 1960). Theory Y administrators believe:
1. conditions in the workplace affect employee commitment, responsibility and
productivity;
2. in positive environments, employees often become committed to organizational
goals and work diligently toward their attainment;
3. employees press to solve problems they encounter, (p. 76)
Bums divided leadership into two main categories. He believed that leadership is
either transforming or transactional (1978). The components of transforming leadership
recognize and utilize an existing need or demand of a follower, look for potential
motives, seek to satisfy higher needs, and engage the full person of the follower (Bums,
1978). Transactional leadership approaches followers with an eye to exchange a resource
the leader possesses for a service or resource of the follower (Bums, 1978).
Schwahn and Spady (1998) have categorized leadership theories into domains.
Those domains include authentic leadership, visionary leadership, cultural leadership,
quality leadership and service leadership. These domains are not totally separate and
apart from each other, but each has dominant characteristics that illuntinate and
emphasize that domain attribute.
The authentic leadership domain defines the essence of leaders. Leaders who are
predominantly operating from this leadership theory have grounded themselves in the
personal meanings and values of the organization (Schwahn & Spady, 1998). There is a
continuous process of reflection, honesty, inquiry and connection with the organization.
The visionary leadership domain is concentrated in creative influence. Visionary
leaders, "excel at creating novel possibilities that others don't see.. .and thrive on
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translating shifts and trends into productive options for organizational transformation"
(Schwahn & Spady, 1998, p. 51). They utilize openness, courage, future focusing and
clarity to accomptish their mission (Schwahn & Spady, 1998).
The cultural leadership domain actively promotes interpersonal interaction and
participation within the organization. There is a quality and a consistency of relationship
between the leaders and others (Schwahn & Spady, 1998). Key ideas to developing the
cultural leadership theory are integrity, commitment, inclusiveness and a win-win atfitude
(Schwahn & Spady, 1998).
The quality leadership domain embodies the continuous improvement of the
process to gain a quality product within the organization. Quality leadership is about
creating and sustaining productive change (Schwahn & Spady, 1998). To obtain quality
at a consistent level the leader who demonstrates dominant characteristics in this domain
concentrates on excellence, productivity, accountability and improvement (Schwahn &
Spady, 1998).
Finally, leaders who demonstrate service leadership are those leaders who do
everything possible to support the organization (Schwahn & Spady, 1998). Service
leaders do everything possible to achieve their declared purpose and vision (Schwahn &
Spady, 1998). They are committed to making sure the goals and objectives of the
organization are met. These leaders are characterized by risk taking, teamwork,
alignment and contribution.
Bolman and Deal's frames of cognition (1997) can be incorporated somewhat into
Maslow's hierarchy of needs (1954). Seeing the relationship with this hierarchical model
helps further the understanding of the four frames of cognition (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
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Although the human resource frame is the most prominent, two other lenses are evident
(Bolman & Deal, 1997). Maslow (1954) grouped the hierarchy of human needs into five
basic categories. The first is the physiological need (Maslow, 1954). This is the need
for the basic elements of life such as food, physical health, and comfort. This can be
compared to the stmctural frame. It is the basic structure that is required of any
organization and it is necessary for the life of that organizafion.
The next level (Maslow, 1954) of the hierarchy is the need for safety. There is a
need for all to be safe from danger, attack, and threat. This level connects with Bolman
and Deal's human resource frame by tending to the individual safety of the person.
The third level, belongingness (Maslow, 1954), also lends itself to the human
resource frame with the need to belong and to be loved. Organizations need to develop a
sense of belonging that builds good working relationships among the employees.
The fourth level in Maslow's hierarchy of need is esteem or the need to feel
valued and to value oneself (1954). This level can be also aligned to Bolman and Deal's
human resource frame because it is the responsibility of the leaders to make sure that the
employees feel valued and needed.
The last level (Maslow, 1954) on the hierarchy is self-actualization or the need to
develop to one's fullest and to actualize one's potential. This level can be compared to
Bolman and Deal's symbolic frame because it inspires people to do their best to achieve
the goals set forth by the organization.
Strong leaders are also well aware of the competencies of the members of their
organization. Bradford and Cohen (1984) have labeled leaders who have the
romanticized view of leaders who feel like they have to know what is going on in all
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departments at all times, have more technical expertise than any subordinate, and are able
to solve any problem that comes up, as heroic leaders. Heroic leadership fails to make
full use of the knowledge and competencies for which their subordinates were hired
(Bradford «fe Cohen, 1984).
The essence of visionary leaders is paradigm-breaking imagination and
innovation (Schwahn & Spady, 1998). The leader for the new millennium must be
willing to expand the boundaries of his/her thought processes beyond the paradigmbreaking point. Problem identification and problem solving must move from a one or
two-dimensional perspective, to a more diversified multi-perspective rationale (Bolman
& Deal, 1997).
Moving to a multi-perspective rationale will enable the educational leader to
improve the quality of life of each individual within the school (Roe & Drake, 1974).
Though this idea was presented over twenty-five years ago, the concept remains relevant
today. It can now be expanded to include the responsibility of the administrator to be the
educational leader of the leaming community (Texas Educafion Agency, 2001).
This emergent view of the educafional organization suggests that leaders be
systems thinkers. Systems thinking recognizes the complex, interdependent
intenelationships among the various parts of the system. When the parts of the system
come together, they form something that is bigger and more complex than those
individual parts. Systems thinkers are individuals who are able to see how these parts
constantly influence one another in ways that can support or hinder improvement efforts.
Changes in one part of the system can have significant effects on other parts of the
system (Sparks, 1994).
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Components of Change
The change process in education is a pzirt of the growth process. To be effective
leaders of educational organizations, those in charge must be aware of the constant
process of change. Smith (1996) stated, "Resistance to change is used too often as an
excuse for failure rather than a motive force for success" (p. 5). Leaders of change in an
organization must be able to visualize the outcome and capitalize on the motive force that
Smith refers to for success. Each of these changes must be considered from the
perspective of the most appropriate cognifive frame and the leaders must then decide
which frame or combination of frames is best suited to achieve the desired outcome.

Models of Change
Successful leadership involves successfully managing change. There are several
models of change that can facilitate change. One such model is the Four Cornerstones
model (Reavis, 2000). This model posits Four Cornerstones or building blocks for
positive change over a short period of time. Those Four Cornerstones are Culture of
Success, Capacity-Building, Leadership, and Systems (Reavis, 2000). The Culture of
Success is embedded in short-term goals that can be celebrated upon their attainment
which in tum, lead to long-terai goals (Reavis, 2000). Capacity-Building is the process
of providing opportunities for people to leam, working from the basis of a clearly stated
problem, to find a solution (Reavis, 2000). The Leadership Cornerstone is to engage in a
Clockworks II process as discussed previously. This means providing more latitude to
teachers and students for them to exercise creadvity in meeting the goals of the school
(Reavis, 2000). The essence of the Systems Cornerstone is that everything done in the
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school is seen as contributing to the mission of the school. The move is away from linear
thinking to allow more avenues for the members of the organization to achieve the goal
(Reavis, 2000).
These Four Comerstones are all focused on a school vision that provides the
framework for change. Embedded within all of the comerstones are bedrock
commitments of connecting, gambare, truth-telling and no-fault (Reavis, 2000). These
commitments help to support the Four Comerstones of change.
Another model of change promoted by Schwahn and Spady (1998) is refened to
as the five pillars of productive change. They believe that it is necessary for leaders to
establish and sustain these pillars of change throughout their organizations. These pillars
are: (1) purpose - It has meaning; (2) vision - It's clear and excifing; (3) ownership - 1
want to be a part of it; (4) capacity - 1 can do it; and (5) support - Our leadership is
helping us do it.
A model of change is evidenced through school reform models. Slavin
(December/January, 2000/2001) explained how the Comprehensive School Reform
demonstration program provided grants to schools that adopted proven comprehensive
reform designs and demonstrated evidence of effecdveness. The funding served to help
offset the financial expenses of school reform and sought to encourage educadonal
leaders to implement best practices for student success (Slavin, December/January
2000/2001).
Other specific models of change that received endorsement from Slavin (Spring
1999) are the Success for All model. Roots and Wings, Math Wings, and Worid Lab. All
of these reform models build on different forms of cooperative leaming in the core
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academic areas. The success of these reform models are dependent on a symbolic frame
reference of capacity building through teachers participating in extensive professional
development, targeting cooperative methods (Slavin, Spring 1999).
Levin's Accelerated Schools model (January 1991) emphasizes bringing at-risk
students into the educational mainstream. His model of change promotes building school
capacity using site-based decision-making strategies to empower and support teachers
and include accountability measures along with the evaluadon process (Levin, January
1991).

Organizational Cognitive Dissonance
Part of the responsibility of being an educational leader is to be able to respond
effectively to rapid and unexpected changes that affect the foundation of that
organization. All educadonal organizations experience a form of change, Organizadonal
Cognitive Dissonance, the process of forcing a test of the organizadon's value strengths.
Disequilibrium (Wheatley, 1999) is necessary for the growth of organizations. When
these organizadonal challenges appear, primary and fractal leadership are seriously tested
and evaluated. Primary leadership is pracdced by the organizadonal leader and fractal
leadership is leadership exercised by members of the organizadon (Wheatiey, 1999).
Further, organizations that reflect the two dimensions of fractal leadership, fractal values
modeling and fractal values integradon, will be transformed through a process of
individual and organizational autopoiesis, a self-renewing process. Those who practice
fractal leadership do so by modeling the accepted values and principles of the
organizadon and supporting individuals within the organization in integradng and
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emulating those characterisdcs. The lack of a strong model of fractal leadership or the
opportunity to model strong fractal values creates an ambiguity within the educadonal
organization. Leaders prepared for the changes that occur through the natural process of
the organization will experience less of the disequilibrium that WheaUey posits (1999).
Leaders can prepare themselves.
This Organizational Cognitive Dissonance or force of change can also be
conceptualized in Chaos Theory as it relates to the fractal phenomenon. Wheatiey (1999)
refened to chaos as life's great creative force. Chaos Theory evolved in the eariy 1970s
in reaction to the Newtonian idea that nature operated in a cause-and-effect manner
(Secretan, 1997). Chaos Theory postulates that there is a kind of order in apparent
disorder in that systems in nature are self-organizing over time (Wheatiey, 1999).

Individual and Group Reflection
The process of individual and group reflecdon is part of a broader reframing or
expansion of the individual's or group's thinking. In essence, it is a model for review of
one's existing cognitive maps and intentionally supporting the expansion of those maps
by bringing in additional data. Schwahn and Spady (1998) refened to this as the
exploration process when they stated, "Exploration is the open, thorough, and
stimulating search for, dialogue about, concrete formulation of prefened pictures of the
possible, for the total organization and its employees and constituents to function at their
best to achieve the declared purpose" (p. 53).
Individual or group reflection contributes to the development of schema. Schema
theory is used to try and capture the basic elements of cognidve stmctures and processes.
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Schema is an abstract knowledge stmcture that summarizes informadon about particular
cases and the relationships among them (Bolman & Deal, 1997). Leaders then udlize the
schemata to guide themselves through the tasks that involve routine everyday
occunences to unique solutions (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The more comfortable the
leader becomes with the schema or abstract knowledge base, the more expertise is
developed through the building of an internal schemata to guide analysis and action
decisions.
The process of individual and group reflection grows from the idea that problem
idendfication and solution finding can be viewed from more than one window. These
windows or frames, as they are called, give a multi-look at the same problem, with
differing pictures. Short (1997) suggested that, "Reflection appears to be an important
tool for developing expertise and the capacity to change behavior" (p. 87). The use of
frames in the reflection process can be compared to observing an automobile accident
occurring at an intersecdon. By looking at the accident from all four comers, the
observer will get a different picture of the accident. This is what the frames allow leaders
to do with school problems.
Group reflecdon occurs as participants give each other feedback, define problems,
and generate strategies. Twale and Short (1989) defined group reflecdon as a process of,
"adapting a strategy through which the participants and pracddoners make sense of
unique or unclear situations using reflective thinking and analysis to develop an
understanding of the complexities of schooling" (p. 151). This synergistic approach can
be extremely powerful, if all of the participants share the same declarative knowledge
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base about the frames listed above and share a commitment to the procedural knowledge
stimulated by application of the frames.

Characteristics of Leaders of Change
The increase of knowledge of the change process increases the likelihood for
success. The educational leader's ability to gain and use that knowledge provides the
leader with substantial leverage in the change process. Using that knowledge with
teachers to promote student achievement and success is tantamount to the leadership role.
Data are the fuel of reform (Killion & Bellamy, 2000). There are no long lasting
improvements without continually providing appropriate data to the significant
participants in the educadonal process.
The role of the leader in the change process is to be able to master the data
idendfication, accumulation, interpretation, dissemination, implementadon, and
evaluation process (Killion & Bellamy, 2000). The process is ongoing with cyclic
evaluations based on the usefulness and efficacy that it brings to the leaming community.
Using data separates good schools from mediocre schools (Killion & Bellamy,
2000). The data help establish a focused course of action on student achievement. This
provides teachers with purpose for identified goals and leaming objectives.
The principal as a leader of change in progress means that the administrator must
develop a leadership strategy. Embedded in that leadership strategy is the philosophy or
vision that the school is a community of leamers. This must be in place to develop
leadership within the staff that will allow reform practices to be put into motion (Alvoid,
1999).
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Although the principal could be a catalyst for change, the principal does not have
to be the sole leader within the leaming community. Developing leaders within the staff
facititates more coUegiality and stimulates broader ownership of the stmctured system for
change. This type of leadership, developed by using the vision of the school, is the
springboard of academic success for all students. Teachers who are encouraged and
supported in this area will develop a synergistic level of response that will help move the
leaming community forward. Wheatiey (1999) refened to this type of leadership
development as fractal leadership.
Responsive schools vary teaching and leaming approaches (Scales & Taccogna,
2001). Leaders of change monitor and assess the teaching cycles to evaluate effecdve
teaching practices. Students leam differently and therefore care should be taken to teach
to the strengths of students' leaming styles.
Leaders of change will demonstrate most of the key attributes of successful
administrators. Every leader will enjoy stronger attributes in some areas than others, but
will utilize each of these attributes, based on their cognition of the process.
Successful leaders will stay focused (Conzemius, 1999). They have the vision
clearly marked and remain dedicated to that vision, not willing to vary from the path that
leads to the successful attainment of the goals.
Leaders pay attention to the change process (Conzemius, 1999). They understand
how the change occurs and how it affects the individual and the group. The leader is able
to facilitate the change process and keep it on a course aligned with the vision statement.
Leaders of change must make a conscious effort to seek out best practices based
on the cutting edge information available. Informadon and pracdces that worked well
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five years ago may not depict the most advantageous opportunides for today. Leaders
must be conscious of the opportunities to improve even well established systems.
Johnson indicates that if leaders do not change, they can become exdnct (1998). Leaders
must be willing to accept that what may be fully operational at one period of time, will
not meet their needs forever.
Leaders of change must be responsive to the needs of their clients. Responsive
middle schools are characterized by educators who are committed to young adolescents, a
shared vision, high expectations for all students, and a positive school climate (Scales &
Toccogna, 2001).
The leader of change in progress must develop a Culture of Success for the
leaming community. This culture of success could include a number of cultural elements
(Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999). Mini-celebrations are one aspect of importing a culture
of success. A monthly award should be created to recognize students who are modeling
specific behaviors that reflect the vision of the leaming community (Reavis, Vinson, &
Fox, 1999). These celebrations serve as reinforcement for desired philosophy of the
leaming community. It fosters the recognition of mini-successes by groups and
individuals. It helps to establish a climate that promotes and recognizes the attributes of
others.

Organizational Culture, the Symbolic Frame and Change
Reavis, Vinson, and Fox (1999) have described the culture of success as
consisting of cultural elements such as idendfying heroes and heroines, recognizing
model behaviors, participadng in organizadonal rites and rituals, perpetuating success
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through stories, and creating symbols for the organization that generated enthusiasm to
achieve success. This culture of success can be imported using a set of beliefs, values,
and pracdces so change can occur in a reladvely short period of time (Reavis, Vinson, &
Fox, 1999).
The culture of success builds upon rites and rituals found in the symbolic frame
(Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999). It utilizes existing state required acdvides such as the
Texas Assessment of Academic Skills and traditional activides such as graduadon to
modvate students to do their best and provides opportunides to improve on these areas.
The successful implementadon of a culture of success is found in the principal who
serves as the high priest/priestess (Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999). The leader does not
miss an opportunity to recognize the successes of others and to help each individual in
the organizadon to feel valued and important (Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999).

Organizational Culture
Embedded within the core characteristics of the symbolic frame described by
Bolman and Deal (1997), is the tapestry of culture. Schein (1992) developed the idea
that, "Culture and leadership are two sides of the same coin in that leaders first create
cultures when they create groups and organizations. Once cultures exist, they determine
the criteria for leadership and thus determine who will or will not be a leader" (p. 14).
Effective leaders that utilize the symbolic frame, require a more comprehensive
understanding of the culture of organizations. The leadership necessary to change an
exisdng culture requires the leader to understand the dynamics of culture and change
(Schein, 1992). This also means that leaders must understand the cycle of the culture of
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an organization from its creation, the management, and at times, the decline of a culture
in an organization.
The decline of a culture is particularly important with reference to change. When
there is continued success there is a strong culture, but if there is a change in the
environment, some of the core assumpdons can become a liability (Schein, 1992).
Schein (1992) indicated that the age of the cultural organization does matter if cultural
change is required. Change becomes more difficult because of the history of successes
based on accepted assumptions. Even if the assumptions are brought to consciousness,
the members of the organization condnue to hold on to them because they jusdfy the past
successes and are the source of pride and self-esteem of the organizadon (Schein, 1992).
Davis (1984) indicated that even if top management has insight, some new assumptions
cannot be implemented down the organizational line because people simply will not
comprehend or accept what the new strategy may require.
Kotter and Heskett (1992) refened to organizational culture as having two levels
distinguishable by their visibility and by their resistance to change. The deeper level of
organizational culture is less visible and refers to those values that are shared by the
people in a group and that persist over a longer period of time even when the membership
changes (Kotter & Heskett, 1992). The more visible level of the organizational culture
represents the behavior patterns of the organizadon that the new employees are expected
to follow. The shared values of an organization are more difficult to change because they
are the less visible aspects of the organizadon (Kotter & Heskett, 1992), while the group
behaviors are more visible and much easier to change. However, each level does have
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the tendency to influence the other. This concept of organizadonal culture applies
Bolman and Deal's (1997) research and is related to the use of the symbolic frame.
Schein (1992) gave a more formal aspect of organizational culture by stating,
"Culture is a pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its
problems of extemal adaptation and intemal integration, that has worked well enough to
be considered valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the conect way to
perceive, think, and feel in relation to those problems" (p. 12). This relates to the
symbolic frame of Bolman and Deal's cognition because of the shared basic assumpdons.
The symbolic frame can address these areas of concem introduced by Schein (1992).
The first component of organizadonal culture that Schein (1992) revealed was that of
socialization or the determinadon of what new members are taught. At this level there is
only an introduction of the new members to the organization through a surface level
approach. Much of what is at the heart of a culture will not be revealed to newcomers at
this level (Schein, 1992).
The second component of organizational culture that Schein (1992) introduced
was the problem of behavior. Behavioral regularides could be a reflecdon of separate but
similar individual experiences and common situational sdmuli arising from the
environment (Schein, 1992). This idea especially relates to the concept of symbolically
written goals because of the concept that behavior within the culture of an organization is
a reflecdon of how the members perceive, think about, and feel about things.
Thirdly, the component of organizadonal culture that Schein (1992) revealed was
that large organizations might have one or multiple cultures. In the case of school
organizations, it is quite possible that a large district may have a main dominating culture
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and various subcultures established in each building of the district, but with reladve
connectedness to the district's values and beliefs.
Organizational cultures have certain characterisdcs that help to reveal the
organization's identity. Schein (1992) listed major categories that are associated with
culture:
1. Observed behavioral regularides when people interact: the
language they use, the customs and traditions that evolve,
and the rituals they employ in a wide variety of situations.
2. Group norms: the implicit standards and values that evolve
in working groups.
3. Espoused values: the articulated, publicly announced
principles and values that the group claims to be trying to
achieve.
4. Formal philosophy: the broad policies and ideological
principles that guide a group's actions toward stockholders,
employees, customers, and other stakeholders.
5. Rules of the game: the implicit mles for getdng along in
the organization.
6. Climate: the feeling that is conveyed in a group by the
physical layout and the way in which members of the
organization interact with each other.
7. Embedded skills: the special competencies group members
display in accomplishing certain tasks, the ability to make
certain things that get passed on from generation to
generation.
8. Habits of thinking, mental models, and/or linguistic
paradigms: the shared cognitive frames that guide the
perceptions, thought, and language used by the members of
a group and retaught to new members in the early
socialization process
9. Shared meanings: the emergent understandings that are
created by group members as they interact with each other.
10. Root metaphors or integradng symbols: the ideas, feelings,
and images groups develop to characterize themselves, that
may or may not be appreciated consciously but that become
embodied in buildings, office layout, and other material
artifacts of the group, (pp. 8-10)
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Kotter and Heskett (1992) stated that, "Cultures can be very stable over time, but
they are never static" (p. 7). These are the outside influences Wheatiey (1999) refened to
as chaotic forces, the constant force of change that rentinds us that change is inevitable.

Adaptive Cultures
Many school organizations take on the characteristics of an adaptive culture
explained by Kotter and Heskett (1992). They defined an adapdve culture as one that
entails a risk-taking, tmsting, and proactive approach to organizational as well as
individual life. The members actively support one another's efforts to identify all
problems and implement workable solutions. Kotter and Heskett (1992) continued by
stating, "There is a shared feeling of confidence: the members believe, without a doubt,
that they can effectively manage whatever new problems and opportunities will come
their way" (pp. 44-45).
Kotter and Heskett (1992) further defined the core values of an adaptive culture
by stating that, " Most managers care deeply about customers, stockholders, and
employees. They also strongly value people and process that can create useful change"
(p. 51).

Culture Embedding
Leaders who are successful at communicating their message are successful
because they are able to communicate assumptions and values in a vivid and clear
manner (Schein, 1992). This process is also embedded in communicating the culture of
the organization. Schein (1992) listed six mechanisms that help create cultures. This
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process of culture embedding is notable because it relates to the symbolic frame. Those
primary embedding mechanisms listed by Schein are:
1. What leaders pay attention to, measure and control on a regular
basis.
2. How leaders react to critical incidents and organizational crises.
3. Observed criteria by which leaders allocate scarce resources.
4. Deliberate role modeling, teaching, and coaching.
5. Observed criteria by which leaders allocate rewards and status.
6. Observed criteria by which leaders recmit, select, promote, retire,
and excommunicate organizational members, (p. 231)
Each one of these embedding mechanisms can be connected to the frames of
cognition, depending on the situation in which they are engaged. Organizadonal culture
is cited as one of the core characterisdcs for the symbolic frame mentioned by Bolman
and Deal (1997).
Schein (1992) captured the essence of the importance of cognidve stmctures in
organizations and how they are used to successfully maintain some equilibrium, which is
one function of culture. He (1992) stated, "The funcdon of cognidve stmctures such as
concepts, beliefs, attitudes, values, and assumptions is to organize the mass of
environmental stimuli, to make sense of them, and to provide, thereby, a sense of
predictability and meaning to the individual" (p. 298).
How important is top-level leadership in relationship to cultural change? Kotter
and Heskett (1992) stated that, "The single most visible factor that distinguishes major
cultural changes that succeed from those that fail is competent leadership at the top"
(p.84). These types of leaders show that they have a capacity that involves more than just
managerial capabilities, but that they can succeed in persuading individuals and groups to
achieve the established vision (Kotter & Heskett, 1992).
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Campus Plans
The advent of campus and district instmctional plans, developed in cooperation
with instmctional leadership teams that are comprised of teachers, counselors, parents,
businessmen/businesswomen, and community leaders, has provided an important link
between the interior school process and the local community (Texas Education Agency,
1998). This linkage has provided the opportunity for coUaboradon among school and
community leaders for those administrators who have chosen to take advantage of the
opportunity to include members of the business and community to actively participate on
the planning and decision making comntittee for the district and campus level
committees.
Implementing campus-planning committees has flattened the lines of
communication within the organizadonal setting. Bolman and Deal (1997) believed that
fewer levels of management are needed with the increase in informadon technology.
Such technology has allowed the more efficient flow of informadon and a higher degree
of comprehension. The process used for developing and disseminadng the goals of
educadonal organizations has added to an emphasis on flatter organizations. This
process of information dissemination has increased the participation level of members on
the campus and district level planning committees. These committees must be
comprised of professional staff in the district, parents, business representatives and
community members (Texas Education Code, 1995).
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Campus Plans and Improvement
The visionary leader has the opportunity to udlize the campus plan and its stages
of conceptualization as a catalyst for change and improvement. The fundamental purpose
of a visionary leader in a total change process is to orchestrate and lead the organization's
vision framing process (Schwahn & Spady, 1998). This means that part of the individual
leader's repertoire must include the ability to individually reflect and to lead the
committee involved in formulating the campus plans.
Group reflection on campus plans and objecdves using Schwahn and Spady's
(1998) exploration method, provides an opportunity for campus plans to be more than
just meeting the minimum requirements outiined in the state guidelines for district and
campus plans. A shared language can enhance the synergy produced from this process
and concepts that enable groups to give each other feedback, define problems of practice,
and generate strategies for dealing with school districts and issues (HaUinger, Leithwood,
& Murphy, 1993).
The goals of an educational organization can be compared to an agenda. Smith
(1988) stated that, "First impressions are critical. In the agenda game, a swift beginning
is cmcial for a new president to establish himself as a leader" (p. 180). Again, the
importance of establishing meaningful and memorable goals in the educational setting
generates the initial impact of the school with the parents, businesses, and the
community.
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Guidelines for the Campus Plan
The Texas Education Code specifically developed guidelines for the campus plan.
This legislation requires that each school year, the principal of each school campus, with
the assistance of the campus level comntittee, shall develop, review, and revise the
campus improvement plan for the purpose of improving student performance for all
student populations, including students in special education programs under Education
Code Chapter 29, Subchapter A, with respect to the acadentic excellence indicators and
other appropriate performance measures for special needs populations (Texas Education
Agency, 1998).
The Education Agency (1996) also lists a set of nine required sdpulations for the
campus improvement plan:
1. Assess the academic achievement for each student in the school
using the academic indicator excellence system.
2. Set the campus performance objecdve based on the academic
excellence indicator system, including objectives for special needs
populations, including students in special educadon programs
under Education Code 29, Subchapter A.
3. Identify how the campus goals will be met for each student.
4. Detemtine the resources needed to implement the plan.
5. Identify staff needed to implement the plan.
6. Set timelines for reaching the goals.
7. Measure progress toward the performance objectives periodically
to ensure that the plan is resulting in academic improvement.
8. Provide for a program to encourage parental involvement at the
campus.
9. Include goals and methods for violence prevention and
intervention on campus, (p. 10)
These required improvement plans still leave wide discretion on the actual
identification and formulation of the specific goals and objectives. The administrator
may choose to fiU-in-the-blank with very stmctured and systematic responses to these
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issues or take this opportunity to identify the very real instmctional problems of the
campus and formulate very real solutions based on the four frames that would empower
administrators, teachers, students, parents, and even the community if the plan were
communicated effectively.
Ideally, campus goals are well-stated soludons to problems that must be solved by
the representative campuses. These goals are a symbolic road map stating a means to an
end. The art of symbolic framing is to be able to adequately analyze what the problem is
and provide the proper solution with the symbolic emphasis. People need to know what
to do as well as what not to do (Bransford & Stein, 1993). Research in the past thirty
years has generated more knowledge about the processes used in successful problem
solving (Bransford &. Stein, 1993). Some of that knowledge is related to methods of
good problem solvers. Whimbey and Lochhead (1999) have identified five
characteristics of good problem solvers that include: (1) having a good positive atdtude,
(2) being concerned for accuracy, (3) being able to break the problem into parts, (4)
avoiding guessing, and (5) remaining acdve in the problem solving process.
In conjunction with the good characteristics of problem solving, knowledge has
been gained about enors in problem solving. Whimbey and Lochhead (1999) also listed
the enors that are commonly made and include: (1) inaccuracy in reading, (2) inaccuracy
in thinking, (3) weakness in the problem analysis, (4) lack of perseverance, and (5) the
failure to think aloud.
Bums (1978) defined transformadonal leadership as leaders inducing followers to
act for certain goals that represent the values and motives, the wants and needs, and the
aspirations and expectations of both leaders and followers. Concisely stated, the reason
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for campus plans and their intended purpose could be encapsulated within Bum's
leadership statement. Educational leaders are to move the entire leaming community
toward achieving visionary goals as described by Bums (1978).

Frames of Cognition
Bolman and Deal (1992) conceptualized the cognitive frames for making
decisions. These frames grew out of the premise that the way leaders frame problems or
dilemmas, has a decisive impact on what their organization notices, what it does, and
what it eventually becomes (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The projection of the school
direction, whether it is verbal or written, will either reflect the dominant preference of the
campus administrator or the corporate body of objecdve and goal designers of the
campus plan.
Bolman and Deal (1997) argued that an adequate theory of a leader's thinking
must have at least two fundamental characteristics: (1) its view of cognition must
incorporate both the rational and meta-rational features of complex social environments,
and (2) it must focus directiy on the cognitive maps that leaders use to make sense out of
their complex worlds.
Typically, cognitive stmctures capture only the rational dimensions of
organization and problem identification. However, these cognitive stmctures can be
expanded to include symbols, metaphors, and images.
Leaders who frame accurately have developed a broad base of declaradve
knowledge about the cognidve process and have taken time to reflect on a particular
event. This means that they have a working knowledge of the cognitive frames by which
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they are able to accurately identify the conect frame and thereby formulate a more
appropriate solution.

The Four Frames
Bolman and Deal (1997) promoted the need for the use of all four frames within
the function, operation and management of an organization. Stmcture in any process of
developing and implementing campus plans is necessary for the plans to have a
foundation. That stmcture provides the web of connectedness from the operation of the
organization to the values and culture of the organization.
Each organization must have some foundational stmctural design. For school
systems, that stmctural design can be compared to Mintzberg's five-sector model (1979).
Each sector performs a specific funcdon for the total organization. The base of the model
is made up of the operating core. These are the workers in the organization who
complete the job of producing the product. In an educational organization, these people
would be the teachers. Just above the operating core would be the middle line composed
of the principals. The top stmcture of the organization would house the strategic apex
where the superintendent and the central office staff would operate. On one side of the
three-tiered organization, the technostmcture would be engaged, supporting the
organizational process. This group, in educadon would be those members who analyzed,
measured, and inspected outputs and processes. Finally, supporting the other side of the
three-tiered stmcture would be the support staff that included nurses, secretaries,
custodians, food service workers, and bus drivers (Mintzberg, 1979).
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Bolman and Deal's work in this area allowed them to conceptualize four areas or
frames that permit decision making to be represented by a different facet of human
cognition. Each frame gives a different window or look into conceptuatizing a problem
and evaluating it from the perspective of that frame. Bolman and Deal's frames are
described below.
Stmctural Frame - This frame emphasizes productivity and assumes that the
organization works best when goals and roles are clear and the efforts of individuals and
groups are well coordinated through both vertical and lateral strategies (Bolman & Deal,
1997).
The Human Resource Frame - This frame highlights the importance of needs and
motives. Organizations work best when individual needs are met and the organization
provides a caring, tmsting, work environment (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The Political Frame - This frame points out the lintits of authority and the
inevitability that resources will be too scarce to fulfill all the demands. Organizations are
arenas in which groups jockey for power, and goals emerge from bargaining and
compromise among different interests rather than from rational analysis at the top.
(Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The Symbolic Frame - The symbolic frame centers attention on symbols,
meaning, and faith. Every human organization creates symbols to cultivate commitment,
hope, and loyalty. Symbols govem behavior through informal, implicit, and shared rules,
agreements and understandings (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Bolman and Deal (1997) suggested that people typically prefer one frame to the
other in framing problems or devising solutions. Further, when faced with contradictory
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feedback they will retum to their prefened frame. However, helping people to reframe a
situation will nearly always create a sense of freedom, empowerment and selfconfidence.
The simple knowledge of these frames as a vehicle in the cognitive process is the
declarative side of this problem solving. The conscious awareness of inert knowledge
forms the foundation, which allows leaders to implement the procedural knowledge.
Principals know more than they think they know (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The
frames and the reframing process allow the principals to activate the cognitive schemata
developed from these experiences and to use them in a more relevant fashion.
The process of activating this body of inert knowledge is called reframing. It is
produced through two distinct processes called individual and group reflecdon (Bolman
& Deal, 1997).
Through individual reflecdon, the leaders step back and reflect on how they
typically define and respond to a process (HaUinger, Leithwood, & Murphy, 1993). Of
particular note is that the individual can do this privately.
Bolman and Deal have identified each of the frames using descripdve dimensions
to adequately categorize a different facet of human organizadon. The four frames each
have two distinct qualifiers that serve to further the conceptualizadon of these frames
(Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The stmctural view has two main intellectual sources (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The first source is that of the analyst who wanted to design organizations for maximum
efficiency. The second was conceptualized in a monocratic bureaucracy as an ideal form
of rationalized norms (Bolman & Deal, 1997). This model was drawn from Weber, a
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German economist and sociologist who wrote around the tum of the century. Weber's
model outlined several major features of bureaucracy. He believed that there needed to
be a fixed division of labor, a hierarchy of offices and set of mles goveming
performances (Weber, 1947). Weber's model also included a separation of personal from
official property rights, outlined technical qualificadons for selecdng personnel, and
recognized employment as the primary occupation (Weber, 1947).
These same features can be identified within the educadonal organizations and
also the campus plans. There is a fixed division of labor described as who will be
responsible for each particular objective described along a linear timetine, at different
stages.
The hierarchy of offices delineates the responsibility of each person within the
educational organization. The principal can usually be described as the overseer with
teachers and other staff considered as the performers or the foot soldiers. It is these foot
soldiers that perform the action of the goals, in most instances.
Within the stmctured frame of the campus plan, there is a set of mles that govem
the performance of each of the member roles. Those mles provide the parameters from
which the organization must work.
There is a separation from personal and official property rights. Falling within
those property rights are time constraints. A specific amount of time belongs to the
company, or the educational entity and the remaining time belongs to the employee as a
personal property right of the employee (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
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Each goal or objective in a campus plan requires specific people who are trained
within that area of expertise, to effectively implement the plan. This expertise is related
to the required technical qualifications as mentioned by Weber (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Any campus goal or objective will have an increased possibility for success when
those employees involved are career-minded long-term employees. Long-term
employment increases the cognition of the related experiences within the organizadon.
Increased cognition improves the chances for those goals and objectives to be successful.

Stmctural Frame
The first frame that is addressed is the stmctural frame. The two main qualifiers
in the dimension are analytic and organized (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The leader who
conceptualizes problems from the basis of these two qualifiers will usually demonstrate a
standard operating procedure mentality.
The analytical qualifier exhibits characterisdcs of a leader who thinks clearly and
logically. He/She gathers all of the statistical data to help formulate his/her cognitive
perception of the situation. He/She is very rational, reasonable, and uses common sense
in his/her approach (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The analytical leader approaches the problem through careful analysis. He/She
will study the situation, provide intensive invesdgation and use scmdnizing behavior in
breaking down the problem into its basic components.
A leader's cognitive perception from the analytical view will cause him/her to
approach a problem with fact and logic. He/She will pay particular attendon to the
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information with regard to the realities, and what is actually in existence (Bolman &
Deal, 1997).
Finally, the analytical leader pays strict attention to detail (Bolman & Deal,1997).
There is a broad knowledge base that allows the leader to examine all the features,
aspects, elements, points, and facts of the problem at hand.
The other qualifier in the stmctural frame is organization (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
These are the boundaries or parameters that are placed around all of the analytical
information that has been accumulated through the first part of the stmctural process.
The stmctural leader is very well organized. He/She is accumulating his/her
information so that he/she will be prepared, planned, ordered, in control, and have a well
thought-out proposal that is very stmctured. There are no bodies of information left to
discuss.
The leader, who operates in the stmctural dimension with emphasis on
organization, will develop and implement clear poticies. These policies will cover all of
the apparent mles and regulations necessary for a completely understandable and
comprehensible procedure.
This stmctural leader will also provide clear, consistent goals and direcdon using
the organizational qualifier. These specific guidelines will outline the proper, appropriate
orders and objectives, providing a clear purpose and target for success.
The last qualifier under the organized dimension is that the leader strongly
believes in clear structured systems (Bolman & Deal, 1997). This does not mean that
every leader who operates from the stmctural frame will have the same anangement,
configuration, and formation, but that they will have a strong framework of these
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descriptors. There will be a specific anangement, it will have a specific configuradon,
and it will have an identifiable formation, allowing the leader to develop a sense of
stmcture to the problem at hand.

Human Resource Frame
The second frame that is addressed is the human resource frame. This frame has
two dimensions that help to identify its major characteristics. The human resource frame
has supportive and participadve as its dimensions (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The leader
who conceptualizes the problem from this frame capitalizes on the importance of needs
and motives as a means for achieving the organization's goals and outcomes.
In the supportive dimension, the leader shows support and concem for others in
activating his/her cognitive perception of the problem to be identified and solved.
He/She shows a genuine interest in other members of the organizadon. He/She addresses
the worries or apprehension that may arise as a result of the problem at hand. He/She is
intent on soothing any alarm over the problem.
The leader, operating from the human resource frame related to the supportive
dimension, also shows concem for others' feelings. He/She is sensitive to the outlook
and manner of others, attempting to demonstrate, not only to respect others' feelings, but
to support them with thoughts that may be more accepting, related to the immediate
problems or goals.
Another qualifier for the supportive dimension under the human resource frame is
that the leader is consistently responsive to others (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The leader is
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open and receptive to other points of view or even to a totally different approach. The
leader is approachable by others in the organization, alert to possible altemadves.
The last qualifier for the supportive dimension is that the leader gives recognition
for work well done. The leader is quick to give credit to those in the organization who
have implemented the solution and caused the solution to come to success. He/She
shows his/her gratitude and appreciation by acknowledging the accomplishments of
others.
The second dimension under the human resource frame is that the leader is
participative (Bolman & Deal, 1997). He/She fosters involvement in decisions. The
leader does not shuffle the problem to someone else or to some other committee. He/She
acdvely participates and associates himself/herself with the cognitive process of others.
There is an obvious connection with the leader taking an active part in contributing to the
solution.
The second qualifier for this dimension is that the leader listens well. Marian
Thomas indicates that an important part of communicating is listening. Listening
involves more than what one hears with one's ears. It involves what one hears with one's
mind (Thomas, 1991). The listener is tmly attuned to what the speaker is saying.
Another qualifier for the participative dimension in the human resource frame is
that the leader is open to new ideas. Again, that not only means that he/she is
approachable, but also that he/she is also honest about how the leader feels toward the
information presented to him/her. That honesty lends credibility towards his/her
receptiveness and openness to the new ideas presented to him/her.
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The last qualifier for the participative dimension in the human resource frame is
that the leader is highly participative. He/She will contribute to the process by involving
himself/herself and joining in the dirty work at the beginning, laying the foundadon for
the solution.

Political Frame
The third frame in Bolman and Deal's cognitive development process is the
political frame. The two qualifying elements of this frame are the powerful and the adroit
characteristics (Bolman & Deal, 1997). This frame points out the lintits of authority and
the inevitability that resources will be too scarce to fulfill all demands (Bolman & Deal,
1997). This frame can lead to the most potential conflict among organizations that are
vying for these same resources. The proper handling of this frame can serve as a constant
source of renewal and energy (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The powerful dimension constitutes four qualifiers, the first of which is that the
leader is able to mobilize people and resources. The leader could almost be constmed as
a campaign coordinator. He/She may need to rally the organization, assemble necessary
resources, muster the support at the grass roots level, marshal a plan of action, and
activate all of the connections for the good of the cause.
The second qualifier in the powerful dimension of the political frame is that the
leader is highly persuasive and influendal (Bolman & Deal, 1997). This qualifier has to
be developed over a period of time within an organization. The descriptors of this
qualifier are that the leader has developed a powerful base of support. The leader is
important and his/her decisions demonstrate significant influence within the organizadon.
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The leader is very convincing in leading, able to sway those in the organization because
he/she is believable.
The powerful dimension also produces a leader who is effective in getting support
and cooperation. The leader is able to bring the collaboration process to his/her point of
view. The leader is able to receive assistance and help from other leaders by projecting a
teamwork effort.
Finally, the leader operating from the political frame using the powerful
dimension is capable of developing alliances for a strong base of support. The leader has
the cognitive base of expertise to develop coalitions and associations that will provide the
base of support needed to be successful from this frame.
The first qualifier for the other dimension, which is adroit, is that the leader is a
very skillful negotiator. He/She has well-developed speaking skills and serves as an
excellent representative for his/her beliefs and philosophies when negotiating. He/She is
capable of mediating between opposing or conflicting views and brings the differences to
consensus.
The adroit dimension also has as its qualifier, the characteristic that the leader
responds well to organizadonal conflict. The leader is ready to accept disagreement,
clashes, and arguments as a part of the polidcal frame. He/She can take the divergent
opinions that arise through quanels, discord, and disputes, and react in a productive
manner, ever pushing toward his/her goals.
The adroit person is politically sensitive and skillful. He/She is responsive to the
concerns of the organization. He/She has developed enough perception and insight about
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the organization's own personality to know how to respond in all situadons. The leader's
declarative knowledge base in this area is broadly developed.
The last qualifier under the adroit dimension is that the leader knows how to
achieve success when against opposidon. This does not necessarily mean that he/she will
do whatever it takes to win. It means that his/her level of expertise within the polidcal
frame is so highly developed, that he/she is a master at succeeding for his/her cause.

Symbolic Frame
The final major frame that is introduced through Bolman and Deal's research is
the symbolic frame. The two chief dimensions of this frame are the inspirational
dimension and the charismatic dimension (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The symbolic frame
uses symbols, meaning, and ceremony to govern behavior in such a way that the
organization becomes a way of life rather than a workplace.
The symbolic frame that has been identified above is a form of what Berger and
Luckmann (1967) refer to as legitimation. Legitimadon not only tells the individual why
he/she should perform one action and not another; it tells the individual why things are
what they are. The symbolic frame empowers the individual through legitimadon.
The symbolic frame has meaning, belief, and faith as the center to a symbolic
perspective (Bolman & Deal, 1997). These perspecdves can be distilled into several core
assumptions. The first assumption is that what is most important about any event is not
what happened but what it means. The second assumption is that activity and meaning
are loosely coupled whereby events have multiple meanings because people interpret
experience differentiy. Thirdly, most of life is ambiguous or uncertain and what
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happened, why it happened, or what will happen next are all puzzles. The fourth
assumption is that high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty undercut radonal analysis,
problem solving, and decision-making. Finally, the last assumption espoused by Bolman
and Deal (1997) is that in the face of uncertainty and ambiguity, people create symbols to
resolve confusion, increase predictability, provides direction, and anchor hope and faith.
Symbols embody and express the organization's culture (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
They help to define the members of the organization, who they are and what their
functions are within the organization. These symbols and expressions can be
etymologically transformed into words and phrases to empower the goals and objectives
within the campus plans. These goals and objecdves can become the composite
organizational symbol of the educational insdtudon.
The first qualifier of the inspirational dimension is that the leader inspires others
to do their best (Bolman & Deal, 1997). The leader is capable of stirring the conscience
of the organization, encouraging and motivating the organization to move toward
reaching the goal.
The symbolic frame leader is able to communicate a strong vision. There are
many ways that an inspirational symbolic leader conveys vision of the organizadon. The
most important is by sharing a mental picture of what the organization could be and
communicating it in a way that other members in the organizadon can see the dream and
imagine it as a reality.
The symbolic frame leader generates loyalty toward the organizadon. He/She is
able to promote faithfulness, devotion, and allegiance based on constancy and purpose
tied to the organizadonal goals.
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An inspirational leader operating in the symbolic frame generates a high level of
enthusiasm toward the organization and its goals. He/She can stimulate eagerness and an
interest in what could be achieved with the total organization. He/She is able to develop
such a fervor and passion that the enthusiasm becomes contagious.
The second dimension in the symbolic frame is that the leader is charismadc and
the first qualifier is that he/she leads with an emphasis on culture (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The leader is a foremnner on the workings of the culture of the organization and whom
the organizadon serves. His/Her cognidve knowledge base on the society's ethnicity and
ways of life are exceptional.
The leader, operating from the charismatic dimension is also highly imaginadve
and creative. He/She is fairly easily inspired to formulate original ideas, useful to the
organization. The leader is inventive.
A leader operating from this aspect of the symbolic frame is very capable of
generating new possibilides. That charismatic tendency is often stimuladng, moving and
electrifying. His/Her exciting possibilities are very interesdng to the organization.
Finally, the symbolic frame leader is charismatic. The speeches are compelling,
alluring and magnetic. The symbolic leader can captivate the members of his/her
organization by fascinating them with his/her oratory and vision.
In an article based on qualitative research, Bolman and Deal (1992) professed that
effectiveness as a manager and as a leader overlap more for school principals than for
business managers because of the central role of symbols and cultures in school. They
reiterated in this article that the leaders who operate from the symbolic frame see a
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chaotic world in which meaning and predictability are socially constructed and facts are
interpretive rather than objective (Bolman & Deal, 1992).

Research on the Frames
The research of Bolman and Deal revealed that administrators operated from the
human resource frame as the dominant frame (1992). This is the frame that focuses on
the interactions between individual and organizadonal needs. The second most used
frame was the stmctural frame. This frame is concemed with holding people accountable
for results with new policies and mles (Bolman & Deal, 1992). The third most used
frame was the political frame. This frame emphasizes conflict among different groups
and interests for scarce resources (Bolman & Deal, 1992). People are maneuvering for
position and for people, lining up their political resources. The least used cognidve frame
in this particular study was the symbolic frame. The symbolic issues were the least often
discussed. The administrators were more likely to articulate stmctural rather than
symbolic issues (Bolman & Deal, 1992).
There is also another dimension that Bolman and Deal (1997) espoused and that
was an important aspect of symbolic leaders. Every leader has a predominant frame
based on the four frames that have been discussed. Symbolic leaders follow a set of
pracdces as they lead.
1.
2.
3.
4.

They use symbols to get the attendon of the organizadon.
Symbolic leaders frame experience.
Symbolic leaders discover and communicate a vision.
Symbolic leaders tell stories, (pp. 314-316)
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Successful leaders are able to use these four practices to increase the possibility of
success for their organization. Their credibility and persuasiveness reflects the degree of
power and control they possess in their organization (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Bolman and Deal's study (1992) also indicated that for American principals, the
use of symbols might likely be a primary route to influence and power. Since the
symbolic frame serves as an inspiradon to others and points to high charismadc
influences, the motive for utilizing symbolic attributes could very easily be united with
the polidcal frame for the purpose of polidcal maneuvering.
One of the suggested reasons for adntinistrators focusing more on managerial
concerns embedded in the stmctural frame is that most existing educational efforts focus
primarily on stmctural and human resource issues (Bolman & Deal, 1992). It is much
easier for educational institutions to practice from these more concrete frames than to
shift the leaming experiences to the more ambiguous and less clearly identifiable political
and symbolic frames.
Bolman and Deal (1997) completed a study of the effecdveness of managers and
administrators using the four frames of cognition and they found that the ability to use
multiple frames was a consistent conelate of effectiveness. They stated, "Effectiveness
as a manager was particularly associated with the structural frame, whereas the symbolic
and political frames tended to be the primary determinants of effectiveness as a leader"
(1997, p. 278).
The qualitadve research completed by Bolman and Deal (1992) seems to suggest
that the symbolic frame is an undemdlized frame that should be used more frequently by
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the principal. The use of the symbolic frame is strongly encouraged to increase the
effectiveness of principals.

Multiple Frame Dimensions
Nearly every decision made by an administrator can include multiple frame
dimensions in the process. The process of developing a campus plan is no exception.
The procedure of developing a campus plan can involve the four frames of cognition
throughout the process (Bolman & Deal, 1997). Using the stmctural frame in goal
setting, the administrator needs to keep the organization headed in the right direction.
The human resource frame in developing goals means keeping people involved and the
lines of communication open among one another. The political frame in developing
goals means that the administrator provides opportunities for individuals and groups to
make their interests known in shaping those goals. Finally, the symbolic frame in setting
goals requires the administrator to develop symbols and shared values in the process and
in the actual goals (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Being able to distinguish when to use which frame is learned through practicing
the art of cognitive decision making in working situations, keeping the four frames in
mind. For example, (Bolman & Deal, 1997) if individual commitment and motivation
are needed for success, then the symbolic frame is needed to achieve success. If there are
high levels of ambiguity and uncertainty, then the administrator needs to retum to those
symbolic values and beliefs to bring focus and direcdon into the organizadon.
Being able to determine the appropriate frame is like trying to find the clearest
picture of the situadon. Schwartz (1996) reported his preference for viewing his
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decisions from different lenses. These lenses allowed him to look at a decision from
different points of view. He argued that instmctional leaders need to udlize the lenses of
the cognitive frames to decide which frames serve the best purpose for the direction the
leader needs to lead the educational organizadon.
The ability to determine the preference of adntinistrators, teachers, parents, and
community members is like being a forecaster, much like the story related by Schwartz
(1996) about how the temple priests were in early Egypt:
Every spring, the temple priests gathered at the river's edge to
check the color of the water. If it were [sic] clear, the White Nile, which
flowed from Lake Victoria through the Sudanese swamps, would
dominate the flow. The flooding would be mild, and late; farmers would
produce a minimum of crops. If the stream appeared dark, the stronger
waters of the Blue Nile, which joined the White Nile at Khartoum, would
prevail. The flood would rise enough to saturate the fields and provide a
bountiful harvest. Finally, if the stream showed dominance by the greenbrown waters of the Atbara, which mshed down from the Ethiopian
highlands, then the floods would be early and catastrophically high. The
crops ntight drown; indeed, the Pharaoh might have to use his grain stores
as a reserve.
Each year, the priests sent messengers to inform the king of the
color of the water. They may also have used lights and smoke signal to
cany word downstream. The Pharaoh then knew how prosperous the
farmers in his kingdom would be, and how much he could raise in taxes.
Thus, he knew whether he could afford to conquer more territory, (pp.
100-101)
Knowing the conect cognitive frame of reference beforehand moves the educational
leader one step closer to successfully leading and also being able to forecast the success
that is to follow.
Leaders shape and are shaped by their constituents (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
There is a reladonship that is developed between the two groups and the leader's actions
generate a response from others that cause a reaction from the leader. Leaders, who are
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able to generate decisions using the frames of references effectively, will establish more
positive relationships with their constituents.

Summary
Administrators' knowledge and expertise base should include the four frames of
cognition. The four frames of cognidon as stated by Bolman and Deal (1997) are not
simply set apart by themselves. They have a form of connectedness to several aspects of
organizational theory and they also help to illuminate the qualities and characteristics of
these frames. The example of Maslow's hierarchy of needs previously described in this
chapter illustrates how the frames interconnect to other theories.
McGregor's Theory X and Theory Y (McGregor, 1960) is another illustration of
interconnectedness. The leader who is able to lead predominantly through the symbolic
frame demonstrates several of the Theory Y characteristics. McGregor (1960) suggested
people could achieve their own goals best by directing their own efforts and that this was
fostered through symbolic leadership. Bums' (1978) theory of transformational
leadership also lends itself to the symbolic frame. Bums (1978) stated, "I define
leadership as leaders inducing followers to act for certain goals that represent the values
and the motivations, the wants and needs, the aspirations and expectations of both leaders
and followers" (p. 19). Bolman and Deal's symbolic frame (1997) molds itself around
this concept as leaders use symbols, meaning, and faith to encourage those followers to
achieve the organizadonal goals.
Though change is a part of the growth process of an organizadon, it cannot come
an edict or mandate. It must be a shared responsibility that is modeled by the leader.
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Smith (1996) noted that leaders should accept responsibility for behavior driven
initiatives and process ownership. This becomes more evident in the symbotic frame.
The power that is generated through the symbolic frame transforms into empowerment
when put into action by the leaders and participants of the educational organization.
The review of the literature has developed the foundation for educational leaders
to examine the process of reframing campus plan goals, idendfying the cunent cognidve
frame, and determining the most appropriate venue for disseminating those goals to the
public. The literature review focused on the business and educational research of Bolman
and Deal (1984).
The literature review highlighted the four frames of cognition as presented by
Bolman and Deal (1984). Those frames are the structural, human resource, political and
the symbolic. Each frame has been identified by its unique characteristics and how they
relate to this research.
The stmctural frame emphasizes productivity. It has been revealed as a frame that
promotes goals (Heimovics, Herman, & Jurkiewicz, 1993) and is focused on a
Clockworks I process (Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999). The stmctural frame demonstrates
authoritative type behaviors with attention to the process (Bums, 1978; Goleman,
March/April 2000; McGregor, 1960). The stmctural frame is a system of monitoring the
process (Coutts, October 1999).
The human resource frame emphasizes the importance of needs and motives.
Leaders who operate from this frame are good listeners, support others, and try to meet
the safety needs of those around them (Conzemius, 1999; Malone & Caddell,
January/Febmary 2000; Maslow, 1954). These leaders employ a type of cultural and
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service leadership that improves the lives of individuals (Bradford & Cohen, 1984;
Schwahn & Spady, 1998). These leaders allow for group reflection, capacity building
and opportunities to develop ownership (Reavis, Vinson, Fox, & 1999; Smith, 1996;
Schwahn & Spady, 1998).
The political frame points out the lintits of authority and the inevitability that
resources will be too scarce to fulfill all of the demands. This frame emphasizes the
democratic process and the potendal motives of leaders (Bums, 1978; Goleman,
March/April, 2000). The stmggle for power involves the accumulation of data and
information at the leader's disposal to use as a control factor (Bolman & Deal, 1997;
Killion & Bellamy, 2000).
The symbolic frame centers on symbols, meaning and faith. Many researchers
have stressed the importance of communicating the vision of the organizations (Alvoid,
1999; Conzemius, 1999; Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Schein, 1992; Sparks, 1994). The
vision builds the organizational cultural that helps reveal the organizadon's identity
(Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999; Schein, 1992). Leaders who
operate in a symbolic frame develop a Clockworks II, transformational process (Bums,
1978; Reavis, Vinson, & Fox, 1999).
The framework has been established for the foundation of this study, which is to
identify the dominant frame used by those who formulate the campus plan goals and to
report frame preferences of customers and consumers when presented with an alternative
framing.
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Campus planning and the implementation of those plans have become a
requirement (Texas Education Code, 1995). The members of the campus planning team
must include teachers, counselors, parents, businessmen, and community leaders.
The Texas Education Code (1995) outlines several requirements to be included in
the campus plans. One of those requirements that is related to this proposed research is
to identify the campus goals for academic achievement and how those goals will be met
for each student.
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CHAPTER n i
METHODOLOGY

Introduction
Campus plans have been a requirement of Texas public schools and school
districts for the past several years (Texas Educadon Code, 1995). One of the intents of
the district and campus plans is to provide an opportunity for open communicadon
between the teachers, staff, administrators, parents, businesses, and community leaders.
This communication allows for the input from all of the parties mentioned and the
campus plan guidelines also call for the communication of these plans to the parents and
community members through open meetings (Texas Education Code, 1995).
Much of the foundation of this research was drawn from Bolman and Deal's
development and implementation of the cognidve frames of decision-making, originally
formulated from the social sciences and applied to the business world (Bolman & Deal,
1984). Their work is derived from concepts in sociology, psychology, polidcal science,
and anthropology. Through the study and observations of organizations, they have
developed their four-frame model of decision-making (Bolman & Deal, 1984).
Bolman and Deal's four frames of decision-making are the stmctural frame, the
human resource frame, the political frame, and the symbolic frame. These four frames
were first described in the eariy 1980s (Bolman & Deal, 1984) and have been adopted by
other scholars (Benjamin, 1997; Harris, 1993) since that time. Gaynor (1998) pointed out
in his discussion of Bolman and Deal's frames that these frames need to be viewed as
lenses and perspectives for thinking about organizational life. He continued (1998) by
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indicating that the value of understanding these frames is not in telling adntinistrators
what to do, but to systematically focus their experience in different ways that might help
them to solve their problems.
Though Bolman and Deal illuminated these four specific frames of cognition that
they have developed, much has been written on the framework for thinking about
consciousness and leaming (Carlson, 1997; Gillespie, 1992; Klahar, 1976). Carlson
(1997) refened to the science of understanding first-person perspectives as experienced
cognition, understanding the phenomena and explanations that derive the cognitive
theory.
The proposed research has been developed based on the results of a pilot study.
In the pilot study the four frames of cognidon developed by Bolman and Deal (1997)
were used to identify the primary frame of each goal contained in the district and campus
plans. Goals that were identified as stmctural were also written in the symbolic frame
and the respondents were given the opportunity to select their preference. The results of
the pilot study provided the basis for this cunent study.
Research on campus plans conducted in the pilot study indicated that a majority
of the campus goals were written in the stmctural frame. This can be viewed as a
positive attribute depending on the perspective from within the organization. To actually
implement the goal, this stmctured frame is necessary because it focuses on the process
of moving from the paper presentation to the process activity. In the pilot study, when
the goals of the same campus plans were presented in the symbolic frame, the results
indicated a preference by teachers, administrators, parents, and community members for
the symbolic frame stmcture.
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The stmctural frame is usually characterized by organizadonal charts and is
utilized to emphasize organizational efficiency and goal attainment. Organizations
guided by the stmctural frame allocate responsibilides to participants called a division of
labor and create mles, policies, procedures, and hierarchies to coordinate diverse
acdvides (Bolman & Deal, 1997). Organizations that operate from the perception of the
stmctural frame become what Bennis and Nanus (1985) refer to as a manifest
organization. This is one that is seen on the organizadonal chart and is formally
displayed.
The human resource frame is based on ideas from psychology and sees an
organization as similar to an extended family, inhabited by individuals who have needs,
feelings, prejudices, skills, and limitations (Bolman & Deal, 1984). The challenge of
those guided by the human resource frame is to tailor the organization to people, to find a
way for individuals to get the job done while feeling good about what they are doing and
having their needs met (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Gaynor (1998) pointed out in his discussion of Bolman and Deal's frames that
these frames need to be viewed as lenses and perspecdves for thinking about
organizational life. He continued (1998) by indicating that the value of understanding
these frames is not in telling administrators what to do, but to systematically focus their
experience in different ways that might help them to solve their problems.
The polidcal frame sees organizations as arenas, contests, or jungles (Bolman &
Deal, 1997). The different interests compete for power and scarce resources. Conflict is
apparent because of the differing needs, perspectives, and lifestyles of the various
individuals and groups within the organization (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
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The symbolic frame draws upon social and cultural anthropology and treats
organizations as tribes, theaters, or camivals (Bolman & Deal, 1997). In this view,
organizations are cultures that have rituals, ceremonies, stories, heroes, and myths in
addition to mles, policies, and authority (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
The symbolic frame draws its identity from its organizational culture. Fairholm
(1994) stated that, "Culture helps member perception and understanding of particular
events, actions, objects, utterances, or situadons in dismptive ways, but ways acceptable
by the group" (p. 70). He also confirmed (1994) that within this organizational culture,
symbols are used as a vehicle to convey meaning and that these symbols are created to
cope with uncertainty, confusion, and chaos.

Pilot Study
The pilot research did not intend to promote the advantages and disadvantages of
the cognitive frames listed above. The pilot study intended to reveal the possibility of
merging the operation of district and campus plans in Texas with the models of cognitive
decision-making, specifically the symbolic frame, and demonstrate that its leaders could
transfer district and campus plans from a traditionally stmctural framework, to a more
prefened symbolic representation as evaluated by administrators, teachers, parents.
The primary purpose of this pilot study was to analyze cunent in-practice district
and campus plans to see if a dominant cognitive frame was prevalent. A second purpose
was to rewrite existing goals and objectives found in district and campus plans into a
symbolic frame format to determine if there was a preference for goals stated in the
symbolic frame.
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A review of the cunent literature was completed in the pilot study establishing a
foundation of information to move into the research portion of the pilot study. In the
initial stage, eight campus plans and one district plan were analyzed using an earlier
version of the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals. The analysis of
these various goals in the pilot study revealed a highly dontinant trend toward the use of
the stmctural frame in writing the goals.
Phase two of the pilot study consisted of a survey of four groups of clientele for
public schools. Administiators, teachers, parents, and community members were
surveyed using a document developed from the first phase. Selected stmcturally written
goals were paired with symbolically written goals that expressed the same intention and
the respondents were asked to select the prefened goal. Phase two of the pilot study
revealed a strong preference for the goals written in the symbolic frame.

Instmmentation of Pilot Study
An instmment developed by the researcher for the pilot study, the Cognidve
Frame Identifier for District and Campus Plans, was udlized to identify the dontinant
frame for cunent in-practice district and campus plans. The Cognidve Frame Idendfier
for District and Campus Goals was based on Bolman and Deal's four frames of cognidon
(1984). This instmment was enhanced with additional descriptors for clarification and
identification.
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Pilot Study Results
Findings of the pilot study indicated a definite inclination for district and campus
goals to be written in the stmctural form with fewer than five percent written in the other
three frames. The second phase of the pilot study revealed a strong preference for the
symbolic frame by administrators, teachers, parents, and community members.

Design of the Study
Development of the Research Questions
Research Problem: This research proposed to examine the possibility of
transferring what was considered to be a stmctural cognitive process to a symbolic
process. The pilot study found that campus goals and objecdves are usually framed in the
stmctural frame and the proposed research explored whether those processes could be
applied to the symbolic frame.
Research Questions: The development of the research questions arose out of the
initial investigation of the work of Bolman and Deal's (1997) research on pattems in
school leadership. Their work delved into helping administrators to understand situations
and to help them determine how to use problem solving and decision-making to improve
their cunent conditions. Bolman and Deal indicated (1997) that a leader needs to know
what is going on and that through a series of cognitive decisions utilizing framing and
reframing, the leader can reach more effecdve solutions. How leaders frame problems or
dilemmas has a decisive impact on what the organization notices and what the
organization eventually becomes. Leader decisions may be categorized into the four
frames previously mentioned: the stmctural, human resource, political, and the symbolic.
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Bolman and Deal (1997) indicated that the leader's thinking must have at least
two fundamental characteristics. Cognition must incorporate both the rational and metarational features of complex social environment and it must focus directiy on the
cognitive maps that leaders need to make sense out of their complex worids (Bolman &
Deal, 1997).
It is from this framework that the research questions evolved. If administrators
can change the way they think or view the campus plans from a stmctural perspective and
move the presentation of the goals into more of a symbolic process, then the campus
goals might be received more favorably among the administrators, teachers, parents, and
the community. Teaching school leaders how to write more symbolically framed goal
statements would allow for administrators to focus on the more inspiring, creative aspects
of school goals, thereby providing greater opportunity for improving the success for
students.
The purposes of this study were to answer the questions: (1) what is the cunent
dontinant cognitive frame used in exisdng campus plan goals, and (2) when presented
with a choice between structurally written goals and symbolically written goals, will
school patrons exhibit a clear preference?
The subsidiary quesdons that guided this research were:
1. What cognitive frames do cunent campus plan goals reflect?
2. When structural frame goals have been rewritten in a symbolic frame format,
will symbolic frame goals be prefened over the cunent prevailing frames by
administrators, teachers, and parents?
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These questions were the focus of this qualitative study and were used to guide
data analysis.

The Population
Two elementary campuses, one that achieved exemplary and the other rated as
acceptable on the TAAS tests, were selected to be used in this case study research to
leam if there were any similarities or differences in the goals of the two campuses based
on the identification of the frames of cognition related to Bolman and Deal's work (1984,
1992, 1997). The exemplary rating is the highest rating that a campus can receive from
the state and the acceptable is the third highest rating a school can receive, based on the
students' TAAS scores attending that campus. These campuses were located in
northwest Texas.
The ethnic distribution of students attending the state exemplary campus consisted
of 12% African American, 17% Hispanic, and 71% White. The number of students who
qualified as economically disadvantaged was 48%. A student may qualify as
economically disadvantaged if he/she meets eligibility requirements for the federal free
or reduced price lunch programs, food stamp benefits, or other public assistance (Texas
Education Agency, April, 2001). The campus identified as an acceptable school by the
state rating system had an ethnic distribution of 20% African American, 42% Hispanic,
and 38% White students. The number of students identified as economically
disadvantaged for this campus was 92%. Campus information for both schools was
based on the 2000-2001 Academic Excellence Indicator System Campus Performance
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Report (Texas Education Agency, December, 2001). Parent information may be
considered as sintilar to the students' information.
There appeared to be no significant difference between the two campuses in
regard to the teaching staff related to their ethnicity. The campus that was identified as
being exemplary according to the guidelines stipulated by T.E.A., had a 90% female
teaching staff and a 10% male staff. The teaching staff was 97% White and 3% Hispanic.
The campus identified as acceptable based on the same T.E.A. guidelines showed that
92% of the teachers were female and 8% of the teachers were male. All of the teaching
staff was identified as White.
Phase I of the research did not require the direct contact of the populations for the
case study. This phase required the attainment of archival data from the two campuses
selected. The principals of both campuses were contacted by phone and both principals
sent a copy of their campus plan goals for data analysis by the researcher. The analysis
was conducted using the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see
Appendix A).
Phase II of the research required that a survey be administered to seek input on
the prefened frame of cognition. This case study incorporated the use of administrators,
teachers, and selected parents of the two campuses for Phase II of the research, which
was the use of the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). All administrators,
teachers, and 200 selected parents (100 from each campus) had the opportunity to
participate in the survey. One hundred parents were selected from each campus using a
systematic sampling method (Hanis, 1998). Participadon in the survey for all three
groups was voluntary. No participants were required to complete the survey document.
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The population for the Phase III of the research consisted of four people randomly
selected from each of the three categories of participants (administrators, teachers, and
parents) and based on their consent to be interviewed. These participants were
interviewed using a tape recorder with each of the interviewees being asked the same
questions. A total of 12 participants were interviewed. All participants of the interview
took part in this phase of the study on a voluntary basis. All participants volunteered to
be interviewed.

Methodology
This research revised and extended the format of the earlier pilot study of district
and campus goals and also revised the population used. The earlier pilot study was
revised by utilizing a case study methodology of two schools instead of survey
methodology of several campuses. Berg (2001, p. 225) stated that, "Case study methods
involve systematically gathering enough information about a particular person, social
setting, event, or group to permit the researcher to effectively understand how it operates
or functions." This study modified the format of the original pilot study to provide a
more comprehensive in depth study of the campus plan goals using the case study
process.
One of the strengths of case study research is that it can open the way for
discoveries (Shaughnessy & Zechmeister, 1990). Another strength viewed in this study
is objectivity as it relates to the case study strategy. The four frames of cognition as they
have been developed by Bolman and Deal (1984, 1992, 1997) and how they relate to
emerging and prefened frames in campus goals have been articulated in Chapter II. The
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procedures have been also been clearly defined later in this chapter so other researchers
are able to replicate this research.
Any case study research elicits the question of subjectivity in decision-making by
the researcher completing the study. Berg (2001) indicated that this area of possible
weakness could be reduced by the researcher's ability to articulate what the procedures
are so others can repeat the research.
The use of a case study for this research is appropriate when compared to the
analysis of case studies given by McDade. She (1995, p. 9) stated that case study refers
to, "the use of a case, a written description of a problem or situation, to present a problem
for analysis." She continued by indicating that case studies have been used a long time in
research, particularly quatitative research (1995).
Yin (1994) listed three types of case study designs; the exploratory, the
explanatory and the descriptive case study. In exploratory case studies, fieldwork and
data collection may be undertaken before defining a research question. Explanatory case
studies are used when conducting causal studies. The research of this cunent study is
what Yin classified as a descripdve (1994) case study in which there is an overall
framework for the researcher to follow while completing the study.
The case study method was selected because it represents the procedure needed to
answer the research questions listed above. This case study allowed for focused research
upon the campus goals and connected this strategy to the methods of gathering data listed
below.
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Data Collection
To get the full benefit from the data and the collection of data, Thompson (1994)
believed that the researcher must collect the data himself/herself and also assist in the
design of the data collection instmment. All three of the data collection instmments for
this cunent study have been either completely or partially designed by the researcher.
This case study utilized three methods for data gathering during the course of the
research. The first method of data gathering was the procurement of the archival data
(the campus goals) from the two campuses. The second method was the administradon
of the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B) to the administrators, teachers, and
selected parents. The third method for gathering data for this research was the personal
interview. The researcher randomly identified four participants from each of the three
groups of participants in the Survey of Prefened Frames and used the Standardized
Personal Interview (see Appendix C) and tape-recorded the interview with each of the
individuals. All of the interview participants were informed of the use of a tape recorder
and agreed to be tape recorded prior to beginning the interview. All three of these
methods were used to triangulate and confirm the results of the findings in the study.

Instmmentation
Three instmments were developed for this study. The Cognidve Frame Idendfier
for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A), the Survey of Prefened Frames (see
Appendix B), and the Standardized Personal Interview (see Appendix C), were the three
main instmments for this study. The first instmment, the Cognitive Frame Idendfier for
District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) was used to identify and analyze cognitive
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frames of the goals listed in the campus plans. The Survey of Prefened Frames (see
Appendix B) and the third instmment, the Standardized Personal Interview (see
Appendix C) were used to gather data to help confirm and deepen the understanding of
the preference of frames among administrators, teachers, and parents.
This study was viewed as having three phases of data gathering and analysis. The
first phase consisted of gathering the information on the campus plan goals using archival
sources and analyzing the data to identify frame preference. The second phase consisted
of surveying the selected population using the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix
B) to identify frame preference among administrators, teachers, and parents. The final
phase consisted of the personal interviews to confirm the findings from Phases 1 and II.
A panel of professors was utilized in reviewing, making recommendations, and
affimting the three instmments in this research. The three instmments the panel reviewed
were the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A), the
Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B), and the Standardized Personal Interview
(see Appendix C). Each member of this panel was asked and agreed to review and
approve these instmments because of their knowledge and expertise in the frames of
cognition as identified by the work of Bolman and Deal (1984, 1992, 1997).
Prior to reviewing the three instmments, the members of the panel were sent
informadon through the email about the four frames of cognidon to help them review the
four frames of cognition. Then, each of the three instmments was also emailed to the
panel for review and recommendations. Changes and conecdons were made to the
instruments based on the input from the panel for use in the research.
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The Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A)
was developed as a qualitative instmment to idendfy the focus of the campus goals in
relationship to the four major frames espoused by Bolman and Deal (1992). The inidal
frames were revised to meet the criteria of the research for this study. The Cognidve
Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals had three levels of descriptors with each
level allowing a more precise description of the frame. The first level was the
identification of the frame by which it was called. Those four frames are the stmctural,
human resource, political, and the symbolic.
The next level refened to the dimensions. Each frame had two distinct
dimensions. The stmctural frame had the analydcal and organized dimensions. The
human resource frame had the supportive and participadve dimensions. The polidcal
frame had the powerful and adroit dimensions. The symbolic frame had the inspirational
and charismatic dimensions. Each of the dimensions had qualifiers that further clarified
the dimension. Those qualifiers were useful in further interpredng the specific frame.
The third level of descriptors on the Cognidve Frame Identifier for District and
Campus Goals was the qualifier level. Each of the two dimensions listed under the four
frames had several qualifying statements that further explained and clarified this analysis
instmment.

Archival Sources
School campus goals can be considered archival records. Hashway (1988) stated
that archival records were a readily accessible data source. The use of these records is
archival research. Hashway stated that, "The use of past, cunent, and future roudne
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databases is archival research" (1988, p. 170). He also indicated (1988) that this type of
research is unobtmsive because data coUecdon activity is a normal part of the work cycle
in organizations.
Archival records can be viewed as either public archival records or private
archival records. Public records are records viewed as prepared for the expressed
purpose of exantination by others (Denzin, 1978). Some public archives may be
restricted to certain groups, but most are prepared for an audience such as school parents
and the community. These public records tend to be written in a standardized form
(Berg, 2001). Private archival records tend to be for more personal audiences. Gliner
and Morgan (2000) also noted that in research such as this study, archival measures or
documents are quite likely used. Related to archival data and collection, Cunningham
stated that, "It may take a variety of data to provide insight on organizational events and
interactions" (1993, p. 139).
For this study, the archival records that were viewed were the public documents
of school campus plans. This study required the acquisition of a copy of the most recent
campus plans containing the goals for analysis, using the Cognitive Frame Idendfier for
Districts and Campus Goals (see Appendix A).
Glesne (1999) indicated the uses of documents are an excellent source of research
because of their unobtmsive nature. These archival resources helped to establish and
create the foundation of the research study without intmding into the lives of people who
may be connected to the study.
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Survey
The use of surveying can be traced back to the industrial age (Goyder, 1987). The
process of data gathering in Germany using subjective quesdons increased under
Bismarck and with Marx (Goyder, 1987). The surveying method became more distinct
with Booth and Rowntree's studies of urban poverty (Goyder, 1987). Goyder (1987)
stated that the United States' interest in attitude quesdons provided a more flexible
method for gathering many sorts of social-science data, useful for academics.
The use of surveys as a methodological tool is widely used in qualitative research
(Potter, 1996). This research incorporated the survey as one of three methodologies used.
The use of archival sources and personal interviews were two other methods used in this
research.
The survey used in this cunent research, the Survey of Prefened Frames (see
Appendix B), was based on the analysis of the data received from the goals of the two
campus plans and then incorporated into a survey developed to idendfy preference
between the stmctural and symbolic frames. The survey method was useful for the
conduct of this study because it provided a means of idendfying the cognidve frame
preference for the categories of participants who took part in the survey. The survey
included seven opportunities for responses from each participant. The respondents were
given a set of goal statements from which to choose the most prefened statement. One
statement comprised the actual goal extracted from the campus plans that had been
identified as either a stmctural or a symbolic goal using the Cognidve Frame Idendfier
for District and Campus Goals. There were no goals in the campus plans that were
identified as human resource or polidcal goals. The other statement was designed from
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the symbolic frame using the identifiers developed by Bolman and Deal (1997) and
incorporating the symbolic identifiers listed in the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District
and Campus Goals (see Appendix A).
The purpose of this survey was to identify the prefened frame based on
respondent selections. This document was used along with the Cognitive Frame
Identifier for District and Campus Goals and the personal interviews to leam if teachers,
administrators, and parents prefened to have these goals and objectives presented to them
in a symbolic format.
The survey instmment was constmcted from two different perspectives. The first
perspective was to extract goals from campus plans that were identified as written in the
stmctural frame, using the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see
Appendix A). These goals were written in the survey exactly as they appeared on the
district and campus plans. The second perspective of the survey was to leam if there was
a preference between the identified existing stmctural goal and the constmcted symbolic
goal. Each dominant structural frame goal selected was then rewritten using dontinant
symbolic frame characteristics, again incorporating the Cognitive Frame Identifier for
District and Campus Goals. For the one symbolically written goal identified in the
campus plans that was included in the survey, a conesponding stmctural goal was written
as a choice. Many of the descriptors identified under the symbolic frame qualifiers were
used to add emphasis to this frame.
Each stmctural frame goal was then paired with the symbolic frame goal and the
participant was asked to select the prefened statement by placing a check next to their
preferences. The survey took approximately five minutes to complete.
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The goals and objecdves that were rewritten were not changed with respect to
content, but were written to indicate the characteristics of the symbolic frame. Each of
the respondents was asked to select one of two choices for each set of goals. One goal
was the stmctural goal and the other was the newly developed symbolic goal. The goals
were placed randomly within the set of goals to be selected. The study involved a total of
seven goals identified between the two campuses. Of the seven goals identified in the
two campus plans, six of them were determined to be stmcturally written while one goal
was identified as symbolically written. The six stmcturally written goals were included
in the Survey of Prefened Frames as a choice for the stmcturally written goal, while the
one symbolically written goal was included in the survey as a choice for the symbolically
written goal. There were no human resource or political frame goals identified in the two
campus plans. All of the people, who took part in the survey, participated on a voluntary
basis.
The results of the survey were analyzed to indicate the frame preference for
communicating these goals and objectives to the targeted audience. The purpose for
analyzing this survey was to develop the initial indicator of the preference of the three
population groups and to idendfy the prefened frame format for receiving the goals in a
public venue.
The analysis of the survey was performed in this manner. The Survey of
Prefened Frames (see Appendix B) consisted of a set of seven statements. Each set of
statements had a possibility of two selections from which the participant could select one
choice from each set. For the seven goals, one statement was left in its originally
identified symbolically framed format and paired with a similar stmcturally written goal
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while the other stmcturally identified goals were paired with rewritten symbolically
framed formatted goals. A simple counting of the participants' responses for each set of
statements was used to determine the number of times each of the statements was chosen.
This survey also included a participant identifier to leam if there was any
significant impact on the frame preference from one group to another. Those groups
were:
1. Parents of school-age children - Their perception of goals would be minimal
and the only knowledge would be attendance of school meetings where the
campus goals would be presented. The parent most responsible for the child's
education was asked to complete the survey.
2. Teacher - The teacher is the implementer of the goals for the most part. They
would have cursory knowledge of those goals and objectives, but would
probably not be able to recite them from memory.
3. Administrator - The administrator is believed to have more knowledge than
any other staff member about the goals and usually has the most prominent
recollection of the goals for the campus/district. He/She is able to paraphrase
most of these when called upon to recite or expound upon them.

Interviews
Gliner and Morgan (2000) described the interview as a data collection technique
in which the researcher asks questions orally of the participant who answers orally.
Fitzgerald and Cox (1987) divided the interview into two broad categories called formal
and informal interviews, but others (Babbie, 1995; Denzin, 1978; Gorden, 1987)
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indicated three types of interviews, which are the standardized (formal) interview, the
unstandardized (informal) interview, and the semi standard! zed interview that has a
guided semi-stmcture.
The Standardized Personal Interview (see Appendix C), which was selected for
this study, uses a set of formally stmctured interview questions. The interviewer is
required to ask the participants in the same manner, to respond to each of the questions
and to offer each respondent the opportunity to answer from the same stimulus so the
responses will be comparable (Babbie, 1995). This research supported the premise of the
standardized interviews because the study sought to solicit comparable responses related
to The Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). This instmment was designed so
that the participants would receive the same stimulus so that the participants' responses
could be compared.
In the standardized interview, there are some assumptions made about what
researchers want to identify (Schwartz & Jacobs, 1979). These assumptions are that the
instmment is written to elicit the informadon relevant to the study, the questions have
been worded in such a way that the respondents understand what is being asked, and the
meaning of each question is identical for each subject (Schwartz & Jacobs, 1979).
Some concerns about udlizing an interview in a research study include
implementing effectively worded questions, asking double-baneled questions, and using
overly complex questions (Berg, 2001). Interviews that ask affectively worded questions
usually generate emotionally negative responses. Berg (2001) refened to the word, why,
as a commonly used affective word that stimulates a negative response because it places
the respondent on the defense, causing them to think that their inidal answer may have
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been inconect. Double-baneled quesdons are quesdons that have more than one issue
attached to them and may require the respondent to give more than one answer of varying
or opposite degree. The complex quesdon is one that may involve a long question and
causes the respondent to lose focus and jeopardize the informadon provided by the
respondent.
DeManais stated that, "The interview process can be very empowering" (1998, p.
157). The respondents may open up and contribute valuable informadon to the research
because they know someone is willing to listen. This informadon could serve to be most
helpful to the research when the data are analyzed.
This research utilized the standardized interview because of the practicality of the
instmment and also for the additional information provided by the respondents through
its use. The instmment and process added value and confirmed the initial findings on the
Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B).

Triangulation
Fielding and Fielding (1986) suggested that the udlization of a combination of
different kinds of data serves to reduce any question of ambiguity that may be idendfied
in any single method of data collection. The use of archival records, survey, and personal
interviews for this study enhanced the uniformity of the findings.
This research incorporated the use of triangulation of the three data gathering
methods mentioned to strengthen the reliability and validity of the findings. The method
of strengthening of one's argument by building in many different dimensions is called
triangulation (Potter, 1996). Triangulation has also been described as a process to
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confirm reliability using a combination of several data collection strategies or data
sources in the same design (Newman & Benz, 1998). The strength of using trianguladon
in a case study such as this research is that using multiple reference points (archival data,
survey responses, and personal interviews) enables the researcher to more easily pinpoint
the object's exact position (Newman & Benz, 1998). Triangulation has traditionally been
associated with the use of multiple methods in the study of one phenomenon (Feagin,
0mm, & Sjoberg, 1991).
The use of triangulation with case study methodology has potential for increased
validity (Newman & Benz, 1998). One reason for the increased validity is that when
multiple data collection techniques are used, the weakness of each technique can be
counter balanced by the others (Newman & Benz, 1998). Another reason for increased
validity is because of the variety of data sources available within the framework of the
selected research (Newman & Benz, 1998). The information gathered and analyzed for
the archival data was used to triangulate with the data obtained in the Survey of Prefened
Frames (see Appendix B) and also with the informadon gathered from the personal
interviews using the Standardized Personal Interview (see Appendix C).

Validation of the Instruments
Originally, Bolman and Deal used the characteristics of the frames as a reference
guide to understand more clearly the different characteristics of each of the frames. They
summarized (Bolman & Deal, 1997) these frames by saying that each of the distinct
frames represented a different facet of human cognidve organization that requires
attendon. These cognidve organizations are simultaneously radonal, emotional,
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ideological, and fictional. They (1993) conducted a series of studies to measure the
frame orientation of leaders to give the frames a more systematic experience foundation.
This research utilized those same frames and added modified descriptors to
enhance the frames to create an evaluation instmment for campus goals. The stmctural
and symbolic frames were selected for the evaluation portion of the study because the
pilot study indicated that these two frames were the most prevalent frames and also the
frames of choice.
In the pilot study, a version of two of the three instmments used in this research
was used. The initial version of the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus
Goals and the Survey of Prefened Frames were used in the original pilot study and were
implemented in a similar manner in this study. Using these two instmments, the findings
in the pilot study indicated a clear preference for symbolically written goals.
The major challenge in the conduct of this study was moving from a more abstract
cognitive perspective in organizational theory to a more concrete interpretation of
cognitive perspectives in the campus goals. The Cognitive Frames Idendfier for District
and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) was developed to meet that challenge.
A panel of professors was udlized in reviewing, making recommendadons, and
affirming the three instmments in this research. The three instmments the panel reviewed
were the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A), the
Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B), and the Standardized Personal Interview
(see Appendix C). Each member of this panel was asked and agreed to review and
approve these instmments because of their knowledge and expertise in the frames of
cognition as idendfied by the work of Bolman and Deal (1984, 1992, 1997).
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Prior to reviewing the three instmments, the members of the panel were sent
informadon through the email to about the four frames of cognition to help them review
the four frames of cognition. Then, each of the three instmments was also emailed to the
panel for review and recommendations. Changes and conections were made to the
instmments based on the input from the panel for use in the research.
The panel of professors reviewed the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix
B) in the same manner as the Cognidve Frame Idendfier for District and Campus Goals.
The goals of the two campuses that were idendfied as stmctural were rewritten in the
symbolic frame format and presented to the same panel of experts who evaluated and
provided input until the panel approved the survey.
The Cognitive Frame Idendfier for District and Campus Goals served three
purposes in the research. First, it served as an idendfier of the characterisdcs listed in
exisdng campus plans. These identifiers helped to classify the goals into one of the four
cognitive frames. The analysis given in the pilot study revealed that a majority of the
goals were predominantiy stmctural, however a few indicated some slight tendencies
toward the symbolic frame. Second, the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and
Campus Goals was utilized to develop symbolic frame goals incorporated into the Survey
of Prefened Frames. Third, the instrument was used to help idendfy the type of frame
responses that were given from the interviewees during the selected interviews.
During the interview process any derivatives of the descriptors used in the
different frames were accepted as references to those specific descriptors. An
interviewee may have refened to a variadon of enthusiasm instead of the exact word.
That response was an acceptable response for a symbolic characteristic.
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The second instmment. Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B), was
another qualitative survey that was stmctured from exisdng district campus goals and
theoretical design expanded from the cognitive perspectives of organizadonal theory
developed by Bolman and Deal (1997). This instmment was a natural outgrowth of the
first instmment and the major research quesdons of this research study and was also
approved by the same expert panel of professors.
The third instmment, the Standardized Personal Interview (see Appendix C) was
developed as a result of the responses given on the Survey of Prefened Frames (see
Appendix B). This Standardized Personal Interview was also reviewed by the panel of
professors familiar with the work of Bolman and Deal (1984, 1992, 1997). This
instmment was used to generate data that confirmed the responses on the Survey of
Prefened Frames.

Data Gathering Procedures
The first type of data gathering was the procurement of the archival data. The two
campus plans were obtained by contacting a central office administrator in the district in
which the two campuses were located. The two campuses were selected because of
reasonable proximity and accessibility to the researcher. The administrator in the district
that the two campuses were located gave the initial permission to use the two campuses
selected. The campuses were selected by identifying a school that had been rated as
recognized based on the results of their most recent TAAS scores and by idendfying the
other school that had been rated as acceptable based on their most recent TAAS scores.
The ratings for each school are determined by the results of the students' overall
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perfonnance on the TAAS tests administered in the spring of the year. The administrator
in the distiict suggested the two schools for this study based on the criteria mendoned.
He also made the primary contact with the two campuses included in the study and
ananged for mailing both of the campus plans to the researcher.
The use of archival analysis as a methodological tool has contributed to the
development of the field (Hodson, 1998). Archival analysis can provide insight about the
nature of the study (Hodson, 1998). The possibility of enors using archival analysis can
be controlled through data triangulation (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, Sechrest, & Grove,
1981). Berg (2001) also concuned that it was important to use triangulation when
analyzing archival data to reduce the possible source of enors.
The second data gathering process was the administration of the survey. The
survey was administered in the following ways. An individual meeting was established
by the researcher with each of the participating principals of the schools included in the
study. The purpose of this meeting was to inform each of the campus principals about
the research study and to answer any questions related to the surveys and interviews
conducted. Both principals were given assurances that any information used in the
analysis and findings would not be identifiable as coming from either campus and there
would not be any results that could be constmed in a negative context.
A date was established during the initial meedngs for each campus to be surveyed
using the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). The meeting with the
administrators and teachers took place after the school day and the campus principals
introduced the researcher to administer the survey. A brief description of the study was
given to explain the need for the survey with a verbal request for volunteers for the
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interview phase mendoned prior to handing out the surveys for the administrators and
teachers to complete. The completion of the survey took approximately five minutes.
The respondents placed the surveys in an envelope after compledng the survey and the
campus administrator retumed the envelope to the researcher at the end of the meeting.
The survey of the parents comprised the second approach to the data collection in
this phase. Permission was received from the superintendent of the district to mail out
surveys to the selected parents of the participating campuses, requesdng participadon in
the survey. The researcher received an alphabetized list of mailing gum labels of the
parents from both schools. The parents selected for the survey were selected using the
systematic sampling method. The systematic sampling method refers to a procedure in
which every nth person on a list whose responses are available is sampled (Harris, 1998).
A total of 200 parents, 100 from each school, were mailed the survey. Along with a cover
letter (see Appendix D) explaining the purpose for the survey, the parent who was most
responsible for the child's education was asked to complete the survey and to retum the
survey by a certain date using the self-addressed stamped envelope provided in the letter.
The third type of data gathering that was used in this study was the interview
process. All 12 interviews took place at the two schools identified with one excepdon.
One parent could not make anangements to meet at the school and agreed to a taperecorded phone interview. The parent was faxed a copy of the responses made on the
survey and the survey took place using the Standardized Personal Interview (see
Appendix C). The rest of the administrator and parent interviews took place in the
principals' offices and the teachers were interviewed in their individual classrooms. Prior
to each interview, verbal pemtission was given by each participant to be interviewed.
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Each participant was informed and gave consent to be tape-recorded. The participants
were also given verbal assurances that there would be complete anonymity in their
responses. All of the 12 participants accepted and agreed to the interview conditions.
Interviewing is defined as a conversadon with a purpose (Berg, 2001). These
taped interviews were used to verify the answers given on the survey and to confirm the
preference of the frames selected. Each individual gave permission to be taped prior the
interview session.
Gliner and Morgan (2000) described the importance of the interview process with
qualitadve study because this process allowed the researcher to use these data to gather
perceptions of pain, feelings about work, and attitudes. The interviews conducted in this
research utilized these perspecdves to establish the frame preference of the participants.
Gliner and Morgan (2000) continued their discussion of data collection techniques by
indicating that interviews were one of the techniques that are likely to be used in a
qualitative study.
Potter (1996) called the process of interviewing the technique of data gathering
from humans by asking them questions and getdng them to react verbally. Even though
everyone has actually received some indirect training in interviews through the
communicadon process in both asking and answering questions, research interview is not
a natural communication exchange (Berg, 2001). People leam how to avoid certain types
of messages and use evasion tactics to keep from answering the question (Goffman,
1967). Berg (2001) indicated that the interviewer must be able to leam how to navigate
around avoidance issues.
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There must be the development of rapport by the interviewee (Babbie, 1995).
Much of the perception and rapport that is initially developed around the interviewee by
the interviewer centers on appearance and demeanor (Berg, 2001). Though appearance in
important, there are no guarantees that the interviewer will establish a good rapport
(Berg, 2001).
Researchers who use the standardized interview know what they want to uncover
in the interview (Swartz &. Jacobs, 1979). The questions asked by the interviewer will
illicit the information relevant to the study's topic. The standardized interview is
designed to gain information using established questions that elicit the specific
information, opinions, and thought related to the study (Berg, 2001).
Interview participants were identified through the Survey of Prefened Frames.
The Survey of Prefened Frames had additional optional contact information placed on
them for follow-up if the participant chose to provide that information. The Survey of
Prefened Frames (see Appendix B) indicated that providing contact information was
optional and only provided by the participant if the participant was willing to be
interviewed. Four people in each of the three categories, administrators, teachers, and
parents, were interviewed to determine why they chose the responses that they did in the
survey. A total of 12 people were interviewed. The people selected for the interview
were not selected by their responses to the survey, but by their group affiliation and their
accessibility. Only those people who agreed to be contacted for a follow-up interview
were added to the list of potential interviewees.
The format of the interview was a standardized interview. Berg (2001) indicated
that the standardized interview uses a formally stiuctured schedule of interview
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questions. The interviewer asked subjects to respond to each question. The rationale was
to offer each subject the same stimulus so that responses to the questions would be
comparable (Berg, 2001). Standardized interviews are designed to elicit information
using a set of predetermined questions that are expected to elicit the subjects' thoughts,
opinions, and attitudes about this particular research (Berg, 2001). These taped responses
served to confirm or amend preference of the choices and the frames that were made
available to the respondents.
Prior to each interview, each interviewee was informed that the interview was
being taped and each individual gave verbal permission to record the interview prior to
beginning the session. The interviews with administrators were held in the campus
buildings and classrooms of the teachers who were selected to participate in the
interview. The parents were interviewed in the principal's office of their child's school.
This site was a neutral location that allowed for the respondents to feel at ease and for the
researcher to elicit the responses needed to detemtine the reasoning for the respondents'
choices on the survey.
Anonymity of all respondents who offered to volunteer for interviews and
provided contact information, was secured by (1) entering the information on a
computerized data retrieval system that could only be accessed using a code, and (2)
shredding all hard copies of respondent information. Any information transfened to a
disk containing contact persons for the interview were kept in a locked, secure locadon.
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Data Analysis
Berg (2001, p. 102) described data analysis as, "the most difficult aspect of any
qualitative research project" and he condnued by saying, "it is also the most creative."
The difficulty comes in determining the relevancy and application of the acquired data to
the research study. The creativity develops because there are no step-by-step operadonal
procedures to decipher the data (Berg, 2001).
Miles and Huberman (1994) idendfied three types of data analysis approaches.
Those approaches are interpretive, anthropological, and collaborative social research.
Though there may be some overlap in the three analysis procedures, each approach is
distinct. This research took a more interpretative approach, reducing the data to uncover
pattems and meaning from the interviews.
A content analysis was incorporated in this study with the use of a coding system.
Glassner and Loughlin (1987) refened to content analysis as a method for obtaining good
access to words of the text or transcribed accounts offered by subjects. Using a coding
system develops a more specific focus (Glesne, 1998).
An open coded system was used in this study. Open coding is a line-by-line
examination with an open inquiry to identify potendal categories and guides subsequent
steps of the analysis (Berg, 2001; Potter, 1996). Strauss (1987, p. 30) gave four
guidelines when using open coding. They are: (1) ask the data a specific set of questions,
(2) analyze the data minutely, (3) frequently intenupt the coding to write a theoretical
note, and (4) never assume the analytic relevance of any traditional variable until the data
show it to be relevant.
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An advantage of using content analysis is that it is unobtmsive (Webb, Campbell,
Schwartz, Sechrest, & Grove, 1981). Though a phase of this study involved the use of an
interview process as a source of data gathering, the analysis of that data did not involve
follow-up contacts. There was minimal interacdon between the researcher and the
participants in the study.
Two weaknesses in using content analysis listed by Berg (2001) were locadng
unobtmsive messages and the ineffecdveness of testing causal relationships between
variables. Neither of these two weaknesses applied to this specific research. The
archival data obtained (campus plan goals) were unobtmsive and the research did not
address causal reladonships among variables.
The data were analyzed using a three-phase process. The first phase was an
analysis of the inidal campus goals that were submitted. The Cognidve Frame Identifier
for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) was the instmment used to identify the
predominant cognitive frame for each of the campus plan goals. Each campus goal was
categorized by its dominance or prefened frame and compared to the other campus goals.
For the goals that were analyzed and not identifiably categorized by the statement goal
alone using the Cognitive Frame Idendfier for District and Campus Goals, additional
research was completed by evaluating the action plan portion of the campus plans that
directiy related to the specific goals in quesdon. Those results were converted into graph
charts for visual comparison and analysis to help establish the predontinant cognidve
frame for these selected campus goals.
The second phase in the analysis process was the udlizadon of the Survey of
Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). In this instmment each set of selecdons had an
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original goal or objecdve that was identified as being written in the stmctural frame and a
companion goal that was written by the researcher using the symbolic descriptors. The
research included the development of a grid chart to show the responses of the
participants in the Survey of Prefened Frames. This chart indicated the preference of the
participants, whether the participants prefened the inidal goal that was idendfied as a
stmctural frame goal or the symbolic frame goal.
The third phase in the analysis process provided opportunity to interview the
selected participants on the Survey of Prefened Frames. This phase helped confirm the
use of the Cognidve Frame Idendfier for Campus and District Goals as a data analysis
instmment and it added clarity to the responses on the surveys. The participants were
asked the choice of a particular answer using the Standardized Personal Interview (see
Appendix A), and with the interviewees' permission, their responses were tape recorded
for analysis. The analysis helped indicate why the respondents prefened the one
particular frame to another frame. The respondents gave similar responses to the
descriptors listed in the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see
Appendix A). This third phase was included in this research to confirm the frame
identification and preferences of the first two phases.

Summary
District and campus plans are required for each school and school district (Texas
Education Agency, 1995). The goals of these plans are to be communicated to the
community to provide for more collaboration (Texas Education Agency, 1995).
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This research focused on the work of Bolman and Deal who derived their
concepts in sociology, psychology, political science, and anthropology. They developed
their four-frame model of cognition from their research (Bolman & Deal, 1984, 1992,
1997).
The four frames of cognition are the stmctural frame, the human resource frame,
the polidcal frame, and the symbolic frame (Bolman & Deal, 1984). The stmctural frame
is characterized by organizational charts and is identified by its organization of labor,
mles, policies, procedures and hierarchies. The human resource frame sees the
organization as an extended family with needs, feelings, skills, and limitations. The
potitical frame sees organizations as arenas, contests, or jungles (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
There is apparent conflict caused by differing needs and perspectives. The symbolic
frame views organizations as tribes, theaters, or camivals (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
Organizations are cultures with rituals, ceremonies, stories, heroes, and myths.
A pilot study conducted using Bolman and Deal's (1984, 1992, 1997) frames of
cognition revealed that a majority of the school goals were written from the stmctured
frame. Further research within the same pilot study indicated a preference for
symbolically written goals.
The research questions evolved out of the inidal pilot study and addressed two
main questions: (1) what is the cunent dominant cognitive frame used in existing campus
plan goals, and (2) when presented with a choice between stmcturally written goals and
symbolically written goals, will school patrons exhibit a preference? These two
quesdons formed the foundadon of this study.
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The population for the study included two elementary campuses located in Region
XVI of Texas. One school received an exemplary rating on the most recent TAAS test,
based on the Academic Excellence Indicator System, while the other school received an
acceptable rating using the same system.
The strategy used for this research was a case study. Shaughnessy and
Zechmeister (1990) explained case study as a strategy that can open the way for
discoveries. Berg (2001) stated that it involves systematically gathering informadon
about a person, setting, event, or group to allow the researcher to understand how it
operates or functions.
This research pursued a more descripdve direcdon. Yin (1994) described a
descriptive case study as having a framework for the researcher to follow while
completing the study.
Three methods were used for data collection in this study. The methods that were
utilized in this case study were archival sources, survey, and personal interviews.
Archival records are an unobtrusive form of data gathering because data collection
activity is a normal part of the work cycle in organizations (Hashway, 1998). The survey
is widely used in qualitative research (Potter, 1996). The survey for this study was
developed by the researcher and confirmed by a panel of professors familiar with the
frames of cognidon developed by Bolman and Deal.
The personal interview was an outgrowth of the survey to confirm the analysis of
that survey. Gliner and Morgan (2000) described the interview as a data coUecdon
technique in which the researcher asks questions orally of the participant who answers
orally.
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The three instmments used in this study were The Cognitive Frame Identifier for
District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A), The Survey of Prefened Frames (see
Appendix B), and The Standardized Personal Interview (see Appendix C). The three
instmments were approved by a panel of professors familiar with the work of Bolman
and Deal.
The data were gathered in three separate phases. The first phase was retrieving
information through the campus plans. The second phase involved gathering informadon
from the survey distributed to administrators, teachers, and parents. The final phase of
data gathering occuned by administering personal interviews among the three groups
mentioned.
The data analyses were performed in all three phases of the research. This
research focused on an interpretive approach as idendfied by Miles and Huberman
(1994). The data were reduced to uncover pattems and meanings from interviews using
an open coding system (Berg, 2001; Potter, 1996; Strauss, 1987). All relevant data were
analyzed and applied to the findings revealed in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER rV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction
This study may provide evidence that educational leaders in the area of planning
and establishing goals do not cunently use the full resources of the cognitive frames,
especially the symbolic frame, to achieve the highest potential for success for the goals
their planning committees establish. The identification, therefore, of the prevalent frames
or lenses cunently used by administrators should provide valuable data which could serve
both as the foundation for developing improved campus plans and also establish a means
for the more effective presentadon of campus plans to school patrons, specifically the
goals in those plans. Subsequent use of the data contained in this research would be used
to improve and enhance the planning and decision-making process by more formally
introducing the frames of cognidon to administrators and assisting them in udlizing
multiple frames.
Chapter IV data for this study were gathered and analyzed using three phases of
data gathering and analysis. Data were gathered in Phase I using archival data retrieval
of the two campus plans analyzing each of the goals in those two plans. The Cognitive
Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) was used as the
primary goal identification instmment. The analysis proceeded by using an open coded
system with a word-by-word examination of each individual goal of the two schools to
identify the frame of reference for each of those goals.
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In Phase II of the data analysis, the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B)
was constmcted using the goals verbatim from the two participating campuses. The goals
were paired with one goal in its original stmctural frame and the other rewritten in the
symbolic frame. The human resource and the political frames were not used in the
survey because those two frames were not evident in the analysis of the goals of the two
campus plans. This survey instrument was confirmed by a panel of professors familiar
with the frames of cognidon presented in Bolman and Deal's work.
The survey was distributed to administrators, teachers, and parents of the two
elementary campuses participating in this case study. The Survey of Prefened Frames
was distributed directly to the administrators and teachers in a faculty meeting at the
respective campuses and retumed direcdy to the researcher.
The parents were surveyed using a mail-out survey implemendng the same
instmment that was applied to the administrators and teachers. A list of the parents of all
of the students enrolled in both schools was given to the researcher. The parents were
selected to participate in the survey using a systematic sampling method. The systemadc
sampling method refers to a procedure in which every nth person on a list whose
responses are available is sampled (Harris, 1998). A total of 200 parents, 100 from each
school, were mailed the survey along with a cover letter (see Appendix D) explaining the
purpose for the survey. The parent who was most responsible for the child's educadon
was asked to complete the survey and retum the survey by a certain date using the selfaddressed stamped envelope provided in the letter. The parents were given a week to
complete the survey and retum it in the mail.
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In Phase III of this research, a brief interview was conducted. The participants for
the interviews were selected from contact informadon provided on the Survey of
Prefened Frames that was retumed to the researcher. The Standardized Personal
Interview (see Appendix C) was developed to solicit more in-depth information from the
participants as to why they selected one particular goal over the other possible choice.
From both of the campuses two participants from each of the three groups
(administrators, teachers, and parents) participated in this phase of the study. A total of
12 interviews took place.

Restatement of the Problem
Based on information provided in Chapter II, it is appropriate to examine the
cognitive frame evident in these campus plans and how stating them more symbolically
caused the different perceptions by the various patrons the schools serve. A closer
review and study of existing plans took place to identify a cognidve baseline in the
cunent plans. The cunent campus plan goals were modified using the symbolic frame to
provide additional emphasis on the meaning of the goals and the vision of the school.
The proposed research: (1) idendfied the cunent prevailing frame in campus plans
and (2) identified the prefened cognitive frame for campus plans.
The purpose of this study was to analyze goals and objectives of cunent campus
plans and to idendfy which cognitive frames these goals had been predominantly written
in as identified by the work of Bolman and Deal (1997). Based on a pilot study it was
determined that many of the cunent district and campus plans were developed and
written in such a manner as to meet the requirements of the state mandates. It was
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anticipated that from such a stmctured set of mles, a stmctured process and goals would
be produced.
The proposed research examined what the preferences would be of
adntinistrators, teachers, and parents when they were given the opportunity to select
between a stmcturally written goal and a symbolically written goal that conveyed similar
meaning.

Restatement of the Research Quesdon
The purposes of this study were to answer the quesdons, (1) what is the cunent
dominant cognitive frame used in existing campus plan goals and, (2) when presented
with a choice between structurally written goals and symbolically written goals, will
school patrons exhibit a clear preference?
The subsidiary questions that guided this research were:
1. What cognitive frames do cunent campus plan goals reflect?
2. When stmctural frame goals have been rewritten in a symbolic frame format,
will symbolic frame goals be prefened over the cunent prevailing frames by
administrators, teachers, and parents?

Phase I
Phase I of the data coUecdon and analysis consisted of reviewing the campus
goals of two elementaries. An open coded system was used to analyze word-by-word,
the content of each of these goals to determine the cognidve frame of reference. The
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Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) was used to
assist in the frame idendfication process.
There were two predominant frames present in the Phase I analysis. Those two
frames were the stmctural and the symbolic frames. The characteristics of the stmctural
frames are as follows:
Dimensions
Analytic
1. Clear and logical goal;
2. Goal approaches problems through careful analysis and direcdon;
3. Use of fact and logic evident in goal;
4. Attention given to detail within goal; and
Organized
1. Goal well organized;
2. Policies that are evident are clear and well developed;
3. Clear consistent goal with definite direcdon;
4. Obvious stmctures and systems are in place within goal.
The characterisdcs of the symbolic frame are as follows:
Dimensions
Inspirational
1. Goal inspires others to do their best;
2. Communicates a strong vision for success;
3. Goal generates loyalty to school, students, and community;
4. Goal stated in a way that raises enthusiasm; and
Charismatic
1. Acknowledged emphasis on culture of the school and/or community;
2. Highly imaginative and creadve goal;
3. Generates new, exciting possibilities in goal statement.

Campus Background Information
The school in this study identified as exemplary using the state radng system
served 330+ elementary students ranging from age three through the fifth grade. The
student populadon consisted of 12% African American, 17% Hispanic, 71% White, and
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48% economically disadvantaged. The exemplary rating is achieved by 90% of each of
the student sub-populations meedng minimum expectations on the Reading, Math, and
Writing portions of the state-mandated TAAS test.
The school in this study identified as acceptable using the state rating system
served 500+ students with an ethnic population of 20% African American, 42% Hispanic,
38% White, and 92% economically disadvantaged. The acceptable rating is achieved by
50% of each of the student sub-populations meeting minimum expectations on the
Reading, Math, and Writing portions of the state-mandated TAAS test.
These two schools were selected because of their Academic Excellence Indicator
System rating from the Texas Education Agency, and because both campuses utilized the
same format and process for developing their campus goals. They were also selected
because of the size of their campus. The staff size and the number of possible parent
participants made them conducive for this study.
Both campuses listed three goals to achieve for the 2001-2002 school year;
however, the campus identified as exemplary had one goal that because of the way it was
written was separated into two goals for this study. A total of seven separate goals were
analyzed for this phase of the study.

Identified Campus Goals Analysis of
The School that Achieved Exemplary
Status by the T.E.A. Indicators
GOAL 1: Students will demonstrate academic success in reading, writing, and
math.
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ANALYSIS: This was a nine-word one sentence goal with the key theme
consisting of success. The major concept was demonstrating success in reading, writing,
and math.
FRAME IDENTIFICATION: This is a stmcturally written frame goal with a
logical outcome for success. The use of the word, demonstrate, indicated the direcdon of
minimum mastery. The goal revealed analytic and organized qualides.
GOAL 2A: Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills.
ANALYSIS: This eight-word sentence goal had developing lifelong skills with
improved attendance as the theme. There were no magnifying words or words that
elicited maximum results.
FRAME IDENTIFICATION: This second goal was also idendfied as a stmctural
frame goal. There was evidence of logic in this goal indicadng that if lifelong skills were
developed, then students would realize the need to be in school and attendance would
increase. The goal gave definite stmctural frame predominance.
GOAL 2B: Students will demonstrate appropriate behavioral skills to be
successful, contributing members of society.
ANALYSIS: This one sentence goal consisted of thirteen words. There were a
higher number of modifiers that gave the goal a little more strength and sustenance. The
evident themes were to demonstrate appropriate behavior skills and to become successful
contributing members of society.
FRAME IDENTIFICATION: Though this frame was predominantly stmctural, it
suggested a small amount of indication in the symbolic frame. The use of the words
successful and contributing in the context gave the goal more emphasis. The structural
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frame prevailed through the use of attendon to detail with the behavior skills being
related to the success in society. The stmctural frame was kept through the use of the
words, demonstrate and appropriate.
GOAL 3: Students identified as members of special populadons will improve
skills in reading, writing, and math to reach their highest potendal in order to achieve
lifelong success.
ANALYSIS: The goal was the longest one with twenty-six words in one
sentence. There were several modifiers to disdnguish its frame. The themes
incorporated in this goal were students reaching their highest potendal, improve skills,
and achieve lifelong success.
FRAME IDENTIFICATION: This particular goal was identified in the symbolic
frame. The goal exhibited some inspirational and charismatic tendencies. Though the
goal could have been written to indicate a stronger symbolic frame, it was left as it was
written for the analysis in Phase I. This goal inspires students to do their best and it also
exhibits some exciting possibilities.

Identified Campus Goals Analysis of
The School that Achieved Acceptable
Status by the T.E.A. Indicators
GOAL 1: Students will demonstrate increased academic performance.
ANALYSIS: This was a six-word goal contained in one sentence. The theme of
the goal was increased academic performance.
FRAME IDENTIFICATION: This was a stmctural frame goal. The sentence
was short, analytical and gave attention to a clear and logical goal.
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GOAL 2: Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic success.
ANALYSIS: This was an eight-word one-sentence goal. The theme of this goal
was to demonstrate behaviors that support academic success.
FRAME IDENTIFICATION: This goal was a structural frame goal. It
demonstrated a linear thought using minimal terminology. The goal was clear and
concise with fact and logic evident. Behaviors needed to be in place to support academic
success.
GOAL 3: Students with special needs will demonstrate increased acadentic
performance.
ANALYSIS: This nine-word one sentence goal promoted a theme of increased
academic performance for special needs students. The modifiers used in this goal
expressed minimal performance.
FRAME IDENTIFICATION: This was a stmctural frame goal. It was written in
a stmctural format using minimal actions and descriptors such as the words demonstrate
and increased. The goal was clear and logical and it was well organized.

Analysis of Campus Goals
A total of seven goals from the two campuses were analyzed. The Cognitive
Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) was used as the
primary instmment to initially identify the prevalent frames. An open coding system was
also used to complete a word-by-word analysis of each stated goal. This helped clarify in
more detail the predontinant frame of each of these goals.
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Six of the seven goals were identified as being predominantiy connected to the
stmctural frame. Generally, those goals demonstrated some indicators of the two
dimensions of the stmctural frame. In the analydc dimension, the goals were usually
clear and logical. In the organized dimension, the goals gave the impression of being
well organized with clarity and consistency of direcdon.
One of the seven goals was recognized as a symbolic frame goal. The research
indicated that there was some evidence of the symbolic dimension listed. This
symbolically written goal inspired the students to do their best under the inspirational
dimension. The other dimension, the charismatic dimension, was evident because the
goal could be viewed as generating new and exciting possibilities for students. The
campus that was categorized as acceptable by the T.E.A. indicators had all three of their
campus goals identified as stmctural while the school that was categorized as exemplary
by the T.E.A. indicators had three of four goals identified as stmctural and one symbolic.
Thus, there was no substandal difference in the goal statements between the two types of
schools.

Phase II
Phase II of the research required that a survey be administered to seek input on
the prefened frame of cognition. This case study incorporated the use of administrators,
teachers, and selected parents of the two campuses for phase two of the research, which
was the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). All administrators, teachers, and
two hundred selected parents (one hundred from each campus) had the opportunity to
participate in the survey. One hundred parents were selected from each campus using a
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systematic sampling method (Harris, 1998). Participadon in the survey for all three
groups was voluntary. No participants were required to complete the survey document.
The purpose of this survey was to identify the prefened frame based on
respondent selections. This document was used along with the Cognidve Frame
Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) and the Standardized Personal
Interview (see Appendix C) to leam which format, symbolic or stmctural, teachers,
administrators, and parents prefened to have these goals and objectives presented to
them.
The survey instmment was constmcted from two different perspectives. The first
perspective was to extract goals from campus plans that were identified as written in the
structural frame, using the Cognitive Frame Idendfier for District and Campus Goals (see
Appendix A). These goals were written in the survey exactly as they appeared on the
district and campus plans. The second perspecdve of the survey was to leam if there was
a preference between the idendfied existing stmctural goal and the reconstmcted goals
stated in the symbolic frame. Each dominant stmctural frame goal selected was then
rewritten using dominant symbolic frame characteristics, again incorporating the
Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A). For the one
symbolically written goal identified in the campus plans that was included in the survey,
a conesponding stmctural goal was written as a choice. The descriptors idendfied under
the symbolic frame qualifiers were used to add emphasis to this frame when writing the
symbolic goals.
The survey used in this cunent research, the Survey of Prefened Frames (see
appendix B), was based on the analysis of the data received from the goals of the two
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campus plans and then incorporated into a survey developed to identify preference
between the stmctural and symbolic frames. The udlization of a survey method was
useful for the conduct of this study because it provided a means of identifying the
cognitive frame preference for the categories of participants who took part in the survey.
The survey included seven opportunities for responses from each participant. The
respondents were given a set of goal statements from which to choose the most prefened
statement. One statement comprised the actual goal extracted from the campus plans that
had been identified as a stmctural goal using the Cognidve Frame Idendfier for District
and Campus Goals. There were no goals in the campus plans that were idendfied as
human resource or political goals. The other statement, except for the one symbolicaUy
framed goal idendfied in the campus plans, was designed from the symbolic frame using
the identifiers developed by Bolman and Deal (1997) and incorporating the symbolic
identifiers listed in the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see
Appendix A).

Administrator Survey Analysis
This research surveyed the five administrators associated with the two campuses
involved in the study. The two principals of the schools were surveyed at the inidal
meeting so that they both would have an idea of the survey constmction and could ask
any questions prior to administering the survey to the teachers. The principals did not ask
any questions about the survey or the administration of the survey. The other three
administrators were assistant principals who completed the survey when the instmment
was administered to teachers.
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Table 4.1 shows the percent of responses in each of the seven sets of goal
selections for the stmctural and symbolic frame. The adntinistrators selected five of the
seven symbolically framed goals.
Table 4.1 Adntinistrator Survey Responses
SET

Stmctural

A
100%
40

B
100%
20

C
100%
0

D
100%
80

E
100%
60

F
100%
20

G
100%
0

Total
100%
31

Symbolic

60

80

100

20

40

80

100

69

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames, two of the five administrators
selected the stmctural frame, which stated, "Students will demonstrate academic success
in reading, writing, and math." Three of the five administrators selected the symbolic
frame, which stated, "Motivate students to achieve maximum success in reading, writing,
and math."
Set B of the survey showed a stronger preference for the symbolic frame. The
stmctural frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic
performance." Only one of the five administrators prefened this to the symbolically
written frame. The symbolically written frame was written as, "Students will exemplify
continuous academic improvement." Four of the five administrators selected this frame.
In Set C of the survey, there was a total preference for the symbolically written
frame by administiators. The stmcturally written frame was written as, "Students will
improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills." No administrators selected this
stmcturally written goal. The symbolically written goal, "Student attendance will
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increase through their effective leaming of lifelong skills," was selected by all five of the
administrators.
In Set D, there was a change to the stmcturally written goal for the preference.
The stmcturally written goal was written as, "Students will demonstrate behaviors that
support academic success." Four of the five administrators prefened this goal. The
symbolically written goal was written as, "Improve student behavior to enhance posidve
support for academic success." One administrator prefened this symbolically written
goal to the stmcturally written goal.
Set E also exhibited a preference for the stmcturally written goal. Three of the
five administrators selected, "Students will demonstrate the appropriate behavioral skills
to be successful, contributing members of society," rather than the symbolically written
frame, which stated, "Students will model exemplary student behavior in becoming
highly successful, contributing members in our society." Two administrators did select
the symbolic goal as their preference.
In Set F, there was a strong swing back to the preference for the symbolic frame.
Only one administrator selected the stmcturally written goal that stated, "Students with
special needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." The other four
administrators prefened the symbolically written goal that stated, "Special needs students
will excel instmctionally through continuous academic growth."
The administration of the survey finished strongly for the preference of the
symbolic frame in Set G. All five of the administrators prefened, "Students identified as
members of special populadons will improve skills in reading, wridng, and math to reach
their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong success," rather than the stmcturally
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written frame that stated, "Special needs students will improve in reading, writing, and
math skills to reach lifelong success."
The administrators selected the symbolic frame 69% of the time over the
stmctural frame which they selected 31% of the time. For administrators, there was a
clear preference for symbolically written frames.
Figure 4.1 gives another view of the preference for the symbolic frame. The
responses to each of the sets of goals were put into a graph for comparison. The graph
helps to show the preference for the symbolically written frame in five of the seven sets
of goals and the overall preference for this frame. Administrators at the two campuses
showed a preference for the symbolically written goals.

100%
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60%
c
^, 40%

• Structural
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^
i

OH

20%
0%

Set A SetB Set C SetD SetE SetF SetG Total
Sets of Goals
Figure 4.1 Administrator Survey Responses Chart
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Teacher Survey Analysis
This research surveyed a total of 61 teachers from the two campuses in the study.
Enough teachers were surveyed at each campus to conduct an individual analysis of the
surveys. The individual analysis was executed to determine if there were any significant
differences between the preferences of the teachers at the school idendfied as exemplary
and the teachers at the school identified as acceptable.
The exemplary recognized school was surveyed after the school had dismissed
their students. The principal ananged a faculty meedng to allow the researcher to present
the survey to the staff for completion. The surveys were handed out to the teachers at the
same time in this meeting and; the survey took approximately five minutes to complete.
Table 4.2 shows the percent of responses in each of the seven sets of goal
selecdons for the stmctural and symbolic frames. The teachers at the school rated as
exemplary selected four of the seven symbolically framed goals.
Table 4.2 Teacher Survey Responses from School Rated as Exemplary
SET

Stmctural

A
100%
25

B
100%
46

C
100%
21

D
100%
58

E
100%
67

F
100%
54

G
100%
25

Total
100%
31

Symbolic

75

54

79

42

33

46

75

69

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames, 6 of the 24 teachers selected the
stmctural frame, which stated, "Students will demonstrate academic success in reading,
writing, and math." The symbolic frame, which was selected by 18 of the 24 teachers
stated, "Motivate students to achieve maximum success in reading, writing, and math."
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Set B of the survey showed a continued preference for the symbolic frame. The
stmctural frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic
performance." Only 11 of the 24 teachers prefened this to the symbolically written
frame. The symbolicaUy written frame was written as, "Students will exemplify
continuous academic improvement." Thirteen of the 24 teachers selected this frame.
In Set C, the survey showed the strongest preference for the symbolically written
frame by the teachers at this particular school. The stmcturally written frame was written
as, "Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills." Only 5 of the 24
teachers selected this structurally written goal. The symbolically written goal, "Student
attendance will increase through their effective leaming of lifelong skills," was selected
by 19 of the 24 teachers.
In Set D, there was a change to the stmcturally written goal for the preference
similar to the choice of the administrators. The stmcturally written goal was written as,
"Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic success." The teachers
prefened this goal with 14 of the 24 selecdng it. The symbolicaUy written goal was
written as, "Improve student behavior to enhance positive support for acadentic success."
Ten of the 24 teachers at the school rated as exemplary prefened this symbolically
written goal to the stmcturally written goal.
As with the administrators, the teachers at the school rated as exemplary also
exhibited a preference for the stmcturally written goal in Set E. "Students will
demonstiate the appropriate behavioral skills to be successful, contributing members of
society," was chosen by 16 of the 24 teachers rather than the symbolicaUy written frame,
which stated, "Students will model exemplary student behavior in becoming highly
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successful, contributing members in our society." Only eight teachers selected the
symbolic goal as their preference in this set.
In Set F, the teachers did not follow suit with the administrators, but stayed with
the stmcturally framed goal. Thirteen of the teachers selected the stmcturally written
goal that stated, "Students with special needs will demonstrate increased academic
performance." The other 11 teachers prefened the symbolically written goal that stated,
"Special needs students will excel instmctionally through condnuous academic growth."
The teachers also showed a strong preference for the symbolic frame in Set G.
Three out of every four teachers at the school rated as exemplary prefened, "Students
identified as members of special populations will improve skills in reading, writing, and
math to reach their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong success," rather than the
stmcturally written frame that stated, "Special needs students will improve in reading,
writing, and math skills to reach lifelong success." Only 6 of the 24 teachers prefened
the stmcturally written frame in this set.
The teachers at this school selected the symbolic frame 69% of the time over the
stmctural frame which they selected 31% of the time. For teachers at the school rated as
exemplary, there was a clear preference for symbolically written frames.
Figure 4.2 gives another view of the preference by the teachers at the school rated
as exemplary, for the symbolic frame. The responses to each of the sets of goals were put
into a graph for comparison. The graph helps to show the preference for the symbolically
written frame in five of the seven sets of goals and the overall preference for this frame.
Teachers at this campus, which was identified as an exemplary campus, showed a
preference for the symbolicaUy written goals.
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Figure 4.2 Exemplary School Teacher Survey Responses Chart
The teachers of the school rated as acceptable were also surveyed after school was
dismissed. The principal of this school again, ananged a faculty meeting to allow the
researcher to present the survey to the staff for completion. The meeting was held in the
library of the campus. The surveys were handed out to the teachers at the same time in
this meeting and the survey took approximately five minutes to complete.
Table 4.3 shows the percent of responses in each of the seven sets of goal
selections for the stmctural and symbolic frame. The teachers at the school rated as
acceptable also selected four of the seven symbolically framed goals, but they were not
exacdy the same set of goals as selected by the teachers at the campus identified as
exemplary. Where the teachers at the campus rated as exemplary selected Sets A, B, C,
and G, the campus rated as acceptable by the state selected Sets A, C, F, and G as the
symbolically prefened frames.
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Table 4.3 Teacher Survey Responses from School Rated as Acceptable
SET

Stmctural

A
100%
32

B
100%
62

C
100%
35

D
100%
65

E
100%
73

F
100%
41

G
100%
27

Total
100%
48

Symbolic

68

38

65

35

27

59

73

52

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames with teachers at the campus selected
as acceptable, only 12 of the 37 teachers selected the stmctural frame, which stated,
"Students will demonstrate acadentic success in reading, writing, and math." Twentyfive teachers selected the symbolic frame, which stated, "Motivate students to achieve
maximum success in reading, writing, and math."
Set B of the survey deviated from a preference for the symbolic frame in the
analysis of the first two groups. The teachers from this campus selected the stmctural
frame. The stmctural frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased
academic performance." Twenty-three of the 37 teachers prefened this to the
symbolically written frame. The symbolically written frame was written as, "Students
will exemplify continuous academic improvement." Only 14 of the 37 teachers selected
this frame.
Set C of the survey indicated a consistency by the teachers with the previous two
groups analyzed by demonstrating a preference for the symbolicaUy written frame by the
teachers at this particular school. The stmcturally written frame was written as,
"Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills." Only 13 of the 37 teachers
selected this stmcturally written goal. The symbolically written goal, "Student
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attendance will increase through their effective learning of lifelong skills," was chosen by
24 of the 37 teachers.
In Set D, as with the previous two groups, there was also a preference for the
stmcturally written goal. The stmcturally written goal was written as, "Students will
demonstrate behaviors that support academic success." Twenty-four of the 37 teachers
prefened this goal. The symbolically written goal was written as, "Improve student
behavior to enhance positive support for academic success." Thirteen of the teachers at
the school rated as acceptable prefened this symbolically written goal to the stmcturally
written goal.
As with the administrators and the teachers at the school rated as exemplary, the
teachers at this campus also exhibited a preference for the stmcturally written goal in Set
E. Twenty-seven of the 37 teachers selected, "Students will demonstrate the appropriate
behavioral skills to be successful, contributing members of society," rather than the
symbolically framed goal, which stated, "Students will model exemplary student
behavior in becoming highly successful, contributing members in our society." Ten
teachers on this campus did select the symbolic goal as their preference in this set.
In Set F, the teachers at this campus differed with the campus identified as
exemplary, but concuned with the adntinistrators and chose the symbolically framed
goal. Only 15 of the 37 teachers selected the stmcturally written goal that stated,
"Students with special needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." The
other 22 teachers prefened the symbolically written goal that stated, "Special needs
students will excel instmctionally through continuous academic growth."
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As with the administrators and the teachers from the campus idendfied as
exemplary, these teachers also finished strongly for the preference of the symbolic frame
in Set G. Nearly three out of every four teachers at this campus rated as acceptable also
prefened, "Students identified as members of special populadons will improve skills in
reading, writing, and math to reach their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong
success," rather than the stmcturally written frame that stated, "Special needs students
will improve in reading, writing, and math skills to reach lifelong success." Only 10 of
the 37 teachers prefened the stmcturally written frame in this set.
The teachers at the school rated as acceptable selected the symbolic frame 52% of
the time over the stmctural frame which they selected 48% of the time. For teachers at
the school rated as acceptable, there was a preference for four of the seven symbolically
written frames and a slight overall preference for the symbolic framed goals.
Figure 4.3 gives another view of the preference by the teachers at the school rated
as acceptable, for the symbolic frame. The responses to each of the sets of goals were put
into a graph for comparison. The graph helps to show the preference for the symbolically
written frame in four of the seven sets of goals and the overall preference for this frame.
Teachers at this campus showed a slight preference for the symbolicaUy written goals.
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Figure 4.3 Acceptable School Teacher Survey Responses Chart
The next analysis completed in this research was conducted by combining the
survey results of the teacher surveys from the two schools used in the case study. This
was performed to get a more holistic view of the preference of frames from the teacher
perspective related to the stmctural and symbolically framed choices.
Table 4.4 shows the percent of responses in each of the seven sets of goal
selecdons for the stmctural and symbolic frame in the combined teacher survey. The
teachers from the two schools selected four of the seven symbolically framed goals and
were aligned exactly to the same set of goals selected by the school that rated acceptable.
This may be due to the fact that 61% of the teacher respondents were located at this
campus. The combined teacher survey analysis showed that the teachers selected Sets A,
C, F, and G as the symbolically prefened frames.
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Table 4.4 Combined Teacher Survey Responses
SET

Stmctural

A
100%
30

B
100%
56

C
100%
30

D
100%
62

E
100%
70

F
100%
46

G
100%
26

Total
100%
46

Symbolic

70

44

70

38

30

54

74

54

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames with teachers, only 18 of the 61
teachers selected the stmctural frame, which stated, "Students will demonstrate acadentic
success in reading, wridng, and math." Forty-three teachers selected the symbolic frame,
which stated, "Modvate students to achieve maximum success in reading, wridng, and
math."
In Set B of the survey the teachers moved away from a preference for the
symbolic frame in the analysis. The teachers selected the stmctural frame in this set. The
stmctural frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic
performance." Thirty-four of the 61 teachers prefened this to the symbolically written
frame. The symbolically written frame was written as, "Students will exemplify
continuous academic improvement." Only 18 of the 61 teachers selected this frame.
Set C of the survey indicated a consistency with the previous groups analyzed by
demonstrating a preference for the symbolically written frame by the teachers. The
stmcturally written frame was written as, "Students will improve attendance to achieve
lifelong skills." Only 18 of the 61 teachers selected this structurally written goal. The
symbolicaUy written goal, "Student attendance will increase through their effective
leaming of lifelong skiUs," was chosen by 43 of the teachers.
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In Set D, as with the previous groups, there was a condnued preference for the
stmcturally written goal. The stmcturally written goal was written as, "Students will
demonstrate behaviors that support acadentic success." Thirty-eight of the 61 teachers
prefened this goal. The symbolically written goal was written as, "Improve student
behavior to enhance positive support for academic success." Twenty-three of the
teachers prefened this symbolicaUy written goal to the stmcturally written goal.
As with the administrators, the teachers also exhibited a preference for the
stmcturally written goal in Set E. Forty-three of the 61 teachers selected, "Students will
demonstrate the appropriate behavioral skills to be successful, contributing members of
society," rather than the symbolically framed goal, which stated, "Students will model
exemplary student behavior in becoming highly successful, contributing members in our
society." Eighteen teachers did select the symbolic goal as their preference in this set.
In Set F, the teachers expressed a desire for the symbolically framed goal. Only
28 of the 61 teachers selected the stmcturally written goal that stated, "Students with
special needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." The other 33 teachers
prefened the symbolically written goal that stated, "Special needs students will excel
instmctionally through continuous academic growth."
The teachers as a combined group agreed with the administrators from the
campuses by showing a preference for the symbolic frame in Set G of the survey. Again,
nearly three out of every four teachers prefened, "Students identified as members of
special populadons will improve skills in reading, writing, and math to reach their highest
potential in order to achieve lifelong success," rather than the stmcturally written frame
that stated, "Special needs students will improve in reading, wridng, and math skills to
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reach lifelong success." Only 16 of the 61 teachers prefened the structurally written
frame in this set.
The teachers as a whole, selected the symbolic frame 54% of the dme over the
stmctural frame which they selected 46% of the time. For teachers as a combined group,
there was a preference for four of the seven symbolically written frames and a preference
overall for the symbolic frame goals.
Figure 4.4 gives another view of the preference for the symbolic frame in the
combined teacher survey. The responses to each of the sets of goals were put into a
graph for comparison. The graph helps to show the preference for the symbolically
written frame in four of the seven sets of goals and the overall preference for this frame.
The teachers showed a preference for the symbolically written goals.
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Figure 4.4 Combined Teacher Survey Responses Chart
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Parent Survey Analysis
The parents were surveyed using a mail-out survey called the Survey of Prefened
Frames (see Appendix B). A list of the parents of all of the students enrolled in both
schools was given to the researcher. The parents were selected to participate in the
survey using a systemadc sampling method. The systemadc sampling method refers to a
procedure in which every nth person on a list whose responses are available is sampled
(Harris, 1998). A total of 200 parents, 100 from each school, were mailed the survey.
Along with a cover letter (see Appendix D) explaining the purpose for the survey, the
parent who was most responsible for the child's educadon was asked to complete the
survey and retum the survey by a certain date using the self-addressed stamped envelope
provided in the letter.
Of the 200 surveys mailed out to parents, 25 were retumed from the parents
whose children attended the campus identified by the state rating system as an exemplary
campus and 19 were retumed from the parents whose children attended the campus
identified by the state radng system as an acceptable campus. A total of 44 surveys were
retumed out of 200 for a 22% completion rate.
Table 4.5 shows the percent of responses in each of the seven sets of goal
selections for the stmctural and symbolic frame. The parents of the campus idendfied by
the state as exemplary selected six of the seven symbolically framed goals. The parents
selected Sets A, B, C, D, F, and G as their symbolic preferences. The only stmcturally
framed goal that the parents selected in this survey was Set E. In this one set of goals that
was selected as the stmctural frame preference, the majority for the stmctural frame was
decided by one vote.
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Table 4.5 Parents of Exemplary Campus Survey Responses
SET

Stmctural

A
100%
16

B
100%
48

C
100%
36

D
100%
36

E
100%
52

F
100%
32

G
100%
44

Total
100%
38

Symbolic

84

52

64

64

48

68

56

62

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B), 4 of the 25 parents
selected the stmctural frame, which stated, "Students will demonstrate academic success
in reading, writing, and math." The other 21 of the 25 parents selected the symbolic
frame, which stated, "Motivate students to achieve maximum success in reading, writing,
and math."
Set B of the survey showed a preference for the symbolic frame. The stmctural
frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic performance."
Twelve of the 25 parents prefened this to the symbolically written frame. The
symbolically written frame was written as, "Students will exemplify continuous academic
improvement." Thirteen of the 25 parents selected this frame.
In Set C of the survey, there was a strong preference for the symbolically written
frame by parents. The stmcturally written frame was written as, "Students will improve
attendance to achieve lifelong skills." Only 9 of the 25 parents selected this stmcturally
written goal. The symbolically written goal, "Student attendance will increase through
their effective leaming of lifelong skills," was selected by 16 of the 25 parents.
In Set D, there were exactly the same results as in Set C. The stmcturally written
goal was written as, "Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic
success." Again, 9 of the 25 parents prefened this goal. The symbolically written goal
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was written as, "Improve student behavior to enhance posidve support for academic
success." Sixteen parents prefened this symbolically written goal to the stmcturally
written goal.
Set E was the one set of goals that the parents exhibited a preference for the
stmcturally written goal. Thirteen of the 25 parents selected, "Students will demonstrate
the appropriate behavioral skills to be successful, contributing members of society,"
rather than the symbolically written frame, which stated, "Students will model exemplary
student behavior in beconting highly successful, contributing members in our society."
Twelve parents did select the symbolic goal as their preference missing a majority for the
symbolic frame by one vote.
In Set F, there was a move back to the preference for the symbolic frame. Only 8
of the 25 parents selected the stmcturally written goal that stated, "Students with special
needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." The 17 parents prefened the
symbolically written goal that stated, "Special needs students will excel instmcdonally
through continuous academic growth."
The parents of the children who attended the campus identified as exemplary
indicated a preference for the symbolic frame in Set G. Fourteen of the parents prefened,
"Students identified as members of special populations will improve skills in reading,
writing, and math to reach their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong success,"
rather than the stmcturally written frame that stated, "Special needs students will improve
in reading, writing, and math skills to reach lifelong success."
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The parents whose children attended the school idendfied as exemplary selected
the symbolic frame 62% of the time over the stmctural frame which they selected 38% of
the time. For these parents, there was a strong indicadon for symbolically written goals.
Figure 4.5 gives another view of the preference for the symbolically framed goals.
The responses to each of the sets of goals were put into a graph for comparison. The
graph helps to show the preference for the symbolicaUy written frame in six of the seven
sets of goals and the overall preference for this frame. Parents whose children attended
the campus rated as exemplary showed a strong preference for the symbolically written
goals.
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Figure 4.5 Parents of Exemplary Campus Survey Responses Chart
Table 4.6 shows the percent of responses in each of the seven sets of goal
selections for the structural and symbolic frame. The parents of the campus idendfied by
the state as acceptable also selected six of the seven symbolically framed goals. There
was a slight difference in the goals selected by these parents than those selected by the
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parents whose children attended the campus rated as exemplary. These parents selected
Sets A, B, C, D, E, and F, as their symbolic preferences. The only stmcturally framed
goal that the parents selected in this survey was Set G. Also, as with the parents whose
children attended the exemplary school, in the one set of goals that was selected as the
stmctural frame preference, the majority for the stmctural frame was decided by one
vote.
Table 4.6 Parents of Acceptable Campus Survey Responses
SET

Stmctural

A
100%
11

B
100%
32

C
100%
32

D
100%
37

E
100%
11

F
100%
16

G
100%
53

Total
100%
27

Symbolic

89

68

68

63

89

84

47

73

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B), only 2 of the 19
parents selected the stmctural frame, which stated, "Students will demonstrate academic
success in reading, wridng, and math." This response was one of the strongest responses
for any frame for any group in the survey. Seventeen of the 19 parents surveyed selected
the symbolic frame, which stated, "Motivate students to achieve maximum success in
reading, writing, and math."
Set B of the survey again showed a preference for the symbolic frame. The
stmctural frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic
performance." Six of the 19 parents prefened this to the symbolically written frame.
The symbolically written frame was written as, "Students will exemplify continuous
academic improvement." Thirteen of the 19 parents selected this frame.
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In Set C of the survey, the parents responded exactly the same as in Set B in the
preference for the symbolically written frame. The stmcturally written frame was written
as, "Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills." Only 6 of the 19
parents selected this stiucturally written goal. The symbolically written goal, "Student
attendance will increase through their effective leaming of lifelong skills," was selected
by 13 of the 19 parents.
In Set D, there were similar results as in Sets B and C. The stmcturally written
goal was written as, "Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic
success." Seven of the parents prefened this goal. The symbolically written goal was
written as, "Improve student behavior to enhance positive support for academic success."
Twelve of the parents whose children attended the campus identified as acceptable
prefened this symbolically written goal to the stmcturally written goal.
Set E was a set of goals that the parents from the two campuses expressed a
difference in the preference for the goals written. The parents from the campus identified
as an acceptable campus, did not select, "Students will demonstrate the appropriate
behavioral skills to be successful, contribudng members of society." Rather, they
selected the symbolically written frame, which stated, "Students will model exemplary
student behavior in becoming highly successful, contribudng members in our society."
Sixteen of the 19 parents selected the symbolic goal as their preference making this goal
an overwhelming choice. Of the administrators, two teacher groups, and two parent
groups, this group was the only one to select the symbolic frame in Set E, although in the
other parent group, it was quite close in the preferences for the two choices.
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In Set F, the parents of this campus condnued a preference for the symbolic
frame. Only three parents selected the stmcturally written goal that stated, "Students
with special needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." The other 16
parents prefened the symbolically written goal that stated, "Special needs students will
excel instmctionally through continuous academic growth."
The parents of the children who attended the campus identified as acceptable
indicated a preference for the stmctural frame in Set G. Nine of the parents prefened,
"Students identified as members of special populations will improve skills in reading,
writing, and math to reach their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong success,"
and 10 of the parents prefened the stmcturally written frame that stated, "Special needs
students will improve in reading, wridng, and math skills to reach tifelong success."
Again, these parents, as was the case with the parents of the campus identified as
exemplary, selected one stmctural goal, and that goal was selected by one vote.
The parents whose children attended the school idendfied as acceptable selected
the symbolic frame 73% of the time over the stmctural frame which they selected 27% of
the time. For these parents, there was also a strong indication for symbolicaUy written
frames.
Figure 4.6 gives another view of the preference for the symbolic frame. The
responses to each of the sets of goals were put into a graph for comparison. The graph
helps to show the preference for the symbolicaUy written frame in six of the seven sets of
goals and the overall preference for this frame. Parents whose children attended the
campus rated as acceptable showed a strong preference for the symbolicaUy written
goals.
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Figure 4.6 Parents of Acceptable Campus Survey Responses Chart
Table 4.7 shows the percent of responses in each of the seven sets of goal
selections for the stmctural and symbolic frame. The parents of both campuses were
combined to analyze the prefened choice of frames. When the parents of both campuses
were combined for comparison, a complete preference for the symbolically framed goals
was evident. The preference for the symbolically framed goals was also high except for
Set G, which showed a slight majority for the symbolic frame.
Table 4.7 Combined Parent Survey Responses
SET
B
100%>

C
100%

D
100%

E
100%

F
100%

G
100%

Total
100%

Stmctural

A
100%o
14

41

43

34

25

48

33

Symbolic

86

59

66

36
64

66

75

52

67

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames, only 6 of the 44 parents selected the
stmctural frame, which stated, "Students will demonstrate academic success in reading,
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writing, and math." Again, this response was one of the strongest responses for any
frame and for any group in the survey when the two parent groups were combined.
Thirty-eight of the 44 parents surveyed selected the symbolic frame, which stated,
"Motivate students to achieve maximum success in reading, writing, and math."
Set B of the survey also showed a preference for the symbolic frame. The
stmctural frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic
performance." Eighteen of the 44 parents prefened this to the symbolically written
frame. The symbolically written frame was written as, "Students will exemplify
continuous acadentic improvement." Twenty-six of the 44 parents selected this frame.
In Set C of the survey, there was a preference for the symbolically written frame
by parents. The stmcturally written frame was written as, "Students will improve
attendance to achieve lifelong skills." Only 15 of the 44 parents selected this stmcturally
written goal. The symbolically written goal, "Student attendance will increase through
their effective leaming of lifelong skills," was selected by 29 of the 44 parents.
In Set D, the preference was for the symbolic frame. The stmcturally written goal
was written as, "Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic success."
Sixteen of the parents prefened this goal. The symbolically written goal was written as,
"Improve student behavior to enhance positive support for acadentic success." Twentyeight of the 44 parents prefened this symbolically written goal to the stmcturally written
goal.
Set E was a set of goals that the parents from the two campuses expressed a
difference in the preference for the goals written but, when the parents of the two
campuses were combined, the preference was clearly for the symbolic frame. The
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stmctural frame that was not prefened stated, "Students will demonstrate the appropriate
behavioral skills to be successful, contribudng members of society." The parents selected
the symbolically written frame, which stated, "Students will model exemplary student
behavior in becoming highly successful, contribudng members in our society." Twentynine of the 44 parents selected the symbolic goal as their preference indicating this goal
as a clear choice.
In Set F, the parents continued a preference for the symbolic frame. Only 11 of
the 44 parents selected the stmcturally written goal that stated, "Students with special
needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." The other 33 parents prefened
the symbolicaUy written goal that stated, "Special needs students will excel
instmctionally through continuous academic growth."
The parents completed a unanimous selection for the symbolic goals by indicadng
a preference for the symbolic frame in Set G. Twenty-three of the parents preferred,
"Students identified as members of special populadons will improve skills in reading,
writing, and math to reach their highest potendal in order to achieve lifelong success,"
and 21 of the parents prefened the stmcturally written frame that stated, "Special needs
students will improve in reading, wridng, and math skills to reach lifelong success." This
particular goal was the closest in percentages of the seven goal statements.
The parents selected the symbolic frame 67% of the time over the stmctural frame
which they selected 33% of the time. This combined parent survey analysis indicated
that parents prefened a symbolically written goal to the stmcturally written goals.
Figure 4.7 gives another view of the preference for the symbolic frame by the
parents. The responses to each of the sets of goals were put into a graph for comparison.
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The graph helps to show the preference for the symbolically written frame in all seven
sets of goals and the overall preference for this frame. Parents whose children attended
these campuses showed a strong preference for the symbolically written goals.
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Figure 4.7 Combined Parent Survey Responses Chart

Combined Survey Responses
The Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B) was administered to a total of
110 people consisting of 5 administrators, 61 teachers, and 44 parents. The survey form
was the same for all participants.
Table 4.8 shows the percent of responses for the combined group in each of the
seven sets of goal selections for the stmctural and symbolic frame. The total group was
combined to analyze the prefened choice of frames. When the total group was combined
for comparison, five of the seven symbolic goals were selected as the prefened goal. The
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percentage for the symbolicaUy framed goals was also high with the overall preference
for the symbolic frame at 60% to 40% for the stmctural frame.
Table 4.8 Combined Survey Responses
SET

Stmctural

A
100%
21

B
100%
48

C
100%
30

D
100%
53

E
100%
55

F
100%
36

G
100%
34

Total
100%
40

Symbolic

79

52

70

47

45

64

66

60

Frame

In Set A of the Survey of Prefened Frames, only 26 of the 110 participants
selected the stmctural frame, which stated, "Students will demonstrate academic success
in reading, writing, and math." Throughout the survey, this response was one of the
strongest responses for any frame and for any group in the survey. Eighty-four of the 110
participants surveyed selected the symbolic frame, which stated, "Motivate students to
achieve maximum success in reading, writing, and math."
Set B of the survey showed a preference for the symbolic frame. The stmctural
frame was written as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic performance."
Fifty-three of the 110 participants prefened this to the symbolically written frame. The
symbolically written frame was written as, "Students will exemplify condnuous academic
improvement." Fifty-seven of the 110 participants selected this frame.
In Set C of the survey, there was a clear preference for the symbolically written
frame by the participants. The stmcturally written frame was written as, "Students will
improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills." Only 33 of the 110 participants selected
this stmcturally written goal. The symbolicaUy written goal, "Student attendance will
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increase through their effecdve leaming of lifelong skills," was selected by 77 of the 110
participants.
In Set D, the preference was for the stmctural frame. The stmcturally written goal
was written as, "Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic success."
Fifty-eight of the participants prefened this goal. The symbolically written goal was
written as, "Improve student behavior to enhance posidve support for academic success."
Fifty-two of the participants prefened this symbolically written goal to the stmcturally
written goal.
Set E was the set of goals that the participants exhibited the strongest preference
for the stmcturally framed goal. The stmctural frame that was prefened stated, "Students
will demonstrate the appropriate behavioral skills to be successful, contribudng members
of society." The group did not select the symbolically written frame, which stated,
"Students will model exemplary student behavior in becoming highly successful,
contributing members in our society." Forty-nine of the 110 participants selected the
symbolic goal as their preference.
In Set F, the participants retumed to a preference for the symbolic frame. Only 40
participants selected the stmcturally written goal that stated, "Students with special needs
will demonstrate increased academic performance." The other 70 participants prefened
the symbolically written goal that stated, "Special needs students will excel
instmcdonally through continuous academic growth."
The participants completed the survey with the selection of the symbolic goal in
Set G. Seventy-three of the participants prefened, "Students identified as members of
special populations will improve skills in reading, writing, and math to reach their highest
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potential in order to achieve lifelong success," and only 37 of the participants prefened
the stiucturally written frame that stated, "Special needs students will improve in reading,
writing, and math skills to reach lifelong success."
The participants selected the symbolic frame 60% of the dme over the stmctural
frame which they selected 40% of the time. This survey indicated that the participants
prefened a symbolically written goal.
Figure 4.8 gives another view of the preference for the symbolic frame by the
participants. The responses to each of the sets of goals were put into a graph for
comparison. The graph helps to show the preference for the symbolically written frame
in five of the seven sets of goals and the overall preference for this frame.
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Figure 4.8 Combined Survey Responses Chart
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Survey Analysis by Goal Sets
Each of the seven sets of goals was analyzed by groups to give a comparison of
those goals with relation to each of the groups. This analysis shows how in every set of
goals, there is a stronger preference by parents for the symbolically written goals in Set
A.
Table 4.9 lists the five groups of participants for the goals in Set A and the
percentage of responses for the stmcturally framed goals and the symbolicaUy framed
goals. The stmcturally framed goal was written as, "Students will demonstrate academic
success in reading, writing, and math." The symbolically framed goal was written as,
"Motivate students to achieve maximum success in reading, writing, and math."
Table 4.9 Set A Group Survey Responses

Stmctural

Admin.
100%
40

Symbolic

60

Frame

Teachers
Parents
Exemplary Acceptable Exemplary Acceptable
100%
100%
100%
100%
32
25
16
11
75

68

84

89

Total
100%
21
79

This table shows a clear preference for the symbolic frame by all five of the
survey groups. The administrators showed the lowest preference for this frame, yet it
remained at 60%. The strongest support for the symbolic frame came from the parents
with the parents from the campus identified as exemplary indicating an 84% preference
and the parents from the campus identified as acceptable prefened the symbolic frame by
89%.
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The chart in Figure 4.9 gives another perspective of the preference by the five
groups for the symbolically written frame. The symbolic goal in Set A showed the
strongest preference for the symbolically framed goals in the survey.
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Figure 4.9 Set A Group Survey Response Chart
Table 4.10 indicates that four of the five groups surveyed prefened the
symbolically framed goal in Set B. The stmcturally framed goal stated, "Students will
demonstrate increased academic perfonnance." The symbolically framed goal stated,
"Students will exemplify continuous academic improvement." The one group that did
not select the symbolicaUy framed goal was the teachers from the campus idendfied by
the state as acceptable. Sixty-two percent of the teachers at this campus prefened the
stmcturally written goal. The other four groups showed a preference for the symbolically
written goal with the administrator group and the parents from the campus identified as
acceptable showing the highest preference for this frame.
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Table 4.10 Set B Group Survey Responses

Stmctural

Admin.
100%
20

Symbolic

80

Frame

Teachers
Parents
Exemplary Acceptable Exemplary Acceptable
100%
100%
100%
100%
46
62
32
48
54

38

52

68

Total
100%
48
52

The chart in Figure 4.10 allows for another perspective of the responses given on
the goals in Set B. Four of the five groups selected the symbolic frame with the overall
preference for the symbolic frame 52% to 48% percent.
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Figure 4.10 Set B Group Survey Response Chart
The parents whose children enrolled in the school rated by the state as an
acceptable campus desired in a greater proportion, the symbolic frame than did the
teachers at the same campus who prefened the structural goal. Both the teachers and the
parents from the campus rated as an exemplary campus prefened the symbolic goal at a
similar percentage rate.
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In Set C of the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B), all five of the
groups surveyed, cleariy prefened the symbolic frame to the stmctural frame. The
stmcturally framed goal stated, "Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong
skills." The symbolically written goal stated, "Student attendance will increase through
their effecdve leaming of lifelong skills." The highest preference for this goal was from
the five administrators that participated in the survey. All five selected the symbolic goal
as their preference. The next highest preference from a group was the teachers from the
campus rated as exemplary.
Table 4.11 Set C Group Survey Responses

Stmctural

Admin.
100%
0

Symbolic

100

Frame

Teachers
Parents
Exemplary Acceptable Exemplary Acceptable
100%
100%
100%
100%
35
36
32
21
79

65

64

68

Total
100%
30
70

Figure 4.11 continues to reveal that the preference for the symbolic frame is
evident, especially with this particular goal. The comparison of the five groups in the
percentage total column demonstrates the preference for the symbolic goal. It also shows
the similar responses of the two groups of parents from the campuses participating in the
survey.
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Figure 4.11 Set C Group Survey Response Chart
The participants in Set D of the survey exhibited a preference for the stmctural
frame by the administrators and the teachers from both campuses. The stmcturally
written frame stated, "Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic
success." The symbolically written goal was stated as, "Improve student behavior to
enhance posidve support for academic success." However, the parents from both schools
continued to show a strong preference for the symbolically written frame. Also, the
percentage of the preference for the symbolicaUy written frame by the parents was nearly
identical at 63%) and 64%. Table 4.12 shows the percentages of the preferences by each
of the groups for the two frames surveyed.
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Table 4.12 Set D Group Survey Responses

Stmctural

Admin.
100%
80

Symbolic

20

Frame

Teachers
Parents
Exemplary Acceptable Exemplary Acceptable
100%
100%
100%
100%
58
65
36
37
42

35

64

63

Total
100%
53
47

Figure 4.12 shows indication for the preference by the administrators and teachers
for the stmctural frame. It also indicates how the preference by both groups of parents
for the symbolic frame nearly offsets the overall preference by the other three groups for
the stmctural frame 53% to 47%.
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Figure 4.12 Set D Group Survey Response Chart
Table 4.13 shows another preference for the stmcturally written frame. The
stmcturally written frame in Set E stated, "Students will demonstrate the appropriate
behavioral skill to be successful, contributing members of society." This statement was
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prefened by the administrators, both teacher groups, and favored slightiy by the parents
whose children attend the campus identified as exemplary. The parents whose students
attended the school identified as acceptable selected this goal by one of the highest
percentages on the survey. They favored the symbolic goal statement that was written,
"Students will model exemplary student behavior in becoming highly successful,
contributing members in our society," by 89%. The administrators and teachers highly
favored the stmctural goal, but the parents who selected this goal as their choice, did so
by only a 52% to 48% percent margin.
Table 4.13 Set E Group Survey Responses

Stmctural

Admin.
100%
60

Symbotic

40

Frame

Teachers
Parents
Exemplary Acceptable Exemplary Acceptable
100%
100%
100%
100%
52
11
67
73
33

27

48

89

Total
100%
55
45

The chart in Figure 4.13 also shows the stmctural frame as the preference over the
symbolic frame in Set E. Again, there is a significant difference between the teachers at
the school rated as an acceptable campus and with the parents whose children attend that
school. The school rated as exemplary showed a difference in opinion for the symbolic
frame between the teachers and the parents by 15 percentage points with the parents
having the higher preference for the symbolic frame.
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Figure 4.13 Set E Group Survey Response Chart
Table 4.14 indicates a retum back to the symbolic frame as the goal preference.
The administrators, the teachers from the campus identified as an acceptable campus, and
both groups of parents indicated a clear preference for the symbolic frame in Set F of the
Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). The stmcturally written goal, which was
selected by the teachers at the campus rated as exemplary, stated, "Students with special
needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." This was slightly different
from the symbolically framed goal that was written as, "Special needs students will excel
instmcdonally through continuous academic growth. The parents of both schools rated
the symbolic frame as their choice much higher than did the two groups of teachers.
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Table 4.14 Set F Group Survey Responses

Frame

Adntin.
100%)

Stmctural

20

Symbolic

80

Teachers
Parents
Exemplary Acceptable Exemplary Acceptable
100%
100%
100%
100%
54
41
32
16
46

59

68

84

Total
100%
36
64

The chart in Figure 4.14 demonstrates the clear selecdon of the symbolic frame as
the preference in this set of goals in Set F. The teacher group that did not select the
symbolic frame as their preference had the nanowest difference of the five groups in this
set of goal selections. Their difference was 54% for the stmctural frame to 46% for the
symbolic frame. The total group in this set of goals selected the symbolic frame by
nearly a two to one margin.
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Figure 4.14 Set F Group Survey Response Chart
The last set of goals in the survey administered to the administrators, teachers,
and parents of the two schools selected for this case study was Set G. The stmcturally
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written goal stated, "Special needs students will improve in reading, writing, and math
skills to reach lifelong success." The symbolically constmcted goal was written as,
"Students identified as members of special populadons will improve skills in reading,
writing, and math to reach their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong success."
This set of goals showed a clear preference for the symbolically written frame
with 100% of the administrators selecting it, 75% of the teachers at the campus rated as
exemplary selecting it, 73% of the teachers at the other campus selecting it, and 56% of
the parents whose children attend the campus identified as exemplary preferring it. The
one group that did not select this symbolically framed goal was the parents whose
children attended the school identified as acceptable.
Table 4.15 Set G Group Survey Response

Stmctural

Admin.
100%
0

Symbolic

100

Frame

Teachers
Parents
Exemplary Acceptable Exemplary Acceptable
100%
100%
100%
100%
27
44
25
53
75

73

56

Total
100%
34

47

66

The chart in Figure 4.15 demonstrates the clear preference for the symbolic frame.
In this set of goals there is a contrast in the preference for the symbolic frame as
compared to the other sets of goals. In five out of the previous six sets of goals, the
parents appeared to have a higher degree of preference for the symbolic frame. In this set
of goals, the administrators and teachers were significantly higher.
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Figure 4.15 Set G Group Survey Response Chart
There were five groups of participants that completed the Survey of Prefened
Frames (see Appendix B). Those participants included administrators, two groups of
teachers, and two groups of parents. There were seven sets of goals with a choice of a
stmcturally written goal and a symbolically written goal. This made the total possibility
of 35 choices for either the stmctural goal or the symbolic goal for the entire survey. The
symbolically framed goals were selected 25 out of the 35 possibilities and that amounts to
a 71% preference for the symbolicaUy written goals. The administrators selected the
symbolically framed goals five of the seven times, the two groups of teacher selected the
symbolically framed goals 8 of the 14 times, and the parents selected the symbolically
framed goals 12 out of 14 possibilides.
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Phase III
The third type of data gathering and analysis that was used in this study was the
interview process. All 12 interviews took place at the two schools identified with one
exception. One parent could not make anangements to meet at the school and agreed to a
tape recorded phone interview. The parent was faxed a copy of the responses made on
the survey and the survey took place using the Standardized Personal Interview (see
Appendix C). The rest of the administrator and parent interviews took place in the
principals' offices and the teachers were interviewed in their individual classrooms. Prior
to each interview, verbal permission was given by each participant to be interviewed.
Each participant was informed and gave verbal consent to be tape recorded. The
participants were also given verbal assurances that there would be complete anonymity in
their responses. All of the 12 participants accepted and agreed to the interview
conditions.
Once the surveys were recorded they were transcribed for analysis by the
researcher (see Appendix D). The Recorded Responses from Personal Interviews (see
Appendix D) was used to triangulate with the information analyzed in Phase I, and in
Phase II.
The interview process lasted approximately ten minutes from start to finish and
the researcher experienced no concems from the participants or complaints from any of
the administrators about the conduct of the interviews. None of the participants
expressed any negative comments about the study or the process. Each of the recorded
interviews was transcribed and the time it took to complete the transcription averaged
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about 50 minutes. The complete transcription has been included in the Recorded
Responses from Personal Interviews (see Appendix D).
Each of the interview participants was selected based on availability to participate
in the interview process and their willingness to participate. No participant contacted
refused to participate in the personal interview. Every participant in the interview
process responded to all of the questions. There were two instances where the participant
asked the researcher to restate the quesdon, but none of the participants indicated that
they did not understand what was being asked.

Set A Interview Response Analysis
The stmctural statement in Set A of the survey stated, "Students will demonstrate
academic success in reading, writing, and math." This statement was a goal identified in
one of the campus plans using the Cognitive Frame Idendfier for District and Campus
Goal (see Appendix A). This goal statement was selected by 21% of the respondents on
the survey.
One administrator's rationale for selecdng this goal was, "...because I think that it
is a litUe more precise. You know what the acdon is." This administrator went a little
further by stating why the symbolic goal was not selected. The administrator said, "I
think motivate is a little bit harder to define and to evaluate...."
One of the teacher interviewees stated that the stmctural goal was selected
because, "...as a teacher, I think I can find ways to motivate my kids, but it's real
difficult to actually get them to demonstrate the type of academic success that I want
them to have." This teacher felt that demonstrating proficiency was important.
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The responses from these two interviewees indicated preferences for the stmctural
goal by the use of the word demonstrate. It was an indicator of the analytic dimension in
the stmctural frame. It gave the goal a clear and logical outcome.
The symbolic goal in Set A of this survey stated, "Motivate students to achieve
maximum success in reading, writing, and math." This specific goal was clearly the most
prefened goal in the survey and the one that received the highest rating at a 79%
preference.
When the respondents in the interview were asked what impressed them about
this goal that made them want to select it, the symbolically framed words were
mentioned. There was a high reference to the words motivate and maximum.
One administrator stated, "Using the word motivate and not just saying for all
students." Another administrator stated, ".. .finding ways to help students and modvating
students seems to give us that idea that the teacher will be able to have a sense of
empowerment." Still, another administrator said, "I think that one of the things that we
have to do on this campus especially, is to modvate our students."
Teachers concuned with the administrators with similar comments. One stated,
"I like the word motivate.. .and sometimes they need the motivation before they're going
to be able to demonstrate." Another teacher stated, "Oh, the word motivate. I think the
kids need to be motivated so that they can become lifelong leamers." Another teacher in
the interview refened to maximum success. The teacher wanted each student not only
challenged, but to do his or her absolute maximum.
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One parent said, "...modvadon is what I like about this goal." The parent also,
stated, "not that we're just benchmarking them to see how they're doing, but that
internally, we're training to help them to want to do it."
The symbolicaUy framed words in this goal were modvate and maximum. These
words have symbolic characteristics. They inspire others to do their best. They
communicate a strong vision for success. These words were refened to multiple times by
the interviewees in the interview (see Appendix D).

Set B Interview Response Analysis
The stmctural statement for Set B of the Survey of Prefened Frames (see
Appendix B) was stated as, "Students will demonstrate increased academic
performance." This statement was a goal identified in one of the campus plans using the
Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A). This goal
has stmctural tendencies with the use of the word demonstrate which gives it an
analytical approach to its terminology. This goal was selected by 48% of the total
respondents, but by only 41% of the parents who participated in the survey.
Some of the responses to this stmctural frame were similar to the responses for
the stmcturally framed goal in Set A. When asked to tell what they like about the goal
one administiator stated, ".. .the verb in it that will actually demonstrate that academic
performance. It is easier to measure." The concept of measurement is found in
stmcturally framed goals. A teacher said, "I like the word demonstrate because it's
something that I actually have them to show me." Another teacher stated, "I want to be
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able to see what they can do right now." All of these comments confirm the need for
theses educators to have concrete evidence of performance. The goal is clear and logical.
The symbolically framed goal was stated as, "Students will exemplify condnuous
academic improvement." The symbolically characterisdc words in this goal statement
were exemplify and continuous. These words relate to the core concepts of the symbolic
frame. There is a high level of ambiguity and uncertainty in these words, yet they
encourage imaginative and creative possibilides for outcomes.
The type of responses given in the interview process confirmed the concepts of
the symbolic frame. One of the adntinistrators stated, "I like the word continuous." The
administrator also stated, "They will exemplify continuous academic improvement, not
performance, but improvement." Another administrator stated, "I like the words
exemplify and continuous." This administrator continued by saying, "... we want our
students to continuously leam throughout their lives." A third administrator concuned
with the second one by saying, "I like the part where it said continuous academic
improvement." This administrator also refened to the continuous condnuum and that
student leaming should be continuous. This administrator mentioned exemplary by
stating, "We want that exemplary (performance)."
Two of the teachers interviewed prefened the symbolically stated goal. One of
them said that they liked this goal because, ".. .academic improvement is continuous.. .1
liked that. It kind of gave me a spiral picture." The other teacher interviewed that
prefened this goal selected it and said, "The word continuous and again picking out a
single word, but that's what go to me."
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One of the parents interviewed selected this goal by stating, "...they're also
looking at the child and saying, is this person getting continually better or are they just
improving?" This parent continued by saying, "...this child, you know, he may not be
where he needs to be yet, but he is getdng better than he was."
The comments made by these interview respondents confirmed the desire by the
survey group to have symbolically written goals. The goal leaves some ambiguity, but
stresses the students to do their best. The goal creates a strong vision for success. These
words helped to create the concept that fosters meaning, belief, and faith, the conceptual
umbrella that forms the symbolic frame (Bolman & Deal, 1977).

Set C Interview Response Analysis
The stmctural statement for Set C was stated as, "Students will improve
attendance to achieve lifelong skills." This goal was listed as a campus goal in one of the
campus plans analyzed using the Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus
Goals (see Appendix A). There is an indication of measurable expectation with clear and
logical outcomes for the goal. The use of fact and logic are evident in the goal. The
student will improve attendance. This goal was selected by only 30% of the total
respondents.
There were no administrators who selected the structurally written goal in the
survey though it was listed as a campus goal in one of the school's campus plans. All of
the administrators prefened the symbolically framed goal.
One of the teachers who picked this stmcturally framed goal radonalized her
selection by stating, "I just really thought that one's important, that to achieve those
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lifelong skills, their attendance, they need to be here everyday, just like they need to be at
theti job everyday." No other teachers interviewed, selected this goal.
The symbolicaUy framed goal in Set C was selected by 70% of the total
respondents. The goal was written as, "Student attendance will increase through their
effective leaming of lifelong skills." The phrase in this goal that expressed symbolic
characteristics was "effective leaming." Also, the idea of increased attendance and
lifelong skills were tied more closely together. The concept of effective leaming
emphasizes a higher standard than to just achieve lifelong skills. This goal was written to
link student attendance with the effective leaming of those skills. This goal
communicated a stronger vision for success than its stmctural counterpart. It
demonstrated more loyalty to the community by emphasizing more commitment to
increased student attendance.
One administrator viewed this goal as a whole school career process and
reiterated that position by stating, "... we teach them some of those effecdve lifelong
skills, uh, because we may not see the achievement of all the lifelong skills." Another
administrator responded to what was good about this goal by stating, " I think it's the
way it's worded, even though the other one says basically the same thing, the wording."
A third administrator prefened this goal because it, ".. .exemplifies more of my personal
belief that student attendance will take care of itself if our students are challenged and
feeling successful at school." This administrator used a symbolic description to describe
the goal. The administrator wanted the students challenged and feeling successful.
These are empowering statements that are embedded in the symbolic frame.
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One teacher selected the symbolic goal because, "I felt like the lifelong skills have
a more.. .stronger focus in that statement." A second teacher viewed it similarly by
stating, "The attendance is increased because of the skills leamed. To me, it was worded
very well. I thought number two (symbolic goal) put the emphasis on the reason of the
attendance being the skill leamed." A third teacher replied that, "The effective leaming
of lifelong skills," was the reason for selecdng this symbolic goal.
There were no parent comments related to the symbolic goal for Set C. All of the
parents interviewed selected the stmctural goal in Set C (see Appendix D) though 66% of
the parents selected the symbolic frame.
The administrators, teachers, and parents prefened the symbolic goal because the
goal inspires others to do their best. The goal generates a vision for success related to
increased attendance through the effective leaming of lifelong skills.

Set D Interview Response Analysis
The stmcturally written frame for this goal in the Survey of Prefened Frames (see
Appendix B) was stated as, "Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic
success." This stmctural frame was prefened over the symbolic frame by the total
respondent group 53% to 47%. The parents did not prefer this stmctural frame. Only 36%
of the parents selected it as their preference. Again, this goal used the word demonstrate to
exhibit the goal achievement. The stmctural connotadon comes from the goal's use of
factual and logical outcomes. It is a clear and consistent goal with definite direcdon.
Three of the four administrators who participated in the Standardized Personal
Interview (see Appendix C) selected the stmctural goal. When asked for specific words or
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phrases that caused the participants to select this goal, one administrator simply stated, "I
think it's again that word demonstrate." Another administrator made a similar comment,
"It says that the student will demonstrate behaviors," and expanded it by saying, "We
watch to see if they are following through with them (behaviors)."
A teacher stated, "I liked demonstrate behaviors." A second teacher commented, "I
would like for kids to demonstrate appropriate behaviors because of their success." The
word demonstrate has a stmctural connotation that can be infened as a minimal evaluation.
One parent did not indicate a word or phase in the goal, but stated, "The burden is
upon the student to show that he wants to be successful.
The symbolic goal in Set D was stated as, "Improve student behavior to enhance
positive support for academic success." The combined parent survey response expressed a
favorable 64% preference for this goal. The symbolically framed words were improve,
enhance, and positive. These words gave inspiration to the goal and it also communicated
a strong vision for success.
One administrator stated, "Again, to me, the way this it is stated, improved student
behavior empowers the teachers and empowers the administrators. It gives them a feeling
that it can affect student behavior. I like posidve support." This administrator captured the
core assumptions in the statement. The symbolic frame empowers the members of the
organization to be successful under the umbrella of faith, meaning, and belief
The single teacher interviewed that selected this goal, when asked if there were any
words or phrases that caused the teacher to select this goal, answered, "Enhance positive
support." These symbolic words were prefened over the stmctural frame.
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Two parents commented on the improved student behavior. This was another
reference to the symbolic wording. One of them made an addidonal comment by saying,
"This (improved student behavior) is a big plus for me."
The comments listed by the administrators and teachers on this goal set confirm
their preference for the stmctural goal. The parent comments however, indicated evidence
of their preference for the symbolically framed goal.

Set E Interview Response Analysis
This set of goals contained the stmcturally written statement, "Students will
demonstrate the appropriate behavioral skills to be successful, contributing members of
society." The words "demonstrate" and "appropriate" signify the stmctural format for
this goal. This goal had the highest preference for any of the stmcturally formatted goals.
The combined survey response indicated that 55% of the participants prefened this goal
statement.
One adntinistrator selected this goal because, "I think it's again that word
demonstrate because I don't think it's again easier to measure through our behavior data
and discipline data that we keep on our computer." Another administrator said that,
"This was a difficult one for me to choose.. .one or the other. It seems clearer than the
wording in goal two (the symbolic goal)." The structural word, demonstrate, appeared to
be a logical selection for administrators and teachers.
This same link appeared in the teacher responses related to this goal. One teacher
stated that this stmctural goal was the preference because, "They are going to be
demonstrating it. Another teacher expressed some confusion about why the stmctural
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goal was selected, "I'm not sure that I differentiated very well, but I sdll like number one
(stmctural goal). Another teacher was very clear about why the stmctural goal was
selected. The teacher stated, "If they can't demonstrate that appropriate behavioral skills,
then they can't be successful in society." The teachers were focused on the stmctural
process of demonstrating the expected outcome.
There were no recorded parent responses for this stmctural goal. The parents
interviewed for this study listed a preference for the symbolic goal.
The symbolic goal in Set E was favored by a 66% preference from the parents.
The symbolic goal stated, "Students will model exemplary student behavior in becoming
highly successful, contributing members in our society." The symbolic words in this
statement were model, exemplary, and highly. These descriptors give emphasis on the
culture of the school and society. It generates exciting possibilities in the goal statement
when compared to the structurally written statement.
These symbolic words became apparent in the responses given by the
adntinistrators. When asked what appealed to them in this goal, one administrator
responded by saying, "The modeling, the word model says to me that the children will
demonstrate to others and when people see it modeled, then they become more.. .the
more you do it and model it for someone.. .1 see modeling as the key word here." This
same administrator went on to say, "1 like the word exemplary student behavior," and
also mentioned highly successful. The second administrator interviewed stated, "I like
the fact where is says model.... I want our students everywhere they go in this
community to model that behavior." The word model was a significant word for these
administrators.
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One teacher mentioned the words model and successful, and one parent also
mentioned being an example and that the student would be a model. These words signify
the symbolic frame and inspire others to do their best.
The interview of the administrators, teachers and parents indicated in this set of
goal statements that all of the groups with the exception of the parents from the school
rated by the T.E.A. as acceptable prefened the structural goal. The one exception
mentioned, the parents of the school idendfied as acceptable, prefened the symbolic goal
by a wide margin.

Set F Interview Response Analysis
This set of goals retumed the preference back to the symbolic frame. The
combined survey responses in this set indicated that 64% of the total responses favored
the symbolic frame. The parents' response on the survey for the symbolic frame in this
set was even higher. They prefened the symbolic frame in 75% of the responses.
The stmctural statement in this set of goals was stated as, "Students with special
needs will demonstrate increased academic performance." The identifiers for this
stmctural frame were the words demonstrate and increased. Both of these words denote
an objective form of measurement characterisdc of the stmctural frame. The goal is well
organized with a definite direction.
One administrator interviewed selected the stmctural goal and when asked what it
was about the goal that helped to select it, the administrator responded, "Well, I spent a
few minutes on that one because that was one that I actually pondered over." The
administrator added, "I had problems with the word excel and not some clarity there."
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This statement really points out a characteristic of the word, excel, used in the symbolic
goal. The comment about the word excel not having some clarity indicates an assumpdon
about the symbolic frame. The symbolic frame expresses high levels of ambiguity and
uncertainty (Bolman & Deal, 1997).
There was also some ambiguity in the responses that two teachers gave related to
the stmctural frame. One teacher stated, "I just like it better. I'm not sure." The other
teacher had an issue with "special needs students." The teacher prefened students with
special needs.
There were no parents interviewed that selected the stmctural goal in Set F. All
of the parents interviewed selected the symbolic goal.
The symbolic goal selected in Set F was written as, "Special needs students will
excel instmcdonally through condnuous academic growth." All three groups, the
administrators, the teachers, and the parents selected the symbolic goal as their
preference. The parents prefened this goal by a three to on margin.
The administrators mentioned the symbolic words in their comments several
times. One administrator mentioned, "We just want to see that continuous academic
growth." Another stated, "The continuous academic growth. I also like to talk about
excellence and excelling.. .1 was certainly glad to see that word excel was in the same
sentence with special needs students." A third administrator mentioned, "I liked those
words where it said excel and condnuous academic growth." This same administrator
mentioned these words several times in the explanadon.
The teachers who responded to the quesdon, "What was it about this goal that
helped you to choose it over the other one?" gave some answers that reflected directly
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toward the symbolic frame characterisdcs. One teacher replied, "Um, because it said like
excel instmctionally through condnuous academic growth instead of just demonstrating
acadentic growth, we're actually excelling." The second teacher to respond stated, "I
would rather see them excel instmctionally instead of actually demonstrating increased
academic instmcdon." Both of these teachers reflected the characteristics of the
symbolic preference in their statements by exhibiting their desire for the goal to inspire
others to do their best. They wanted to communicate a strong vision for success. They
wanted the goal stated in a way that raised the enthusiasm of others.
All four parents interviewed using the Standardized Personal Interview (see
Appendix C) selected the symbolic frame as their goal choice. The comments that they
made did not specifically address the symbolic words in the goal, but their general
remarks alluded to this frame. One parent refened to Special Education and indicated
that this type of philosophy had allowed his son to reach or understand what his potential
was through the services. Another parent commented that the continuing growth was
going to make the children successful.
The comments given by the participants from the three groups share the same
preference for the symbolic frame with the slight excepdon by the teachers from the
school idendfied by the T.E.A. as exemplary. The ambiguity in some of the responses
given by the teachers on the goal selecdon confirms this slight preference by this
particular group for the structural goal.
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Set G Interview Response Analysis
This goal was the one goal selected from the original goals of the two campus
plans evaluated and was placed on the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B) as a
representative of the symbolic frame. This symbolically written goal was selected over
the stmcturally written goal 66% of the time. In the seven sets of goal statements, the
symbolic goal in this set had the lowest rating from parents at 52%, yet the symbolic
frame was still their choice when paired with a similar stmcturally written goal.
The stmcturally written goal was stated as, "Special needs students will improve
in reading, wridng, and math skills to reach lifelong success." The goal is clear, logical,
and well organized. The students will improve. There is a baseline for measurement and
if the student demonstrates improvement, then the goal has been met.
There were no administrator or teacher comments related to the stmctural goal in
Set G. Those administrators and teachers interviewed, selected the symbolic goal. One
parent interviewed did select the stmctural goal and made some general comments about
why the stmctural goal was selected in saying that the teachers would work with the
students until the students have the skill they need.
The symbolicaUy written goal was stated as, "Students identified as members of
special populations will improve skills in reading, wridng, and math to reach their highest
potential in order to achieve lifelong success." The administrators prefened this
statement 100% of the time. No administrator selected the stmctural goal. The teachers
prefened the symbolic goal by a three to one margin, selecting it 74% of the time.
The symbolic phrase, highest potential, was used to characterize this into the
symbolic frame. This phrase generates new and exciting possibilities for the students. It
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is stated in a way that raises enthusiasm for those involved in helping the students to
reach their highest potential.
There were numerous comments by all three groups on this goal to indicate a
preference for the symbolic frame. On administrator stated, "I think it's the fact that
there was a part that I liked in number one better which was that highest potential."
Another administrator commented, "They have to reach their highest potential, ti's not
something that we're going to set." This indicates that this administrator does not want
the stmctural characteristics of detail and stmcture that are evident in the stmctural frame.
Another adntinistrator concuned by saying, "There was something about this statement,
to reach their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong success that seemed to me,
important." The fourth adntinistrator was similar in the remarks about the symbolic goal
by stating, "I think it was in order to reach their highest potential and to achieve lifelong
success. It was those words. Number one (symbolic goal) expanded it to meet that
highest potential."
The teachers made similar comments bout the symbolic goal. One teacher
commented, "I also liked to reach their highest potential, kind of individualizing it for
me." Another teacher commented, "I selected number one (symbolic goal) because of
reaching their highest potential and I liked it." A third teacher expanded the preference
for the symbolic goal by stating, "You would want them to reach that highest
potential.. .just to be able to improve on those skills isn't reaching their highest
potendal...improvement and highest potendal are two totally different things."
The parent comments made toward this goal were not word specific to the
symbolically written goal. There was a general belief among the parent respondents that
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this goal was the prefened goal because it was a higher standard than the stmcturally
written goal. One parent commented, "Be smart and intelligent and be the best that you
can be and this is why I picked this," which indicated that philosophy of a higher
standard, inspiring others to do their best.
The comments made in the interview reiterated the preferences on the survey with
the administrators, teachers, and one of the parent groups prefening the symbolic goal.
The other parents group only slightly prefened the stmctural goal.

Summary of Data Presentation and Analysis
Phase I of the data analysis reviewed the campus plan goals of the two schools
selected for this research. The Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals
(see Appendix A) was used in identifying the different frames of the existing campus plan
goals.
There were two predominant frames evident in the campus goals. The frames
identified in these goals were the stmctural frame and the symbolic frame. There was no
evidence of the human resource frame or the polidcal frame in the campus goals analyzed.
The analysis of each of the goals was conducted using the Cognidve Frame
Idendfier for District and Campus Goals See Appendix A) along with an open-coded
system, using a word-by-word analysis of each individual goal.
It was determined that there was a high presence of the stmctural frame with six of
the seven goals analyzed exhibidng the stmctural frame characteristics. One campus goal
exhibited symbolic frame characterisdcs and was listed as a symbolically framed goal. The
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results of Phase I revealed that 86% of the goals in this study were written in the stmctural
frame. The remaining 14%. were written in the symbolic frame.
Phase n of the analysis was linked to the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix
B). This survey was administered to 5 administrators, 61 teachers, and 200 parents. All of
the administrators and teachers from the two case study schools participated in the survey.
On hundred parents from each school were selected using a systematic sampling method.
A total of 44 parents retumed the survey for a 22% participation rate among parents.
The administrators selected five of the seven symbolic goals. In two of the goal
sets 100% of the administrators prefened the symbolically framed goal. The overall
preference of goals by administrators was 69% for the symbolic frame and 31% for the
stmctural frame.
The teachers from the school rated as an exemplary campus selected four of the
seven symbolicaUy framed goals. Their highest preference for a particular symbolic goal
was 75%. The overall preference by these teachers was 69% for the symbolically framed
goal and 31% for the stmcturally framed goal.
The teachers from the school rated as an acceptable campus also selected the
symbolically framed goals four out of the seven goals listed. Their highest preference for a
symbolic goal was 73% in one frame. Their overall preference was for the symbolic frame
by a 52% to 48% margin.
The combined teachers' survey results yielded sintilar results to the campus
identified as an acceptable campus. Four of the seven goals were prefened in the symbolic
frame by the teachers and were similar to the campus rated as acceptable. The highest
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preference for a symbolic goal was 74%. The overall preference was for the symbolic
frame by 54% to 46%.
The parents whose children attended the campus rated as exemplary selected six of
the seven symbolic goals as their preference. One of the symbolic goals had an 84%
preference by the parents. The overall preference was for the symbolic frame by a 62% to
38% margin.
The parents of the children who attended the school rated as acceptable had even a
higher preference for the symbolic frame. Though they also selected six symbolic goals
out of a possible seven, their percentages for the symbolic frame were even higher. Two of
the seven goals exhibited an 89% preference for the symbolic frame. The overall
preference for the symbolic frame was 73% to 27%.
The combined survey of all the parents who participated from the two schools
revealed a unanimous preference for the symbolically framed goals. The highest
preference for a single symbolic goal was 86% and the overall preference for the symbolic
frame by parents was 67% to 33%.
The combined survey response for administrators, teachers, and parents indicated a
symbolic frame preference for five of the seven symbolic goals. The highest preference for
a symbolic goal was 79%. The overall radng for the symbolic frame was 60% to 40%.
A survey analysis by goal sets was also conducted. Administrators, both teachers
groups, and both parent groups were included in each goal set analysis. This was
performed to achieve a goal analysis of each set by comparing the responses each group to
the goal sets.
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Phase III concluded the data analysis and served to triangulate the three data
methods. Phase III consisted of implementing the Standardized Personal Interview (see
Appendix C). The interviews were conducted with 12 people that included four
administrators, four teachers (two from each campus), and four parents (two from each
campus).
A goal-by-goal analysis was conducted using the interview comments. Those
comments were applied to the stmctural and symbolic goals as well as linking the
significant aspects of the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B).
The interview responses were used to triangulate the three methods of data
gathering and analysis. The comments made by the 12 participants were used to emphasize
the preference of the research study participants.
Phase m served to reiterate the findings in Phases I and II. Many comments were
made to support the preference for the symbolically framed goals.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary
This study focused on the four frames of cognition developed by Bolman and
Deal (1984, 1992, 1997), how these frames are related to the campus plan goals, and the
preference of administrators, teachers, and parents for a specifically framed goal. The
four frames studied were the stmctural, human resource, political, and the symbolic, but
the stmctural and the symbolic emerged as the significant frames.
The research examined the cognitive frames evident in the two case study schools
and whether, if they were stated more symbolically, they would be more prefened by the
various patrons of the schools served. Those patrons included administrators, teachers,
and parents. The existing campus goals were modified to emphasize the symbolic frame
and these patrons were surveyed to gain an understanding of their preference.
The research identified the cunent prevailing frame in the campus plan goals and
also identified the prefened cognitive frame for those goals. The research answered the
quesdon in the study: What is the cunent dominant cognidve frame used in existing
campus plan goals and when presented with a choice between stmcturally written goals
and symbolicaUy written goals, will school patrons exhibit a clear preference?
Subsidiary questions for this research were: (1) what cognitive frames do cunent campus
plan goals reflect, and (2) when structural frame goals have been rewritten in a symbolic
frame format, will symbolic frame goals be prefened over the cunent prevailing frames
by administrators, teachers and parents?
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Chapter I of the research established the focus for the study. Campus plans were
explained based on the legislative need for the plans and how the goals were to be
implemented on campuses and in districts. The decision-making component of the
campus plans was reviewed to establish the need for administrators to establish welldeveloped instmctional goals.
The frames of cognition were introduced and the core assumptions were
discussed. The stmctural frame focuses on a pattem of roles and relationships that will
accomplish collective goals and accommodate individual differences. The human
resource frame relies on the organization's recognizing the employee as an individual
who has needs and the organization as being sensitive to understanding those needs. The
political frame views organizations as alive with political arenas that have a web of
competing individual and group interests. The symbolic frame develops the conceptual
umbrella that foster meaning, belief, and faith within the framework of the organizadon.
School goals were introduced in Chapter I. It was established that goals are a
written vision of the organizadon. The concept of school goals was established as a
worthy source of study because goals help to idendfy the emphasis of the schools.
The significance of the study was introduced in Chapter I. This study may
provide evidence that educational leaders in the area of planning and establishing goals
do not cunentiy use the full resources of the cognitive frames, especially the symbolic
frame, to achieve the highest potential for success for the goals their planning committees
establish. The identification, therefore, of the prevalent frames or lenses to be used
effectively by administrators should provide valuable data which could serve both as the
foundation for developing improved campus plans and also establish a means for the
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more effective presentation of campus plans to school patrons, specifically the goals in
those plans. Subsequent use of the data contained in this research would be used to
improve and enhance the planning and decision making-process by more formally
introducing the frames of cognidon to administrators and assisdng them in udlizing
multiple frames.
An introduction of the types of methodology was presented in this chapter. The
Cognitive Frame Identifier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A), the Survey
of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B), and the Standardized Personal Interview (see
Appendix C) were introduced and explained. Each of the three methods of data
collection and analysis were used to triangulate and confirm the findings of the study.
The population of the schools involved in the research study was described in
Chapter I. The schools were selected based on the Academic Excellence Indicator
System that ranks each school and school district based on the performance of their
students on the Texas Assessment of Academic Skills.
Chapter I also included the definition of terms and the delimitations of the study.
The delimitations of the study iterated that this study was not a study of all principals,
teachers, and parents who had access to receiving campus plan goals nor was it a study of
the use of any particular cognidve frame over another in all areas of campus planning and
the principalship.
Chapter II established the review of the literature. A need to understand the
various frames of cognition and how those frames related to leaders as they formed
soludons to impending challenges and dilemmas was established.
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Various leadership aspects were discussed. The review mentioned the need for
leaders to give attention to human relationship, to be effective listeners, to act on a shared
vision for success, and to demonstrate comntitment to mutually identified education
values.
Leadership theories, skills, and styles were discussed. Among the theories
discussed that related to the frames of cognition were Theory X and Theory Y leadership
(McGregor, 1960) and transactional versus transformational leadership (Bums, 1978).
Components of change were also discussed in the literature review. The change
process in education as a part of the growth process was explained. The change process
included models of change, organization cognitive dissonance, individual and group
reflection, and characteristics of change as major components of change. These
components were integrated into the concepts of cognition for the research.
Organization culture, the symbolic frame, and change were also discussed in the
review of the literature as it related to the frames of cognition. Organizational culture
was explained with respect to its relationship to the symbolic frame.
Campus plans, improvement, and guidelines for campus plans were described in
more detail in Chapter II. The composition of the members of campus planning
committees and their participation in the development of campus goals was explained. A
more in depth description of the requirements for these campus-planning committees was
discussed.
The four frames of cognition were discussed in this chapter using more detail to
explain their characteristics. The frames of cognition were described and how
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administrators could use them as a multiple frame decision process, especially in
connection to the campus goals.
The third chapter established the methodology in the research for this study. A
discussion of a similar pilot study was presented to clarify the research procedures and
establish validity for the research instmments.
The data collection methods were discussed in more detail. This study udlized
three methods for the gathering of data. The three methods discussed in detail in this
chapter were the use of archival sources the implementadon of a survey to the
administrators, teachers, and parents, and the use of a standardized personal interview
with selected respondents to the survey. These three methods were introduced and
explained as to their function and application to the study.
The fourth chapter was the presentation of the results of the study. The results
were analyzed in three phases. Phase I analyzed the cunent campus plan goals from the
two participating schools in the case study. Phase I also utilized the Cognitive Frame
Idendfier for District and Campus Goals (see Appendix A) to assist in the goal analysis.
An open-coded system was used to perform a word-by-word analysis in each of the goals
subntitted by the two schools to facilitate the analysis of those goals and determine their
frame based on the four frames mendoned in this study.
Phase II of the fourth chapter involved the implementadon of the Survey of
Prefened Frames. This survey was developed from the findings in Phase I. The survey
was used to determine which frame, the stmctural or the symbolic, that administrators,
teachers, and parents prefened. These two frames were selected as the possible choices
because they were the only frames idendfied as present in the goals analyzed in Phase I.
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Phase III of data analysis consisted of 12 personal interviews using participants
from the Survey of Prefened Frames (see Appendix B). Four people from each of the
three groups (administrators, teachers, and parents) were interviewed using a
Standardized Personal Interview (see Appendix C). The purpose of these interviews was
to solicit information that could help confirm the responses on the survey and also
indicate a particular frame preference for campus goals.
The results from Phases I and II were analyzed and placed into a series of tables
and charts for presentation and clarification. The data were analyzed from several
different perspectives to establish a clearer perspective on the preferences of frames for
school goals.

Conclusions
The purposes of this study were to answer the research questions: (1) what is the
cunent dominant cognitive frame used in existing campus plan goals, and (2) when
presented with a choice between stmcturally written goals and symbolically written
goals, will school patrons exhibit a clear preference? The subsidiary questions that
guided this research were: (1) what cognitive frames do cunent campus plan goals
reflect, and (2) when stmctural frame goals have been rewritten in a symbolic frame
format, will symbolic frame goals be prefened over the cunent prevailing frames by
administrators, teachers, and parents? The results of the study in this research were able
to provide the information to answer these research questions.
The analysis in Phase I of the research revealed that the stmctural frame was the
dominant cognitive frame used in existing campus plan goals. There were seven goals
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analyzed from the two participadng schools and six of the seven goals demonstrated
strong stmctural frame characteristics. One goal was classified as a symbolically framed
goal through the analysis because of its use of symbolically characterisdc words. The
stmcturally framed goal was prevalent in 86% of the goals analyzed.
The analysis in Phase II and III of the research assisted in answering the quesdon,
"When presented with a choice between stmcturally written goals and symbolically
written goals, will school patrons exhibit a clear preference?" The results of this study
showed a clear preference by administrators, teachers, and parents for the symbolically
written goals.
The administrators prefened five of the seven symbolically written goals and
confirmed their choice for these goals through their verbal responses in the interviews.
Their comments consistentiy mendoned the symbolic words in the goals that reinforced
their selecdon of the goals. Their overall choice for the symbolically framed goals was a
69% preference.
The teachers prefened four of the seven symbolically framed goals. Their
responses in the personal interviews also confirmed their preference for this frame. The
overall symbolic frame was prefened 54% of the time.
The parent group demonstrated the strongest preference for the symbolically
framed goals. They prefened the symbolically framed goals in all seven cases.
Taking the responses of the three groups together, overall preference for the
symbolically written frame was 67%. The combined group preference was also clearly
for the symbolic frame.
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There were no significant differences in the preference for the symbolicaUy
framed goals between the teachers at the campus identified as exemplary and the campus
identified as acceptable. Both groups of teachers selected four of the seven symbolic
frames. However, the teachers from the school idendfied as exemplary did prefer the
symbolic frame 69% of the time to 52% of the time for teachers at the campus identified
as acceptable.
There were also no significant differences in the preference for the symbolically
framed goals between the parents whose children attended the school identified as
exemplary and the parents whose children attended the campus identified as acceptable.
Both groups of parents selected six of the seven symbolically framed goals. It is also
important to note that the parents whose children attended the school identified as
acceptable, prefened the symbolically framed goals at a higher rate, 73% to 62%, than
the parents whose children attended the school identified as exemplary.
The first subsidiary question asked in this research was what cognidve frames do
cunent campus plan goals reflect? Phase I of this research answered that quesdon. The
campus plan goals reflected the stmctural frame and the symbolic frame. The stmctural
frame was highly prevalent and the symbolic frame was evident in one instance. There
was no evidence of the presence of the human resource frame or the political frame.
The second subsidiary question asked when stmctural frame goals have been
rewritten in a symbolic frame format, will symbolic frame goals be prefened over the
cunent prevailing frames by administrators, teachers, and parents? The first six goals of
the seven-goal survey had original stmctural goals listed. A conesponding symbolicaUy
framed goal was rewritten in a symbolic frame format to pair with the original
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stmcturally written frame. The results showed that the administrators prefened four out
of those six symbolic goals, the teachers prefened three out of those six symbolic goals,
and the parents prefened all six of the symbolic goals.

Implications
The triangulation of the data from all three phases of the research confirmed a
clear preference by administrators, teachers, and parents for the symbolically framed
goals. The analysis confirmed the dominance of highly stmctural goals in campus plans,
and the survey and interview process also showed strong evidence for the need by
administrators and campus planning committees to consider revising their goals to reflect
the symbolic frame characteristics.
There was a significant difference between the preference of the teachers at the
elementary rated as acceptable by the T.E.A. indicators and the parents of that same
school. The teachers selected the symbolic frame 52% of the time; the lowest of any
group, and the parents prefened the symbolic frame 73% of the dme, the highest of any
group that participated in the survey. This is a strong indicator that these parents, with
92% of the student population identified as economically disadvantaged, maintain a high
level of expectations for their children. The teachers of these children do not prefer the
goals that express higher expectadons. The importance of high expectadons is well
established in the literature and the evidence that teachers in this school only barely hold
those high expectations provides strong support for both the writing of goals with major
symbolic components and then working toward achieving those goals
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The administrators' preference for the symbolic goals at 69%, conelated much
more closely with the parents than with the teachers. This may indicate a disconnection
by the teachers at the school rated as acceptable with the desire by administrators and
parents to have students achieve at a higher standard. Again, this disconnect provides
strong support for principals to begin writing school goals in the symbolic frame and then
holding teachers to the high expectadons captured in those goals. Based on the findings
of this study, it is imperative that adntinistrators work more closely with teachers and
staff to develop a sense of culture and ownership using the characteristics of the symbolic
frame to stimulate a higher level of expectations for all students among the staff
Again, based on the evidence from this study, administrators must develop a
cognitive repertoire of leadership styles that will allow them to draw upon their personal
experiences and resources, applying their knowledge to each situation. It is clear that
administrators prefer the use of the symbolic frame; what they need are training and tools
to utilize it frequentiy and pervasively. The knowledge and developed expertise of the
frames of cognition as a tool for framing problems and reframing soludons should be
considered as an essential tool for leaders in the decision-making process.
Though the local educational organizadons have become flatter with respect to
authoritadve decision-making, the issue of establishing goals has become complicated.
This study, which focused on campus goals, indicated that there was a need by
administrators to confidently frame instmctional issues in the symbolic frame so as to
promote campus goals and objectives and in a manner that will accurately create a vision
of commitment, hope, and empowerment with all those responsible for achieving those
stated goals.
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As educational leaders of the communities, school leaders must operate within the
parameters and guidelines of our state agencies that govem them. One of those sets of
guidelines is incorporated within the expectations of campus plans. Do our leaming
institutions fulfill the intended desires for campus plans as established by the Texas
Education Agency? This research indicated that they ntight not. The Texas Education
Agency stated that, "The ultimate purpose of all planning and decision making is to
improve the performance of all students" (Texas Education Agency, 1999, p. 3).
Symbolically framed goals are the impetus to developing a ntindset for the culture of the
organization to exceed the minimum requirements established by the state.
The essence of using the frames as a vehicle for today's leaders can be applied to
the state mandated campus plans. The district and campus plans are a direct result of
legislation passed to monitor excellence in education. Although there are specific
guidelines to be followed within this legislation, there is still some measure of latitude for
the districts and campuses to write their goals and objectives in a more empowering
fashion, the symbolic frame.
It is believed that when the process of campus planning is implemented according
to the guidelines as stipulated in the Texas Education Code, converting goals from the
stmctural frame to a more symbolic frame will enhance the favorable acceptance and
active pursuit of the campus plans by these three groups: administrators, teachers, and
parents. This research did not propose that generating well-written symbolically stated
goals would automatically provide for successful outcomes within the organization. The
process of generating those goals is tremendously important, though. This study
indicated that if administrators and members of the instmcdonal leadership team reframe
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those stmcturally written goals into more preferable symbolic goals, then the leadership
and the members of the organizadon could begin to capture and utilize the characteristics
of the symbolic frame: meaning, belief and faith, thereby enhancing the possibilities of
success for all students.
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COGNITIVE FRAME IDENTIFIER FOR DISTRICT AND CAMPUS GOALS
Cognitive Frames as Related to School and District Goal Development
Stmctural Frame
Dimension
Analytic
5. Clear and logical goal
6. Goal approaches problems through careful analysis and direction
7. Use of fact and logic evident in goal
8. Attention given to detail within goal
Organized
5. Goal well organized
6. Policies that are evident are clear and well developed
7. Clear consistent goal with definite direction
8. Obvious stmctures and systems are in place within goal
Human Resource Frame
Dimensions
Supportive
1. Goal shows support for students/staff
2. Goal indicates concem for others
3. Goal is responsive to others
Participative
1. Evidence of wide involvement in decision related to goal
2. Evidence of listening to others for input in formuladng/implementing goal
3. Evidence of openness to new ideas in the goal
4. Evidence of a high degree of participation to fulfill goal
Political Frame
Dimensions
Powerful
1. Goal shows evidence of negodadng with competing power groups
2. Goal indicates recognition of scarce resources available
Adroit
1. Skillful negotiations evident in goal
2. Evidence of compromise agreements within goal
3. Evidence of alliance building to achieve goal
Symbolic Frame
Dimensions
Inspiradonal
5. Goal inspires others to do their best
6. Communicates a strong vision for success
7. Goal generates loyalty to school, students, and community
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8. Goal stated in a way that raises enthusiasm
Charismadc
4. Acknowledged emphasis on culture of the school and/or community
5. Highly imaginative and creative goal
6. Generates new, exciting possibilities in goal statement
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SURVEY OF PREFERRED FRAMES

Opinion Survey

Conducted by Tim Powers
Middle School Principal, Pampa I.S.D.
Doctoral Student, Texas Tech University

The results of this survey will be shared with principals to help them present
school goals to other administrators, teachers, parents, and community members in the
most prefened frame of reference. The results of this study may also be used to inform
school leaders on how to write more symbolicaUy framed goal statements.

Your responses to the survey are very much appreciated.
Please retum this survey to Tim Powers at:
1800 W. 22"'* Ave.
Pampa, Texas 79065
in the self-addressed stamped envelope provided.
Please direct any questions to Tim Powers
(806) 665-5567
Please retum this survey by
Thank you for your participation.
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Survey of Prefened Frames
INTRODUCTION
My name is Tim Powers and I am a middle school principal for Pampa I.S.D. I
am cunently nearing the compledon of a doctorate degree in the College of Educadon at
Texas Tech University.

PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
This survey is being used to detemtine the prefened frame of campus goals
among adntinistrators, teachers, and parents. Your participation will help me to
determine this information by completing this survey.

HOW THIS INFORMATION WILL BE USED
The information provided on this brief survey will be used as a basis for
professional development opportunities for administrators and campus planning
committees on more effectively presenting district and campus goals. The results of this
study may be used to teach school leaders how to write more symbolically framed goal
statements. I will encourage them to focus on the more inspiring, creadve aspects of
school goals. It will also provide me with the necessary information to complete my
dissertation.

Your participadon in this study is strictly voluntary and your responses will be
kept confidential. You will remain anonymous as data will be compiled and reported on
as whole groups and subgroups such as administrators, teachers, and parents.
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SURVEY OF PREFERRED FRAMES
Please select and mark one of the choices in this box with an "X" on the line.
Parent (Please allow the parent most responsible for the child's
education to complete this survey.)
Teacher (Employee of a school)
Administrator (Employee of a school)
DIRECTIONS
For each set of goals presented, please select the one that you prefer by placing an
"X" in the space next to the goal.
SETA
L Motivate students to achieve maximum success in reading, wridng, and math.
2. Students will demonstrate academic success in reading, wridng, and math.
SETB
1. Students will demonstrate increased academic performance.
2. Students will exemplify continuous academic improvement.
SETC
1. Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills.
2. Student attendance will increase through their effecdve leaming of lifelong skills.
SETD
1. Improve student behavior to enhance posidve support for academic success.
2. Students will demonstrate behaviors that support academic success.
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SETE
1. Students will demonstrate the appropriate behavioral skills to be successful,
contributing members of society.
2. Students will model exemplary student behavior in becoming highly successful,
contributing members in our society.
SETF
1. Students with special needs will demonstrate increased acadentic performance.
2. Special needs students will excel instmctionally through continuous academic
growth.
SETG
L Students identified as members of special populations will improve skills in
reading, writing, and math to reach their highest potential in order to achieve lifelong
success.
2. Special needs students will improve in reading, writing, and math skills to reach
lifelong success.
PLEASE HELP!
I need some people who have completed this survey to volunteer to
participate in a brief interview. The interview would take only about 20-30 minutes
at the most and all information provided will be kept strictly confidential. The
interview questions will be directed only to this survey and no other informadon
will be gathered. Your participadon in the brief interview will allow me to collect
the last piece of informadon for this study. All interviews will be completed at your
child's elementary school or at another mutually agreed site.
If you would be willing for me to contact you, please fill out the informadon
below before retuming this survey to me. Thank you for your cooperation.
Name:
Contact Number:
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STANDARDIZED PERSONAL INTERVIEW

Type of Interviewee (circle one)

Administrator

Interview Number (circle one)

1

2

3

4

Teacher
5

6 7

8

Parent
9

10

11

12

Say: First, let me thank you for your willingness to participate in this interview.
Without your help, I would not be able to gather all of the information that I need to
complete my research.

Say: Before I begin with the questions, do you have any questions about this interview
and how it will be used?

Say: Okay then, let's begin. You have your survey document that you completed in
front of you. Look at the goals in "SET A." You selected number
Tell me what
impressed you about this goal that made you want to select it?

Say: In "SET B" you selected number
goal?

. Tell me, what did you like about this

Say: (Repeat the goal in "SET C" selected by the interviewee.) What is there about
this goal that sounds good to you?
1. Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills.
2. Student attendance will increase through their effective leaming of lifelong
skills.

Say: Reread number
, the goal in "SET D" that you chose. Are there any specific
words or phrases that caused you to select this goal?

Say: You picked goal
in "SET E." I'm interested in knowing what appealed to
you in this goal. Can you tell me?

Say:

At first glance, the goals in "SET F" appear to be very similar, yet you selected
. What was it about this goal that helped you to choose it over the other one?
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Say: In "SET G," you did not select number
. Was there something in the way
the goal was written that you did not like? You did select
. Please tell me, what
made you want to pick this goal?
Say: Your responses to my questions have been so helpful today. If I could ask you to
glance over all of the goals you have selected and see if you can summarize, what is it
about these goals that made you choose them?

Say: Thank you so much for these responses. You have been very helpful. Now that
we have been through the interview, are there any questions that you have of me about
this research?

Say:

Thank you
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RECORDED RESPONSES FROM
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
Say: Okay then, let's begin. You have your survey document that you completed in
front of you. Look at the goals in "SET A." You selected number
. TeU me what
impressed you about this goal that made you want to select it?
(STRUCTURAL GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) I selected... well because I think that it is a littie more precise. You
know, what the action is.. .to demonstrate the acadentic success at.. .1 think motivate is a
little bit harder to define and to evaluate whether you've done that or not.
(Teacher) Um, I picked that they're going to demonstrate acadentic success other than
the motivational which was one cause I, as a teacher.. .1 think that I can find ways to
motivate my kids, but it's real difficult to actually get them to demonstrate the type of
academic success that I want them to have.
(Parent) Okay, um, the children need to acquire their own motivation, so I would like the
children to be having come from inside them to be successful, not that we're
benchmarking them to see how they're doing, but that internally, we're training them to
help them to want to do it. So, the modvadon is what I like about this goal.
(SYMBOLIC GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) The word, motivate. Using the word motivate and not just saying "for all
students." You have to give them some modvadon to accomplish a goal that you set for
them or that they set for themselves.
(Teacher) I like the word modvate because I feel like we can have the opportunity to
motivate students and sometimes they need the motivation before they're going to be able
to demonstrate.
(Teacher) The maximum success. Hopefully, we teach individually as well as a group
and I would like to do that more so, but each student is not only challenged but, gets to do
their absolute maximum.
(Administrator) Okay, I selected this goal because um, I feel like the teachers and
administrators um, have a real role to play and need to feel in control of and of, of finding
ways to help students and motivating students seems to give us that idea that the teacher
will be able to have a sense of empowerment.. .uh, can effect student success.
(Administrator) I think that one of the things that we have to do on this campus
especially is to modvate our students to have that maximum success in read, wridng, and
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math and somedmes with children of poverty which is what we've got here...that they
don't have that intrinsic modvation. We've got to do them some sort of extrinsic
motivation. We talk to them all the time about how important it is to leam, but here
you've got to motivate them first of all. You've got to get there attendon and let them
know how important it is and we, we offer all kinds of outside rewards. We constantly
ask.. .we've had contests going about we you can do when you graduate from high
school. We've had college contest going here. We've had them all up on the wall.
We've had different major colleges around and how important that is and the fun you can
have when you go to college and what kind of money you can make when you get a
college degree, but you've got to modvate our kiddos.
(Teacher) Oh, the word, motivate. I think the kids need to be motivated so that they
become lifelong leamers, self-starters, that sort of thing.
(Parent) Um, aside from that fact of living in the neighborhood, (name of school) has had
an excellent reputation as far as an elementary school. My son came in and we were
aware that he had a leaming disorder and I was really concemed about the facilities.. .as
far as motivation, he (son) has not been put into a position where he's the dummy going
out to special education or anything like that. (Additional comment made by the parent
did not relate to the goal)
(Parent) I'm really impressed in the motivation of the teachers. I have a child that came
and he's now a tenth grader an 17, but I have a child that came here and I was not
impressed at first and here in recent years for my other child that I have here now and he
is very motivated and I'm really impressed with the change of motivating the students
and performing what, the academics that they need.
(Parent) I see they're smart kids every day. The reading, the wridng, and the math and
they really try hard.
Say: In "SET B" you selected number
goal?

. Tell me, what did you like about this

(STRUCTURAL GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) I think the same thing, that the verb in it that will actually demonstrate
that academic performance, it's a littie easier to measure.
(Teacher) Um, the increased academic performance.
(Teacher) Again, I like the word demonstrate because it's something that I actually have
them to show me their increased performance that they're doing instead of being able to
continue doing it. I want to be able to see what they can do right now.
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(Parent) I think the fact that rewards, rewards to help encourage the students to accept
responsibility for the level their at, that they achieve, that they set a goal by being able to
reward them, even if it's a piece of candy. (Addidonal infomiation provided did not relate
to the goal question.)
(SYMBOLIC GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) I liked the word condnuous. They will exemplify continuous academic
improvement, not performance, but improvement. A lot of our students can perform, but
they cannot demonstrate and show it throughout their training...so I like condnuous
(Teacher) That uh, academic improvement is condnuous.. .1 liked that. It kind of gave
me a spiral picture.
(Teacher) The word continuous and again picking out a single word but, that's what got
to me, but if I can cany on and transfer it from subject to subject, setting to setdng, and
situation to situation, then I think that they can.. .that they have tmly improved.
(Administrator) I like the words exemplify and continuous. I mean it's very important to
me that students.. .uh, that we not.. .that we look always beyond this year or the next
year.. .uh, but we want our students to condnuously leam throughout their lives, to
develop habits that allow them to do that.
(Administrator) I like the part where it said condnuous academic improvement. I think
that we need to look at where students begin and show a condnuous condnuum from the
beginning of the year and that they can constantly pull it forward that uh, even if it is
littie baby steps as long as they keep going forward and that forward direcdon and it is
continuous, that's what we want. We want that exemplary...we want them to have that
continuous...increased is nice, but that they are; they are continuous having academic
improvement. Not so much performance, but that improvement comes along and that
they keep going after until they reach that end goal. Now for some students, that end
goal might be an eighty. For some students, that end goal is going to be that hundred. As
long as we see continuous improvement and they're doing the very best, that's what we
want. That's what I liked about that one.
(Parent) That they, that they can look at a child and it's just not the testing paper on.. .by
academic performance, that they're also looking at the child and saying, "Is this person
getdng continually better or are they improving?" Just saying are they just reaching
certain standards. So, increased academic performance is just reaching those standards,
but I would rather see that this child, you know, he may not be where he needs to be yet,
but he is getdng better than he was, so....
(Parent) I think with my children, they set goals for themselves also. I have a daughter
that really wants to come out with a 4.0 average in school, so I'm really impressed with
that.
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(Parent) Yes, students will exemplify continuous academic improvement. I know that
they can do it. They are real close to me... all of the kids. They are very smart.
Say: (Repeat the goal in "SET C" selected by the interviewee.) What is there about
this goal that sounds good to you?
1. Students will improve attendance to achieve lifelong skills.
2. Student attendance will increase through their effecdve leaming of tifelong
skills.
(STRUCTURAL GOAL SELECTED)
(Teacher) Um, with the kids at this school, any kind of lifelong goal that you can get
them to set is very important and if I can show them that attendance.. .showing up to a
work place, show up to a job, and showing up to school is so important for their lifelong
skills that they're going to need to know, I just really thought that one's important, that to
achieve those lifelong skills, their attendance, they need to be here everyday, just like
they need to be at their job everyday.
(Parent) Well, you want to teach your child to be responsible to get to school, so you
know, school is their job right now and that's what I tell my son. This is your job. Some
momings, you're tired, some mornings you don't feel great, you know, unless you're
mnning a fever or sick, I want you to always be there because this is your job. So,
whatever attendance they have at school, they usually condnue on their life with that
same attendance so, I want him to want to be there.
(Parent) I think it's the point, and I'm going back to the point about responsibility that
coming to school and even though (son's name) feels sick the fact is saying you have a
responsibility to go to school. It's important for you to be there. Not just the fact of
doing the assignment you have at home, but being in the classroom to help other students.
(Additional remarks were not related to the goal question.)
(Parent) I really think that attendance is really going to make a difference for a lot of
children in this goal. I think encouraging the kids to be here everyday will make them
better students.
(Parent) If they come to school, the better off they will be.
(SYMBOLIC GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) (Significant pauses) Well, let's see. I think on that one what I was
looking at was, you know, to have a desire to be here as we teach them some of those
effective Ufelong skills, uh, because we may not see the achievement of all of the lifelong
skills. You know, that's going to be a whole school career process.
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(Administrator) I think it's the way it's worded, even though the other one says basically
the same thing, the wording of this one says the student attendance will increase, not the
student will improve their attendance, because a lot of dmes.. .um, just coming to school
is not something that's because you are forced to, your parents force you to an all that
thing. But, what we have to do is the fact that we want our children to want to by the
skills that we are teaching them and they draw upon that and therefore, it gives them that
will to come.
(Teacher) Um, I felt like, um, the lifelong skills have a more.. .stronger focus in that
statement.
(Teacher) That the attendance is increased because of the skills leamed. To me, it was
worded very well. Number one (stmctural goal) (pause) that they put the emphasis on
attendance where I thought number two (symbolic goal) put the emphasis on the reason
of the attendance being the skills leamed.
(Administrator) Um, I think that it exemplifies more of my personal belief that student
attendance will take care of itself if our students are challenged and feeling successful at
school. It just seemed like this goal stated it more clearly.
(Adntinistrator) Again, I like the word increase and I like the word effective leaming of
lifelong skills. A lot of our students will look you in the face and tell you that they are
not going to go to college. That's fine. Let's leam some tifelong skills. And also, one of
those lifelong skills is promptness and attendance. It's coming to school on time. It's
getting to your job on time. It's coming to work whether you feel like it or not. Some
days we don't feel like it, so we want to increase it through those lifelong skills that they
can leam such as promptness, uh...being at work, attending to the task that they have to
do. These are all skills they're going to have to have and I like the part where it said that
it is going to increase.. .that attendance is, through the benefits they have through leaming
those lifelong skills.
(Teacher) Um, the effecdve leaming of lifelong skills.
Say:

Reread number

, the goal in "SET D" that you chose. Are there any specific

words or phrases that caused you to select this goal?
(STRUCTURAL GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) I think it's again that word demonstrate.
(Administrator) It says that the student will demonstrate behaviors. You know.. .1 see
that once they have leamed those different behaviors that we try to do with them we
watch to see if they are following through with them, therefore the demonstration is there
and we look at that as just a littie higher order thinking.. .or I do.
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(Teacher) I liked demonstrate behaviors.. .um, that was stronger than enhanced...more
than enhanced.
(Teacher) (Pause) This was probably when the giri beside me was tuming the page and
It distracted me (laugh). I would like for the kids to demonstrate appropriate behaviors
because of their success. I would like for success to be important enough for my kids that
it changes their behavior.
(Administrator) Demonstrate, support, success. Those were the words that I liked. I
want them to show me, to demonstrate those behaviors that's going to support that
success and not only academic success, but success with behavior, success in that
attendance rate, that tardy rate, whatever those uh, successes might be, academics
important...we know that. That's our business here, but along with that has to go
everything else and I want them to show me, I want them to demonstrate it daily, ntinute
by minute, day by day, twenty-four, seven while they're at school.
(Teacher) Um, I think it would need to be the improved student behavior, because that's
always something that we can always improve their behavior as far as acadentically and
positively. That's an ongoing thing that you can always work on, even if a student you
think may be the perfect student.
(Parent) (Pause) That the burden is upon the student to show that he wants to be
successful
(SYMBOLIC GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) (Long Pause) Again, to me, the way that it is stated, improved student
behavior empowers the teachers and empowers the administrators. It gives them a
feeling that they can affect student behavior. I like positive support. That is something
here at our school that we are really looking heavily at.. .ways and practices that will
positively support...students...so those are some of the words that drew me to that.
(Teacher) Enhanced posidve support.
(Parent) I think that at this young age the formative age, by giving, not just giving
haphazard compliments out but when a person does an credible job, by rewarding them,
by, by giving them a pat on the back. (Addidonal comments did not relate to the goal
question.)
(Parent) Improved student behavior. That's a big plus for me. I know the neighborhood.
I live in the neighborhood, so I've seen a lot of parents that don't encourage good student
behavior and I think by encouraging that, they're going to be really successful.
(Parent) The behavior.
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Say: You picked goal
in "SET E." I'm interested in knowing what appealed to
you in this goal. Can you tell me?
(STRUCTURAL GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) Uh, well, I think it's again that word demonstrate because I don't think
It's again easier to measure through our behavior data and discipline data that we deep on
our computer.
(Teacher) That they would become successful, contribudng members of society and
that's tied in to their behavioral skills.. .and that they are going to be demonstrating it.
(Teacher) (Long Pause) Hum.. .(long pause) I'm not sure. Let's see. I probably picked
number one because of the word appropriate because just in the situation I'm in now,
that's the best that I can ask for.... Exemplary (symbolic goal not picked), um, I was so
impressed with the end of the sentence.. .successful, contributing members of society
because that is big in my philosophy as well that I'm not sure that I differentiated very
well, but I still like number one.
(Administrator) This was a difficult one for me to choose.. .one or the other. It seems
clearer than the wording in goal two. We.. .both of those are something that we would
want. It just seems the wording was clearer in number one.
(Teacher) If they can't demonstrate that appropriate behavioral skills, then they can't be
successful in society. If they are not able to demonstrate it to me, then how could they be
successful so that's what really stood out to me again, was the word, I guess,
demonstrate, because they're showing it to me.
(Parent) My son is Jewish and he is probably the only person in this school that is Jewish.
The reason I center on that is that everything that has taken place in this school, when a
person is different for what's been going on, that's been discussed in the classroom.
(Additional comments made were not relevant to the goal question.)
(Parent) To demonstrate, that word really got me there. It's showing our children to
demonstrate will make them very successful and I think that this school really encourages
that.
(Parent) Well, the way we have the school out here, we're very respectful and they're
leaming that we cross our arms and they're leaming respect and behavior skills in our
school.
(SYMBOLIC GOAL SELECTED)
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(Admimstrator) Um.. .the modeling. The word model says to me that the children will
demonstrate to others and when people see it modeled, then they become more, and if it's
done, then it's just as tme with us, the more you do it and model it for someone, well it
becomes a part of you and so I see modeling as a key word here that I looked at and not
only that, the first one says appropriate behavior, but I like the word exemplary student
behavior so that they can become highly successful and be contributing members in our
society.
(Adntinistrator) I like the fact where it says model um, behavior and contributing
members of our society. I want our students everywhere they go in this community to
model that behavior. I want people to know that when they see (school name) students
by the way they behave, they're modeling that behavior that we should have that these
are students that are leaming how to behave in public and know how to behave in public
and are doing it. We've had a reputadon on this campus and in this neighborhood of
being rowdies and being rough kids and not knowing social graces and social behavior
and we've worked very hard to change that around. I want them to model it for us daily
where others' kids can sit there and say or other teachers can sit there and say look at that
group of students, they know how to behave. They're doing what they're supposed to do.
Ah, I want these students to become contributing members. I want the students to
become.. .if it's a waiter in a restaurant, we need that. If it's our plumbers, our
electricians, the people that help out at our gas stations, the people that help us as
automobile mechanics, whatever they want to do, I want them to be able to contribute to
society and that starts with that behavior.
(Teacher) Ah, model and successful.
(Parent) That they will be an example.. .that they will be a model and that they and that
they will show these people.

Say:

At first glance, the goals in "SET F" appear to be very similar, yet you selected
What was it about this goal that helped you to choose it over the other one?

(STRUCTURAL GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) Well, I.. .1 spent a few minutes on that one because that was one that I
actually pondered over, but it said in the second one that these students will excel and I
believe that if you had used the word will excel to the best of their ability then, I would
have chosen that, but it says that students with special needs will demonstrate "increased"
so to me, they can increase that their performance and academia, but I.. .1 had problems
with the word excel and not some clarity there.
(Teacher) Special needs.. .students with special needs instead of special needs students.
(Teacher) I just hked it better. I'm not sure.
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(SYMBOLIC GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) (Long Pause) Um, I think on that one when looking at the new SDAA
(State Developed Altemadve Assessment), since that is so unclear as far as the
measurement of that, we just want to see that condnuous academic growth and we do that
through the lEPs (Individualized Instmctional Plan) and this.
(Administrator) The continuous academic growth. I also, always like to talk about
excellence and excelling and um, certainly believe and was glad to see that word excel
was in the same sentence with special needs students.
(Adntinistrator) Again, I liked those words where it said excel and continuous academic
growth. Again, I think it has to be something that goes on and on and on. Not just
increase it, but to condnue to work on it and like I said on the last one, I want them to
excel instmctionally also. I like the word excel. Not the job of demonstrating it, but to
actually excel to the very best of their abilities. Special needs kids, I had a class one year
on a campus, it was a functional living class and those kiddos, somedmes their
instmctional goals ntight be to roll over this week, you know. To be able to recognize the
red, but to excel in what their doing, that every dme they recognized the color, they could
yell red, red you know, but that condnuous academic performance, I again like those
words and that was what I chose.
(Teacher) Um, because it said like excel instmctionally through condnuous academic
growth instead of just demonstrating academic growth, we're actually excelling.
(Teacher) I think the word excel, that the students will excel instmcdonally through
continually growing academically. It really stuck out to me, just the word, excel because
here, they'll demonstrate increased academic performance. In this one I didn't choose
the word demonstrate, which is odd. I would rather see them excel instmcdonally instead
of actually demonstrating increased academic instmcdon.
(Parent) It sounds like again, that the burden is on the child, that he is...has some special
needs, yet he having to take the responsibility to make himself better, so he... the burden
is on the child and that is why I chose that goal.
(Parent) I'm going back to my original thing. I think that with these special services that
have been offered to (son's name) that allowed him to reach or understand what his
potential is and it's also through these services.. .that he is normal. (Addidonal
comments did not relate to the goal question.)
(Parent) (Pause) I just think that special needs students really, I really think that we have
some good programs for special needs children and I think that continuing growth is
going to really going to make them successful, also.
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(Parent) They're special because they go on with life, better. Go on with life.
Say: In "SET G," you did not select number
Was there something in the way
the goal was written that you did not like? You did select
. Please tell me, what
made you want to pick this goal?
(STRUCTURAL GOAL SELECTED)
(Parent) Because to me, all kids are equal, so you know, special populations I'm
assuming is different races and different religions and different colors. That's how I
interpreted number one that we are singling out other races and other religions. That's
how I interpreted number one and that is why I didn't choose that because we're like
giving them an excuse because they're different than us, whereas, you know, students of
any color, race, or religion can have special needs and academically, so I chose the
second one because I don't want to single out anybody by choosing number one. Yes,
we're going to work with them until we have the, you know, the teachers are going to
work with them until the students have the improvement that the kids need, to, they're
just going to be on them until they can get those skills.. .however they have to get them,
talk to them, but they're going to continue to work with them undl the students have the
skills that they need.
(SYMBOLIC GOAL SELECTED)
(Administrator) Well, I think it's the fact that there was a part that I liked in number one
better which was that highest potential because I think that covers from our Special Ed.
Students all the way up to our gifted and talented students.
(Administrator) Special needs students will improve. We want them to improve, but I
understand that, but you cannot use the word will. That means.. .that just teikes a lot for
me to see and I am not talking about our resource type children that we.. .even our ESL
(English as a Second Language) children and those students because I consider them all
special needs, but you know they.. .they have to reach their highest potential. It's not
something that we're going to set. We have to be realistic and know that there is just a
big difference. Even though it said will improve skills (in the symbolic goal) but, it goes
on to say to reach their highest potential and then, the word "in order"... I just like the
wording of it. Maybe I'm a bit wordy, but I think the more words, the clearer that it is.
(Teacher) No, I think why I selected one was the fact of identifying special
populations...to me; it's more encompassing than special needs.
(Teacher) I couldn't decide if I liked special needs students (stmctural goal not selected).
Special populations.. .and that's real inelevant to me, so I'm not sure why I chose that
wording, but if I was speaking, I would probably say special needs students, but when I
saw the altemative, I liked it. (Pause) Special populations...(pause) I also hked to reach
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their highest potential (symbolic goal that was selected) again, kind of individualizing it
more.
(Adntinistrator) Um, there was something about this statement, to reach their highest
potential in order to achieve lifelong success that seemed to me, important. I selected one
over number two and I know that you are tiying to go in the back door. Number two is
fine, but I liked number one.
(Adntinistrator) No, again I think it was in order to reach their highest potential and to
achieve lifelong success. It was those words. Number two said basically the same thing,
number one just expanded it. And number one expanded it to meet that highest potential,
lifelong success. That's that special pops again, to reach their special needs that they
have and to have them reach that very highest potential. We're not going to be satisfied
with the child just knowing one color, red. We want them to go as high as their brain can
stretch or their bodies, if they've got physical needs, as high as they can stretch that
success they we want them to achieve so badly, that what I liked one as compared to
number two.
(Teacher) It wasn't anything I disliked.. .1 selected number one because of reaching their
highest potential and I liked it.
(Teacher) Um, I think that special needs students improving in reading, writing, and
math skills for lifelong success should be something you do anyway. I think that it
shouldn't be anything that we would work on or look at, but for them to be an identified
member of a special population would be something that you would want them to reach
that highest potential and I think with a special needs group, just to be able to improve on
those skills isn't reaching their highest potential and all their highest potendals are going
to be different, so I think that just really reaching their highest potendal, that ought to be
a lot differentiy from number two, as far as their improvement, because improvement and
reaching their highest potential are two totally different things.
(Parent) (Comments made by the participant did not relate to the goal question asked.)
(Parent) Um, I have a child, like I said is a high school student and unfortunately has
fallen through some of the cracks and I think that special needs.. .in helping him improve
his reading skills could have been a benefit that we missed somewhere along the line and
that's kind of why I picked this one. Continuing with special needs children, that they
will be successful.
(Parent) We have a thing at our school. Be smart and intelligent and be the best that you
can be and this is why I picked this.
Say: Your responses to my questions have been so helpful today. If I could ask you to
glance over all of the goals you have selected and see if you can summarize, what is it
about these goals that made you choose them?
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(Administrator) I don't think so.
(Administrator) No, uh.. .Well, I do want to ask a question of this. Do you see this as
something that you want to take back to a district and say here is a better way of stating
goals? (Interviewer: Yes, I hope to do that if the results show that this is a better way to
write goals.)
(Teacher) It's really kind of hard to know which statement is best. You really have to
look at the statements very specifically... to look at them. Like Set G, I like the
smallness of this, but then just one or two words.
(Teacher) I thought that they were excellent. I was supposed to be tutoring, so I was
easily distracted so I'm afraid that I read them pretty quickly and I caught myself going
back because I didn't read it and I got to the second one and I thought, that's what the
first one said and I had to go back and do a little more detailed reading, but I'm very
impressed.
(Adntinistrator) Well, again um, overall I think that when you can state a goal so that
there is um, that it would indicate that the teacher or the instmctor, the role model, the
adntinistrator could have some affect on that behavior appeals to me. Motivate students,
improve student behavior and I realize that we're looking for student behaviors. We're
looking for what the students will look like, but at that same dme, I think it is important
that we also encourage and allow teachers and administrators to feel a positive role to
demonstrate those behaviors. Those really appeal to me.
(Adntinistrator) No, not really. I just think that goals on this campus and I know that
each campus has to look at their special populations that they've got and I don't mean
special education, LEP or anything like that, but the kiddos that make up the school and
the community in which that school is located and I think that for me, if you put me into a
different campus, I might have selected different goals, but for this campus and this
community and the needs that we've got here, I selected the goal they would help us best
meet the needs of these kiddos and what we want for them in this school and this
community here. And always keeping in mind the goals of (school district), but our goals
mesh and go right along with them, we're not doing a thing that they don't agree with.
Our approach may be a little bit different, but the end results are going to be the same, so.
(Teacher) I think all of the goals are striving for the students to become independent
leamers and exceeding the.. .goals to their highest potential.
(Teacher) Um, I think I'm actually surprised at the very first of it that I chose a lot of
demonstrate type goals, that I wanted them to demonstrate to me the academic
performance or the success in what they did, but yet, when I got back to actual skills,
lifelong skills or special needs students, I was looking more towards a higher goal than
just demonstrating to me what they can do...read and what they can do right now so, I
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think that's one.. .thing of why I picked what I picked and what stood out to me the most
and partly surprised me and leamed something about myself on that.
(Parent) Um, just that I feel that it's important now that we're trying to reach each child
as they need to be reached and so I think that it's important to put round pegs in a square
hole, but that we just need to empower the educators, you know, to help all the kids that
we can and the best way that we can. I like that somebody's out there trying to do those
things, so your out there trying to implement some of these changes to make it a better
system for everybody.
(Parent) (No additional comments were made by the parent that related to the goals listed
in the survey.)
(Parents) No, not really.
(Parent) This is a very good school system and I really enjoy it and I don't see nobody
doing nothing wrong and I think it's excellent.
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